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ABSTRACT

AMERICAN JEWISH MEDICAL ACTIVISM, 1945-1955
Rebecca Cutler
Beth Wenger

This dissertation examines the meanings and uses of medicine for American Jews
from 1945-1955. Focusing on medical activism in the United States, Europe, and Israel, I
argue that medicine provides a lens with which to interpret the enormous changes of the
immediate postwar decade among American Jews. In an era concerned with the need to
heal and rebuild in the wake of the Holocaust, there was an urgent need for American
Jews to become “caretakers” for world Jewry and medicine served as part of that effort in
both Europe and Palestine/Israel. In the wake of the war, American Jews spearheaded
efforts to rebuild medical networks, provide medical aid to Jewish displaced persons in
Europe, and build medical infrastructures in Palestine and Israel. Through a new
assertiveness and confidence of American Jewish medicine and health care activism,
prewar Eurocentric world views of Jewish medicine shifted to a postwar US/Israel axis.
Yet, the relationship between many American Jews and Israel remained uneasy and there
were still lingering concerns about dual loyalty.
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INTRODUCTION

This dissertation examines the meanings and uses of medicine for American Jews
from 1945-1955. I argue that medicine provides a lens with which to interpret the
enormous changes of the immediate postwar decade among American Jews. In an era
concerned with the need to heal and rebuild in the wake of the Holocaust, there was an
urgent need for American Jews to become “caretakers” for world Jewry and medicine
served as part of that effort in both Europe and Palestine/Israel. In the wake of the war,
American Jews spearheaded efforts to rebuild medical networks, provide medical aid to
Jewish displaced persons in Europe, and build medical infrastructures in Palestine and
Israel. These endeavors elucidate the many American Jewish realignments abroad that
occurred within the first postwar decade. Through a new assertiveness and confidence of
American Jewish medicine and health care activism, prewar Eurocentric world views of
Jewish medicine shifted to a postwar US/Israel axis. Yet, the relationship between many
American Jews and Israel remained uneasy and there were still lingering concerns about
dual loyalty.
Focusing on American Jewish health activism in the United States, Europe, and
Israel, I contend that medicine provided a unique tool for civic engagement and
facilitated social, cultural, and political change at home and abroad. The impact of
American Jewish health activism extended far beyond its immediate imperative to heal
the sick. American Jews used medical work to fight postwar antisemitism, to bolster
their inclusion within American society, and to negotiate the new demographic realities
1

of postwar world Jewry. Medical activism was not a panacea, but it did pave the way for
expanded American Jewish participation in a broad range of postwar arenas. As such, it
provides an alternate lens for examining American Jewish life in the decade after World
War II.
This dissertation builds on previous studies that have explored medicine as a site
for examining broader trends in Jewish history. Historians have shown that crosscultural, border crossing exchanges were indeed one of the features distinguishing the
pursuit of Jewish medical knowledge from at least the medieval period onward.1 For an
elite number of Jewish men able and willing to take on considerable risk and hardships, a
life of medicine provided unparalleled opportunities. In Marseille for example, several
Jewish physicians were employed by the city, while others practiced privately.2 Noted
Jewish physicians even taught at the medical faculty of Montpellier.3 In some places,
such as Languedoc more than a third of licensed physicians were Jewish and in many

1

See for example: Asaac Alteras, “Jewish Physicians in Southern France during the 13th
and 14th Centuries,” Jewish Quarterly Review 68:4 (April 1978): 209-223.; Ron Barkai,
“Jewish Medical Treatises in the Middle Ages,” in Jews in Medicine: Religion, Culture,
Science, ed. Natalia Berger (Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society, 1995), 45-87.”
S.D. Goitein, “The Medical Profession in the Light of the Cairo Genizah Documents,”
Hebrew Union College Annual 34 (1963): 177-194.; Max Meyerhoff, “Medieval Jewish
Physicians in the Near East, from Arabic Sources,” Isis 28:2 (1938): 432-460.; M.
Perlmann, “Notes on the Position of Jewish Physicians in Medieval Muslim Countries,”
Israel Oriental Studies 2 (1972): 315-319.; Fred Rosner and Samuel Kottek, ed., Moses
Maimonides: Physician, Scientist, and Philosopher (Northvale, New Jersey: J. Aronson,
1993).
2
Asaac Alteras, “Jewish Physicians in Southern France during the 13th and 14th
Centuries,” Jewish Quarterly Review 68:4 (April 1978): 215.
3
Ibid., 219.; Harry Friedenwald, The Jews and Medicine (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
Press, 1944).; Cecil Roth, “The Medieval University and the Jew,” Menorah Journal 19
(1930): 133.; Aaron Friedenwald, Jewish Physicians and the Contribution of the Jews to
the Science of Medicine (Philadelphia, 1897): 125.
2

locations in southern France, Aragon, and Italy, Jewish physicians were regularly
examined and licensed by local, non-Jewish authorities.4 Historian David Ruderman
contends that even after 1306, when Jews were barred from medieval university studies
in Christian Europe, they nevertheless often remained in close contact with the faculty of
medicine there. Jews also contributed to the Islamic world through the pursuit of medical
practice and knowledge, developing “strong kinship ties and a network of
apprenticeships.” Thus, Jews “attained not only considerable economic success and
political power, but knowledge and practical experience in the natural sciences.” Despite
obstacles, the practice of medieval medicine crossed geographic and communal
boundaries in ways that few other pursuits approached.
Such trends only spread in the early modern period. By 1616, the authority to
award medical degrees at the University of Padua was transferred from papal officials to
the more secular Collegium Venetum, or Venetian College. Correspondingly, the number
of Protestant and Jewish students attending the university and receiving the prestigious
degree of doctoratus in artibus et medicine proliferated.5 The social, cultural, and
intellectual interactions at Padua were truly unprecedented. For the first time, students
from different social classes, geographic origins, linguistic traditions, and religious
persuasions, traveled from all over Europe to study together at one institution. There,
they undertook a five-year course of study in classical scientific texts, botany, anatomy,
chemistry, and clinical medicine. Regardless of who they were and where they came
4

David Ruderman, Jewish Thought and Scientific Discovery in Early Modern Europe
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1995): 50-51.; Alteras, “Jewish Physicians in
Southern France,” 209-223.
5
Ruderman, Jewish Thought and Scientific Discovery, 110.
3

from, all students at Padua sat side by side in lectures, at the famed anatomical theatre,
and at nightly disputations. One can only imagine what it might have been like to
participate in such proceedings by day, only to retire at night to the adjacent Jewish
ghetto next door. University students typically received lodging and mutual aid
according to “nations.” However, such divisions were not always rigid, and it is unclear
how some groups, such as Jews, fit into this system. What is certain, is that between
1617 and 1816, at least 320 Jews received a medical degree from the University of
Padua. Upon graduation, these physicians joined the ranks of other, primarily Sephardi
Jews, who had graduated from Spanish, Portuguese, and Dutch universities during the
same period.6 Most significantly, the social and intellectual ties formed among such
doctors spread far beyond their university life. After receiving their degree, Jewish
physicians traveled throughout Europe to pursue their careers, all -the -while-,
maintaining strong connections with each other. As Ruderman concluded, such
physicians “were linguistically and culturally assimilated but maintained close contact
among themselves, with non-Jewish colleagues, and with the upper echelons of western
and eastern European society.”7 Thus, by the early modern period, a vibrant array of
multifaceted medical networks were already in place.
As the expanding cultural and intellectual exchanges of the early modern period
gave way to formal political emancipations and increasing integration, Jews became even
further entrenched in the growing world of medical education, practice, and research. As

6

See Yosef Kaplan, An Alternative Path to Modernity: the Sephardi Diaspora in Western
Europe (Leiden: Brill, 2000), 196-210.
7
Ruderman, Jewish Thought and Scientific Discovery, 115.
4

their predecessors had done, modern Jewish physicians immersed themselves in secular
knowledge, studied alongside non-Jewish colleagues and took care of non-Jewish
patients. Increased ease of travel and communication furthered the ability of physicians
to stay in touch with each other and to stay abreast of current debates within the medical
literature. Under these conditions, networks between Jewish physicians and colleagues
of diverse backgrounds flourished.
By the end of the eighteenth century, the medical profession was increasingly
dominated by university-trained physicians. At the same time, European medical schools
became increasingly open to Jews, who began to seek medical degrees in higher
numbers. Jews pursued medicine for several reasons. First, Jewish tradition valued
medicine and permitted the secular study of medicine for the purpose of preserving life.
Second, medical schools and the medical profession in general, were more tolerant to
Jews, who were often barred from admission to other faculties at the university as well as
other vocations, including the army, law and the civil service. Medicine, therefore,
became an important means to improve one’s standing in society. It is not surprising
then, that over the course of the 19th century, the percentage of Jews graduating from
medical school steadily increased, for example, going from approximately 7% in Berlin
1826 to more than 30% in 1890.8
As the number of Jewish doctors increased, and as secular culture grew through
the course of the 19th century, Jews increasingly established their own hospitals. By the

8

Thomas Schlich, “The Jewish Doctor in the Era of Modern Medicine,” in Jews and
Medicine: Religion, Culture, Science, ed. Natalia Berger (Philadelphia: The Jewish
Publication Society, 1995), 137-138.
5

second half of the 19th century Jews founded hospitals in cities as far ranging as Paris,
London, Budapest, Jerusalem and Cincinnati. Historian Thomas Schilich noted that by
1933 Jewish hospitals “existed in most countries around the world and usually enjoyed a
fine reputation.” Jews opened their own hospitals for a variety of reasons. Jewish
hospitals catered to Jewish patients by providing kosher food and assisting with Jewish
burial rites. Most Jewish hospitals were predominantly secular in nature, with varying
degrees of Jewish identity. Nevertheless, the ability to attend a Jewish hospital
eliminated the possibility of encountering religious proselytizing, which sometimes
occurred at non-Jewish institutions. Jewish hospitals also provided professional
opportunities for Jewish physicians, who were often discriminated against within nonJewish hospitals. Throughout the 19th and early 20th centuries, it was common for nonJewish hospitals to hold exclusionary policies concerning staff positions, advanced
medical training and specialized appointments. Establishing their own institutions
afforded Jewish physicians increased flexibility and opportunities to expand their practice
and prestige within the profession.9
Antisemitism impacted Jewish medicine outside of the hospital setting as well. In
Germany, for example, Jews were excluded from medical fraternities.10 In the United
States, as well, Jews wishing to join medical fraternities encountered discriminatory
9

Ibid., 156-157.
John M. Efron, Medicine and the German Jews: A History (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2001), 246. See also: Sander Gilman, The Jew’s Body (New York:
Routledge, 1991).; Sander Gilman, The Case of Sigmund Freud: Medicine and Identity
at the Fin de Siècle (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993).; Mitchell B.
Hart, Social Science and the Politics of Modern Jewish Identity (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 2000).; John Efron, Defenders of the Race: Jewish Doctors and Race
Science in Fin de Siècle Europe (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994).
10

6

policies. In part to counter exclusionary practices, and in part to foster a sense of Jewish
fellowship and belonging, Jews began to establish their own medical fraternities.11
Yet, the impact of antisemitism within the medical profession extended beyond
the institutional realm. As historian Mitchell Hart noted, “Over the course of the
nineteenth century, medicine and race coalesced around nationalism to produce a
coherent anti-Semitic ideology that cast the Jews as essentially different from and
dangerous to civilization and culture. . . . The diseases of the Jew and the diseased Jew
were racialized. . . the pathology and abnormality of the Jew was heritable and
immutable.”12 Debates over the emancipation and integration of Jews into modern
society, or what came to be called, “The Jewish Question,” were replete with the
language of medicine and science.13

The notion that Jews were biologically inferior

beings, held long-lasting impact, ultimately even becoming a bastion of Nazi ideology.14
Yet, in response to such anti-Semitic charges of Jewish degeneration, some
Christians and Jews alike developed alternative narratives of Jewish health and
wellbeing, characterized as “the Healthy Jew,” by Mitchell Hart. According to Hart,
11

Marianne R. Sanua, Going Greek, Jewish College Fraternities in the United States,
1895-1945 (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2003).
12
Mitchell B. Hart, The Healthy Jew: The Symbiosis of Judaism and Modern Medicine
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 7.
13
See for example: Beth Wenger, “Mitzvah and Medicine: Gender, Assimilation, and the
Scientific Defense of ‘Family Purity,’” Jewish Social Studies 5:1-2 (1998-1999): 177202.; Thomas Schlich, “Medicalization and Secularization: The Jewish Ritual Bath as a
Problem of Hygiene (Germany 1820s-1840s),” Social History of Medicine 8:3
(December 1995): 423-442.
14
See for example: Henry Friedlander, The Origins of Nazi Genocide: From Euthanasia
to the Final Solution (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1995).; Robert
Proctor, Racial Hygiene: Medicine Under the Nazis (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1988).; Benno Muller-Hill, Murderous Science (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1988).
7

“physicians, medical researchers, and popular writers rendered Moses and the rabbis of
the Talmud as medical authorities, equal or superior in their knowledge to both ancient
and modern scientific figures. Jewish law and ritual, in turn, were translated into codes
of health and hygiene, and presented as equal or superior to ancient and especially to
modern systems of medical knowledge.”15 Instead of characterizing Jews as degenerative,
these authors portrayed Jews as a model for proper health and wellbeing.
Numerous authors also touted Jewish medical achievements in modern times. A
rich body of literature, much of it apologetic in nature, lauds the many contributions of
Jews to medicine in the 19th and 20th centuries.16 A number of prominent intellectuals,
both Jewish and non-Jewish, including some who appear within the pages of this
dissertation, and others who have written since the period focused on here, have even
characterized the attraction of Jews to science and medicine as a driving force of modern
civilization. Perhaps the most noted proponent of this theory, Thornstein Veblen, noted
in 1919 that, “It will not do to say that none but renegade Jews count effectually in the
modern sciences. . . . But it would be wider of the mark to claim that the renegades are to
be counted only as sporadic exceptions among a body of unmitigated Jews who make up
the virtual total of that muster of creative men of science which the Jewish people have
thrown into the intellectual advance of Christendom.”17

15

Hart, The Healthy Jew, 2.
See discussions of such literature in David Hollinger, “Why Are Jews Preeminent in
Science and Scholarship? The Veblen Thesis Reconsidered,” Aleph 2 (Jan 1, 2002): 14563; Sander Gilman, “‘The Bell Curve,’ Intelligence, and Virtuous Jews,’ Discourse 19:1
(Oct 1, 1996).; Efron, A Chosen Calling, 1-11.
17
Thorstein Veblen, “The Intellectual Pre-Eminence of Jews in Modern Europe,”
Political Science Quarterly 34:1 (March 1919): 38-39.
16

8

A century later, academics and lay people alike, continue to portray exceptional
achievement in the realm of medicine as defining characteristics of a perceived Jewish
integration and exceptionalism in the modern world. Often quoted statistics include the
overrepresentation of Jews in the field, as well as the disproportionate number of Jewish
Nobel laureates in Medicine. In 1995, for example, Beit Hatfutsot [literally translated as
“House of the Diaspora,” but now called the Museum of the Jewish People], featured the
numerous achievements of Modern Jews within a major exhibit examining the subject of
Jews and medicine through the ages. A publication resulting from the exhibit notes that
by 1890 over thirty percent of Berlin doctors, and 16% of German doctors in general
were Jewish, even though Jews themselves made up only 1.2% of the German
population. The exhibit also emphasized that Jews were drawn to medicine in other
countries as well, and by 1925 more than 10% of the physicians in Hungary, the Soviet
Union and South Africa were Jewish.18
Reflecting on the meaning of these statistics, historian Thomas Schlich summed
up disparate characterizations of the role of Jews in modern medicine quite nicely. “If we
think of Jewish doctors in modern times a number of generalizations occur to us,”
Schlich maintained. “First of all, medicine seems to have been a typical Jewish
occupation. Secondly, though Jewish doctors were discriminated against, their success in
the field was overwhelming. Finally, Jewish doctors were in the forefront of the creation
of modern medicine, excelling not only in the practice of medicine, but in medical
research and teaching.” Echoing the assertions of numerous others, Schlich concluded

18

Schlich, “The Jewish Doctor in the Era of Modern Medicine,” 138.
9

that “the quality and quantity of their contribution is reflected in rosters of Nobel
laureates and winners of other awards, dictionaries of eponymic syndromes and diseases,
and lists of medical authors and investigators.”19
Yet, interestingly enough, despite Veblen’s thesis on the intellectual pre-eminence
of the Jews in Modern Europe, and despite the overwhelming ways in which Jews have
been portrayed as central actors in the history of modern medicine, few historical works
on modern Jewish medicine, particularly in the United States, endeavor to unpack the
complicated set of cross-cultural interactions and intellectual exchanges which occurred
both among Jews and non-Jews as well as within the Jewish physician community during
this period. My analysis of Jewish medical work thus primarily builds on a few
pioneering studies. Several works on Jews in Early Modern Europe, most notably David
Ruderman’s Jewish Thought and Scientific Discovery in Early Modern Europe, pave the
way for understanding Jewish medicine as an unparalleled forum for cross-cultural and
intellectual exchange.20 Studies of the modern period, including the American context,
have focused on understanding the role of medicine and medical discourse within

19

Ibid., 137.
See for example, Ruderman, Jewish Thought and Scientific Discovery.; R. Barnett,
“Dr. Jacob de Castro Sarmento and Sephardim in Medical Practice in Eighteenth-Century
London,” Transactions of the Jewish Historical Society of England 27 (1978-80): 84114.; Jerome Bylebyl. “The School of Padua: Humanistic Medicine in the Sixteenth
Century,” in Health, Medicine, and Mortality in the 16th Century, ed. Charles Webster
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979): 335-70.; Y. Leibowitz, “Harveian Items
in Hebrew Medicine,” HaRofe HaIvri 2 (1957) 134-38.; G. Miletto, “The Teaching
Program of David Ben Abraham and His Son Abraham Provenzali in its HistoricalCultural Context,” in Cultural Intermediaries: Jewish Intellectuals in Early Modern Italy,
ed. David Ruderman (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004), 127-48.;
Kenneth Collins, “Jewish Medical Students and Graduates at the Universities of Padua
and Leiden: 1617-1740,” Rambam Maimonides Medical Journal 4:1 (2013): 1-8.
20

10

discussions of Jewish integration into non-Jewish society. In this framework, medicine
became an important basis for both anti-Semitic rhetoric as well as calls for Jewish
belonging and inclusion, or alternately, national self-determination.21
Scholars have recently paid increasing attention to concepts of “health activism,”
or “medical activism.”22 However, within the field of Jewish history, the intersections of
medicine and political activism are overwhelmingly limited to discussions of Jewish
medical work within the state building context in Palestine and Israel.23 In describing
21

See for example, Efron, A Chosen Calling.; Efron, Defenders of the Race.; Efron,
Medicine and the German Jews.; Hart, The Healthy Jew.; Wenger, “Mitzvah and
Medicine.”; Schlich, “Medicalization and Secularization.”; Gilman, The Jew’s Body.;
Harvey Mitchell, “An Eighteenth-Century Medical View of the Diseases of the Jews in
Northeastern France: Medical Anthropology and the Politics of Jewish Emancipation,”
Bulletin of the History of Medicine 67:2 (1993): 248-289.
22
See for example: Jenna Loyd, Health Rights are Civil Rights: Peace and Justice
Activism in Los Angeles, 1963-1978 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
2014).; Lisa Diedrich, Indirect Action: Schizophrenia, Epilepsy, AIDS and the Course of
Activism in America, 1890-1950 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2016).;
Susan Smith, Sick and Tired of Being Sick and Tired: Black Women’s Health Activism in
America, 1890-1950 (Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 1995).; Jennifer
Chan, Politics in the Corridor of Dying: AIDS Activism and Global Health Governance
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2015).; Glenn Laverack, Health Activism:
Foundations and Strategies (London: SAGE, 2013).; Thetis Group and Joan Roberts,
Feminism and Nursing: An Historical Perspective on Power, Status, and Political
Activism in the Nursing Profession (Westport, Connecticut: Praeger Publishers, 1995).;
Jean Huang, “Defining Health Activism: from MADD to Mad Activists: Health Activism
in the 20th Century,” Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine 84:1 (March 2011): 51-53.;
Gerald Grob, “Psychiatry and Social Activism: The Politics of a Specialty in Postwar
America,” Bulletin of the History of Medicine 60:4 (1986): 477-501.; Stephen Mawdsley,
“’Salk Hops’: Teen Health Activism and the Fight Against Polio, 1955-1960,” Cultural
and Social History 13:2 (2016): 249-265.
23
Exceptions include: Howard Markel, Quarantine!: East European Jewish Immigrants
and the New York City Epidemics of 1892 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1997).; David Ruderman, “Some Jewish Responses to Smallpox Prevention in the
Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries: a New Perspective of the Modernization
of European Jewry,” Aleph 2 (2002): 111-114. For important work on the medical
politics of building the state of Israel see: Nadav Davidovich, Rhona Seidelman and
Shifra Shvarts, “Contested Bodies: Medicine, Public Health and Mass Immigration to
11

Jewish medical activism after World War II, this dissertation seeks to place medical
activism in the context of modern American Jewish history. In doing so, this dissertation
serves as a corrective to scholarship that has largely ignored the importance of American
Jewish medical work and the distinctive lens it provides for elucidating postwar Jewish
history.
While statistics indicate a disproportionate Jewish participation or perhaps even
scientific achievement in medicine, they do not by themselves tell us the nuanced story of
how Jews engaged in the medical world, created professional lives for themselves, or
worked to shape trends within the field. Such an examination requires close attention to
the ways in which Jews asserted themselves within a complicated body of interactions,
social connections, and professional ties within and outside of the medical world. Within
this context, the tremendous institutional, geo-political, and to some extent even
ideological changes which came from modernity in general, but World War II in
particular, brought challenge, but also opportunity for American Jews—a new vantage

Israel,” Hagar 6:2 (2006): 35-58.; Shifra Shvarts, Health and Zionism: The Israeli Health
Care System, 1948-1960 (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2008).; Shifra
Shvarts, The Worker’s Health Fund in Eretz Israel: Kupat Holim (Rochester: University
of Rochester Press, 2002).; Nadav Davidovich and Shifra Shvarts, “Health and
Hegemony: Preventive Medicine, Immigrants and the Israeli Melting Pot,” Israel Studies
9:2 (2004): 150-179.; Nadav Davidovitch and Rakefet Zalashik, “Health, Race and
Nation Building: The Case of Mass Ringworm Irradiation in Israel,” Korot 21 (20112012): 131-147.; Nadav Davidovitch and Rakefet Zalashik, “Pasteur in Palestine: The
Politics of the Laboratory,” Science in Context 23:4 (2010): 401-425.; Sandra Sufian,
Healing the Land and the Nation: Malaria and the Zionist Project in Palestine, 19201947 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007). Sandra Sufian, “Defining National
Medical Borders: Medical Terminology and the Making of Hebrew Medicine,” in
Reapproaching Borders: New Perspectives on the Study of Israel-Palestine, ed. Sandra
Sufian and Mark LeVine (Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield, 2007), 97-119.; Sandra
Sufian, “Anatomy of the 1936-39 Revolt: Images of the Body in Political Cartoons of
Mandatory Palestine,” Journal of Palestine Studies 37:2 (2008): 23-42.
12

point, so to speak, from which to refine and redefine relationships and the political
influence stemming from them.
This work takes the end of World War II as a starting point and ends a decade
later in 1955 with the return of West Germany and Austria as sovereign countries in
Europe, and the Suez Crisis in Israel. This was a tumultuous period for American Jews.
Reeling from the devastation of the Holocaust, American Jews confronted the loss of six
million of their European brethren. For the first time, more Jews now resided in the
United States than in any other country in the world. With Europe in ruins, hundreds of
thousands of Jewish displaced persons seeking to emigrate, and armed conflicts in
Palestine, American Jews questioned what role they could or should play within the
world Jewish community. Such questions were further complicated by the establishment
of the State of Israel in 1948. While many rejoiced the return of Jewish sovereignty after
2000 years, others remained warry that statehood would leave American Jews open to
charges of dual-loyalty.
At home, the postwar decade brought increasing economic security and upward
mobility to many American Jews. Soldiers returning from World War II, took advantage
of the GI Bill to pursue higher education and purchase homes with reduced interest rates.
Like their non-Jewish neighbors, many Jews also moved away from congested urban
settings to the suburbs. This was coupled with movement away from the northeast
towards Sunbelt regions such as Miami and Los Angeles. The postwar era also brought a
general decline in anti-Semitism, and Jews increasingly found acceptance as part of a
shared Judeo-Christian tradition that sought to counter the threat of “godless”
communists. However, while anti-Semitism was not as virulent as it had been in the
13

1930s and 40s, Jews still faced discrimination within universities, the labor market and in
numerous other areas of American life.24
Anti-Semitism was of particular concern to Jewish doctors, who still faced
significant quotas and exclusionary hiring practices, even after 1945. In America,
medical school quotas limiting Jewish students first began in 1928 at Columbia’s College
of Physicians and Surgeons. Jewish enrollment at the time surpassed 50% of students,
and quotas were adopted to increase the ratio of Protestant students. Other colleges,
particularly in the Northeast, where the number of Jews were most concentrated,
followed suit. A quota at Cornell Medical School, for example, reduced Jewish students
from 40% in 1920, to 5% in 1940.25 Such quotas did not fade with the end of World War
II. Indeed, at least four major state funded reports published between 1947 and 1949
showed enduring discrimination by both race and religion within American higher
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education.26 In part as a reaction to anti-Semitism, Yeshiva University founded the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine in 1950, to provide more opportunities for Jewish
medical students.27
Jews were not the only ones to face discrimination within the postwar American
medical system. The 1947 President’s Commission on Higher Education found that of
the 6,000 physicians graduating from 77 medical schools in 1946, only 154 were African
Americans, all of whom had graduated from two schools, Howard University and
Meharry Medical College. Twenty medical schools specifically barred African American
students from attending in 1946. While the remaining 57 schools presumably accepted
African American students, only a third of them actually had actually enrolled any. Even
after African American doctors had obtained their medical degrees, most were barred
from clinical facilities. This was true even in tax supported Northern hospitals.28
Furthermore, many Southern hospitals refused even to treat minority patients. Such
exclusionary practices remained in place until 1963, when the practice of maintaining
separate but equal facilities was legally abolished.29
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While the continued impact of discrimination and anti-Semitism marked an
enduring connection to the past, there were also significant changes underway within the
medical profession during the decade after World War II. Historian Paul Starr claimed
that, “the postwar decades of economic expansion saw a dramatic growth in the scale of
American medicine. From modest prewar beginnings the United States built up an
immense medical research establishment.”30 The postwar years saw a huge expansion of
the federal support for medicine, and particularly for medical research. By 1950, the
annual budget of the National Institute for Health grew to $16.3 million dollars, while the
federal budget for medical research rose from three million dollars in 1941 to 76 million
dollars in 1951.31
The federal government was also critical in expanding postwar hospitals. Both
through the Hill-Burton bill signed in 1946 and through income tax incentives, federal
dollars flowed to support the establishment of new hospitals, almost 800 of which were
built between 1946 and 1955.32 Significantly, according to historian Rosemary Stevens,
“new hospitals, like those before them, concentrated on short-term cure, with no major
shift to long-term treatment or rehabilitation. . . . More patients were in the hospital for
hemorrhoids than for heart disease in 1957-58; more fore hernia repair than for cancer.”
Compared to the approximately five thousand hospitals which focused on short-term
conditions, there were only three hundred that specialized in long-term care.33
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The postwar decade was also characterized by increasing specialization. Before
the war, a clear majority of doctors reported themselves as general practitioners. Yet,
during the war, military physicians received a higher rank for specializing. When the
Veterans Administration ruled after the war that no doctor would be treated as a specialist
without board certification, thousands of returning physicians used their GI benefits to
pursue such certification. Doctors were also motivated to specialize by the
disproportionately higher income and prestige afforded to specialists. Altogether, the
number of specialists grew from 24% in 1940 to 44% by 1955, while the number of
hospital specialty residency positions grew from 10,000 in 1945 to 25,000 in 1955.34
As in other areas of American life, political debates punctuated postwar medicine.
During the 1940s, the concept of compulsory health insurance received renewed attention
and even Presidential support. However, the American Medical Association and others
in opposition to the idea, characterized compulsory health insurance as “socialized
medicine.” As Paul Starr noted, the subject of health insurance became “a symbolic issue
in the growing crusade against communist influence in America.35 In a system dubbed
“Medical McCarthyism,” by cardiologist Ernst P. Boas, physicians with leftist leanings
faced prison sentences, license suspensions, lost income, government review boards, loss
of hospital privileges, military demotions, and tarnished reputations.36 Jewish physicians
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stood on both sides of this debate. For example, both Morris Fishbein, the staunchly
conservative editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association, and Boas
himself, president of the leftist Physicians Forum Organization, were Jews. However,
while Medical McCarthyism undoubtedly impacted many Jewish physicians on the left,
the topic was not always openly addressed within the Jewish medical literature of the
period. Indeed, the subject of McCarthyism was conspicuously absent within the primary
documents examined for this dissertation.
Another major event of the era—the Nazi Doctors Trials, also left surprisingly
scant imprints within the postwar archival records of American Jewish physicians.
Revelations concerning medical atrocities committed by the Nazis in the name of
scientific knowledge certainly horrified many. Yet, as historian David Rothman argued,
“neither the horrors described at the Nuremberg trail nor the ethical principles that
emerged from it had a significant impact on the American research establishment.”37
Very few articles relating to the Doctors Trials appeared in the American press, and even
fewer in within American Jewish medical publications. The Nuremberg Code, which
emerged from the trials, did formalize the principle of informed consent. However, in
practicality, the concept was rarely adhered to within postwar medical research. In the
context of efforts to expand Cold War medical knowledge doctors routinely
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experimented on prisoners, the mentally ill, soldiers, minorities, and others, without
having obtained meaningful consent.38
American Jews did, however, engage with the medical profession in numerous
ways after World War II. In fact, medical activities captivated the attention of hundreds
of thousands of American Jews during this period. Hadassah, the Women’s Zionist
Organization of America, which carried out health programs in Palestine and later Israel,
became both the largest American Jewish Zionist organization and largest American
Jewish women’s organization of any kind in the years after World War II.39 In addition
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to Hadassah, there were twenty-two other American Jewish organizations directly
involved in health related activities. Medical organizations comprised approximately
8.5% of all American Jewish organizations in the decade after World War II. While this
percentage represented half the number of Zionist organizations (which equaled 16.6% of
the total) it was nevertheless significant. Medical organizations surpassed, for example,
Jewish Orthodox organizations (6.3% of the total), as well as organizations related to
Jewish education (also 6.3% of the total) and immigrant resettlement (1.5% of the total).
Even among professionals, affiliation with a Jewish medical organization was high
compared to other occupational fields. While eight professional Jewish medical
organizations existed, there were only three related to law, two social work organizations,
and one for business. All in all, over 400,000 lay people and health professionals
belonged to American Jewish medical organizations in 1945, a statistic which illustrates
just one of the many ways in which medicine animated American Jewish life in the
postwar era.40
There are many different stories to be told within the momentous shifts of
twentieth century medicine, and the story of American Jewish medical activism is clearly
just one of those stories. Nevertheless, this particular account has important implications
for the way we understand the development and the impact of medicine on society more
broadly. Typically, historians have often discussed transformations in medicine in terms
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of clinical innovation.41 Similarly, professionalization has most prominently been linked
to “shifts in therapeutic thinking.”42 The presence of superlative teaching and
groundbreaking technologies and techniques undoubtedly had great sway in attracting
students and practitioners to particular places at particular times. And, the desire to keep
abreast of such developments surely drove practitioners to keep in contact with each
other beyond the limited bounds of their place of residence. However, clinical and
therapeutic concerns were not the only factors at play. A closer examination of American
Jewish medical work reminds us that, particularly for minorities, communal connections
and cultural preferences also played a role, and sometimes drove innovation, rather than
just reacting to it.43
Within the field of American Jewish history, an examination of medical activities
reminds us that Jews mobilized and formed community in varied ways. There are
surprisingly few studies of the professional lives of American Jews. Understandably,
most considerations of Jewish engagement have focused on religious or ethnic ties. Yet,
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some Jews also sought communal connections within the context of their secular
professional lives. At times, such affiliations helped to bolster careers in the face of
discriminatory policies. At other times, they helped to expand the arena of Jewish
engagement beyond traditional spheres of religious and ethnic participation.
This dissertation is divided into four major sections. The first section examines a
variety of written sources published between 1945 and 1955 to trace shifting discourse
surrounding the subject of Jews and medicine in the post war world. By showing the
ways in which reflections on the relationship between Jews and medicine frequently
intersected with broader post war affairs, I claim that medicine served as an important
lens for examining change within the postwar decade. In Chapter two, I analyze efforts
to provide medical aid to displaced persons in Europe. Within this section I ask how The
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee merged purely medical interests with
larger concerns over the legal status and care of civilian war victims. The third part of
my dissertation traces changes in transnational Jewish medical networks in the period
surrounding World War II. I show how American Jews deliberately set out to transform
Jewish medical networks after World War II in ways that reflected and promoted a new
geo-political reality. In the process, they helped to solidify growing interdependence
between the state of Israel and the Jewish diaspora. In the last chapter, I conclude with a
discussion of American Jewish medical work in Palestine and the State of Israel after its
establishment. Focusing on the activities of Hadassah, I discuss the ways in which
American Jews used medical work as an active form of Israeli state building.
Taking a historical approach, I use a wealth of archival materials in both the
United States and Israel. Sources include collections at the Center for Jewish History and
22

the United Nations archives in New York City, the American Jewish Archives in
Cincinnati, Ohio, the Countway Library of Medicine and American Jewish Historical
Society in Boston, Massachusetts, The Harry S. Truman Library Institute in
Independence, Missouri, the Central Zionist Archives in Jerusalem, the Joint Distribution
Committee Archives in New York and Jerusalem, the Holocaust Oral History Archives at
Gratz College in Melrose Park, Pennsylvania, The Osler Library of the History of
Medicine in Montreal, Canada, The Medical Archives of the Johns Hopkins Medical
Institutions in Baltimore, Maryland, The Special Collections at the Patricia W. and J.
Douglas Perry Library in Norfolk, Virginia, and the Ben-Gurion Archives in Sde Boker,
Israel. Locating materials on American Jewish medical activities was not always a linear
task. American Jews sometimes, but not always, conceived of their medical related work
as a unified category. Therefore, the materials drawn upon for this dissertation come
from a variety of manuscript collections, some of which focus on medical work, some of
which do not. To capture a more nuanced and complete picture of American Jewish
medical activities during this period, I also go beyond traditional organizational
collections to include materials from scholarly and popular journals as well as other
publications, memoirs, oral histories, literature, diaries, newspaper accounts, letters and
additional materials found in a variety of published and non-published sources.
This dissertation documents a wide range of American Jewish medical activities
in the post-World War II era. However, it does not seek to provide an exhaustive
treatment of American Jewish medical work during this period. Such activities were far
too numerous to adequately document in one place. I therefore chose to prioritize
activities which I thought would best elucidate the intersections of medicine and Jewish
23

politics. This meant that I tended to focus on organizations and individuals that crossed
geographic borders, such as Hadassah or the American Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee, rather than those which were more centered on America alone, such as
various Jewish hospitals or medical schools within the United States. Even then,
American Jewish medical work was so diverse that I was not able to cover everything.
Therefore, at times I chose particularly salient actors, with correspondingly rich bodies of
existing archival collections, and centered my narrative around them. For example, I
focus on the activities of the Joint Distribution Committee in Europe and Hadassah in
Israel. In these cases, I incorporate selective examples from other organizations as
relevant, but I do not attempt to comprehensively deal with every aspect of American
Jewish medical work in these countries. It is also important to note that this dissertation
focuses on American Jews as actors and places priority on their experiences and not the
experiences of the beneficiaries of their medical work. I do not, for example, unpack the
experiences of the Jewish Displaced Persons in Europe who received medical care from
the American Joint Distribution Committee or the experiences of patients at Hadassah’s
medical centers in Israel. While such questions are certainly important, they go beyond
the scope of inquiry for this project. In some cases, such questions also extended beyond
my areas of historical and linguistic expertise.
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CHAPTER ONE: AMERICAN JEWS AND THE IDENTITY POLITICS OF
MEDICINE IN THE POSTWAR ERA

“It is an honor and a pleasure to present Dr. Harry Friedenwald’s Essays in one of
the series of the Johns Hopkins Institute of the History of Medicine,” wrote the renowned
ex-Swedish patriot and Johns Hopkins University doctor and medical historian, Henry
Sigerist, in his 1944 introduction to Harry Friedenwald’s The Jews and Medicine.44 “I
am sure his greatest satisfaction must be to know that his life has been well spent. As a
doctor he did his share in alleviating the sufferings of his fellow-men. As a scholar he
made a great contribution to the advancement of learning, and he helped whenever help
was needed as the honest, decent and kind human being he is. And this is why we so
deeply respect and love him.”45
Harold Friedenwald was a prominent ophthalmologist, bibliophile and medical
historian, as well as a Jewish communal leader and ardent Zionist. Son of Aaron
Friedenwald and Bertha Bamberger, Harry was born in Baltimore in 1864 into the third
of a four generation medical family. He enrolled in Johns Hopkins University in 1881,
just five years after the establishment of the university, and received his AB there three
44
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years later in 1884. After spending a short time at Johns Hopkins Medical School,
Friedenwald transferred to the Baltimore College of Physicians and Surgeons, where his
father served as professor of ophthalmology and Harry worked part time while studying
towards his MD, which he received in 1886. Throughout his long lifetime, Friedenwald
traveled extensively, published several books and numerous articles and remained active
in Jewish communal life, serving on the board of numerous organizations. He also
maintained personal and professional contacts across several continents, including a
lifelong friendship with Hadassah founder and Baltimore born, Henrietta Szold.46
Never straying too far from his deep roots in Baltimore, Friedenwald was
profoundly influenced by the city’s vibrant medical community which was centered
around the Johns Hopkins Medical School. Considered to be a pioneering model for
progressive era medical education reform, the university along with its Johns Hopkins
Hospital Historical Club, was also the epicenter of scholarship on the history of
medicine.47 Friedenwald interacted both professionally and personally with the many
great medical minds of his day, including correspondence with such prominent Hopkins
personalities as Henry Sigerst, William Osler, Howard Kelly, and William Welch.48
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Notwithstanding Friedenwald’s prominence within the medical community at
large, he, along with numerous other Jewish physicians of the postwar era, forged a
distinctive Jewish medical identity that necessitated a commitment to a-politicism.
Sigerist for example, helped to found universal health care in Canada. He made his
political convictions about the superiority of Soviet medicine clear and was already
branded a communist during this period.49 Sigerist wrote about social medicine when
Friedenwald did not. Friedenwald and others sought greater acceptance, both
professionally and within American society more generally, by appealing to wide range
of a-political, humanitarian, democratic ideals.
This chapter examines the written discourse surrounding Jews and medicine from
1945-1955. Tracing both scholarly and popular literature, I show how the postwar
moment brought increased interest in the Jewish relationship to medicine and how the
topic became imbued with larger postwar ideological currencies. I argue that discussions
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about Jews and medicine were an important means to re-envision American Jewish
identity and belonging after World War II. American Jews constructed an idealized
medical identity for themselves based on humanitarian, a-political principles. This
identity helped them to combat anti-Semitism and claim utility within American society.
This chapter focuses on postwar written sources by or about Jewish doctors, with
particular attention to histories of Jewish medicine and fictional portrayals of Jewish
physicians. Together, these sources are particularly revelatory of a new relationship
between Jews and medicine. Although the different genres did vary slightly in their
emphasis of particular topics, this chapter will show how collectively, such sources
highlighted three overarching themes. The first was that Jews had a distinct, if not
unique relationship and affinity towards medicine. This was illustrated by describing a
long Jewish historical affiliation with the field and by claiming Jews had a particularly
impressive record of achievement, at least equal to, if not surpassing that of other groups.
The second theme was that the story of Jews and medicine represented a site for
Jewish/non-Jewish interaction and above all, a site where Jews encountered and prevailed
against discrimination. Writers of fiction, historians, and lay leaders alike often
elaborated with historical examples of anti-Semitism and references to the Holocaust.
The third theme was that Jewish medical work was a symbol of Jews as a humanitarian,
democratic and progressive people. Historical and contemporary examples along with
fictitious accounts of Jewish altruism were invoked, while discussions of Jewish
involvement with medicine were often framed with moralistic language.
Elaborating on one or more of these themes, post-war writers of varying
backgrounds used medicine to build specific narratives of Jewish identity and belonging.
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Writers did not merely illustrate a particular Jewish affinity towards medicine as
symbolic of Jewish communal fortitude and humanitarianism. Through such accounts,
medicine emerged as a way to claim a place for Jews within the canon of Western
Civilization and to emphasize their value as morally conscious citizens. This is
significant because most scholarly treatments of emergent multiculturalism within this
era focus on the role of Judaism as a religious tradition and integral component of the
“Protestant, Catholic, Jew” trifecta so famously heralded by Will Herberg.50 While
religion was clearly a creative venue for invoking Jewish contributions to a shared
western tradition, it was not the only such venue. Indeed, for those writing about
medicine, religion was generally secondary to the more secular concerns of the medical
arts. These thinkers emphasized that Jewish contributions to the development of western
culture extended far beyond monotheism or the biblical and prophetic traditions. Jews
within these narratives, as demonstrated by their medical activities, were not just
marginal members of the countries in which they lived, they directly contributed to the
intellectual and scientific development of mankind throughout its history. By
emphasizing such contributions, American Jews staked claim on a secular tradition of
civic participation.

Jews and Medicine: A New Postwar Moment

While questions of a distinct Jewish relationship with medicine had occupied
thinkers since at least the middle ages, it received a new emphasis in the years after
50
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World War II. The victory against Hitler and the threat of communism led to renewed
faith in democracy and increased emphasis on the importance of science and technology
as tools of social justice and harbingers of the American dream.51 At the same time, Nazi
misuse of science and technology along with the destruction of the atom bomb led
Americans to appreciate the potential dangers of science. In this context, the age-old
discussion of Jews relationship with medicine became entangled with a particular
postwar moment.
During the war itself, science and democracy were increasingly seen as integrally
connected as essential foundations for moral living. In the words of philosopher Richard
McKeon, “science and democracy have been associated in their evolution, and both have
been valued as means for the attainment of human happiness no less than as constitutive
parts of human dignity and as ends in themselves. . . the progress of science depends on
freedom of thought and inquiry, and. . . the extension of democracy depends on the use of
science.”52 Harold D. Lasswell, a leading political scientist speaking at the 1940
Conference on Science, Philosophy and Religion held in New York City, maintained that
“The ideal of democracy and the vision of scientific achievement are interdependent.
Democracy needs science, a science capable of removing the physical and technical
barriers to perfection.” In this context, medicine was often portrayed as the best of what
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scientific inquiry and rational thinking had to offer. Lasswell himself elaborated on his
theory with the example of medicine. “Science has already discovered the means of
curing, and preventing, many of the bodily processes that blight thought and pervert
emotion. These are the contributions of neurology, of endocrinology, of
psychopathology, and of related sciences to the equipment of man,” Lasswell explained.
“The very presence of science in our society fortifies man in the search for perfection.”53
While associations between science and democracy remained strong after the
War, the lessons of the Holocaust and the atomic bomb also shattered a certain sense of
faith and optimism in science. Media reports of Nazi medical experimentations, the
carnage of World War II, and of the mass destruction in the wake of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, left uneasiness about the ability of science to better mankind. As sociologist
Jessie Bernard declared, “Recent events have seemed to reinforce the belief that science
is but a cultural creation, a tool, without claims to true objectivity. . . . When Hitler
demanded that science be made to serve nationalistic ends, to most scientists the idea was
horrifying, retrograde in the extreme. . . . most people felt it was a temporary aberration
that would surely soon pass away. Yet today in the Soviet Union we are witnessing again
the subservience of science to political ends.”54
Technological advancements and scientific achievements were no longer
sufficient in and of themselves, but demanded moral action and ethical checks. “Science
can speak for itself of the wonders which it has wrought,” wrote Reform Rabbi David
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Lefkowitz, “But just as the airplane which the Wrights brought to us for blessing became
a terrible messenger of death in war, so these new gifts of science may bring ever greater
peril to mankind, and the atomic age may be the death knell of civilization and even of
humankind of this earth. . . if we do not mend our ways.”55 For Lefkowitz, the answer, or
“medicine” to counteract the perils of science lay in spiritual values broadly construed. A
congregational rabbi and Reform movement leader, Lefkowitz promoted universal ideals
of faith and religion rather than focusing on particularly Jewish ones. In this spirit, his
lectures were published by the Southern Methodist University Press, an institution he
maintained a lifetime connection with, both attending for a time as an undergraduate and
later teaching at.56 For Lefkowitz, scientific innovation was neither preventable, nor
entirely negative in and of itself. Science, he urged, needed a set of checks and balances,
and this could come only through faith.
Like Lefkowitz, numerous others embraced the growing post-war sense that
Catholics, Protestants, and Jews alike held a shared set of “Judeo-Christian” values, later
described so adeptly by Mark Silk in his seminal essay, “Notes on the Judeo-Christian
Tradition in America.”57 A time when the phrase “In God We Trust” was added to the
Pledge of Allegiance to differentiate Americans from “Godless Communists,” faith in a
presumably common God, even if worshiped in different manners, became an important
way to define American principles. As Silk noted, “After the revelations of the Nazi
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death camps. . . greater comprehensiveness was needed for proclaiming the spirituality of
the American Way.”58 Or as Will Herberg worded it in his celebrated work, Protestant,
Catholic, Jew, “freedom, brotherhood, justice, and personal dignity—the values that form
the moral foundation of our civilization,” would be like “cut flowers,” because “without
the life-giving power of the faith out of which they have sprung, they possess neither
meaning nor vitality.”59 Importantly, Herberg’s critique of secularization not only argued
for an essential religious foundation to American culture, it also boldly stated that
Protestants, Catholics, and Jews shared equally in the democratic religious tradition that
made America great. As historian Arthur Goren noted, “This interpretation of American
society placed Judaism and is bearers in the mainstream of the nation’s cultural and
spiritual tradition.”60 It also led to increased interest in Jews including a proliferation of
books and article describing Jewish uniqueness.61 In the words of historian Michelle
Mart, “newfound fascination with Judaism and Jewish history reflected the conviction
that the Judeo-Christian heritage was the cultural glue for postwar America.62
Also, critical to the rise of the Judeo-Christian tradition, was the association of
that tradition with humanitarian, democratic principles. Spiritual values were equated
with universal, moral values. Again, in the words of Michelle Mart, “many Americans
found affirmation of their political values in a religious identification. During the Cold
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War, they reassured themselves of Western virtue and moral superiority over ‘godless
Communists.’”63 Writers such as Conservative Rabbi Robert Gordis claimed that
Judaism was not just an equal heir to Judeo-Christian values, but that it had an invaluable
part to play in resolving the most critical question of the post-War world: the future of
democracy. “The end of this global conflict will mark perhaps the greatest catastrophe in
Jewish history, with one quarter of the Jewish people, some four million souls, dead as a
result of the cold-blooded Nazi program of extermination,” Gordis reflected in January of
1945. “It may therefore be doubted whether there is any future role in the world for the
complex of values, insights, and practices, called Judaism, that were evolved by the
Jewish people through its long historic experience.” He insisted however that Judaism
had some unique contributions to make to society. First, was a “drive for social
progress.” Second, was an emphasis on the “inviolability of the individual soul,” with its
“inalienable” rights. Gordis insisted that Judaism was “in the best position to urge the
claim of individual freedom.64 Gordis, along with numerous others, invoked the JudeoChristian tradition in a manner that not only firmly placed Jews in the American
democratic tradition, but suggested they were exemplary contributors, whose
commitment to social justice made them uniquely suited for the task of promoting postwar progress.
Humanitarian, democratic concerns engaged both Jews and non-Jewish
Americans of the period. Although historian Samuel Moyn argues that the modern
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human rights movement, with its emphasis on the inalienable rights of the individual
above and beyond boundaries of the state, did not emerge until the 1970s, his research
also shows a surge in the use of “human rights” language after 1945.65 Some have
argued that the Holocaust was a driving force behind a growing wartime interest in
human rights.66 Describing the importance of Holocaust atrocity photographs in shaping
the human rights provisions of the 1945 UN Charter, historian Mark Philip Bradley noted
that by the end of World War II Americans across the political spectrum “expressed
considerable satisfaction that human rights occupied a central place in the United Nations
Charter.”67 While American postwar interests in human rights were fleeting, largely
waning by the middle of the 1950s, they nevertheless denoted a significant intellectual
discourse during this period.68 Some would argue this was particularly true for Jews,
who were well represented and influential during UN human rights discussions.69
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If the ideals of human rights stood as a backdrop for the period, the concept of
humanitarianism was front and center. The American Jews described in this dissertation
seldom used the specific language of individual human rights. They did however, invoke
humanitarianism at every turn. Michael Barnett argued that modern forms of
humanitarianism have some connections to timeless acts of compassion, philanthropy and
charity work. However, he claimed, the term first came into everyday parlance at the
turn of the nineteenth century, when it evolved to exhibit three overarching
characteristics. The first was an association with crossing geographic boundaries. The
second was a “transcendental” quality, or a purpose “intertwined with the desire to
demonstrate and create a global spirit. Finally, modern humanitarianism was based on
the belief that it is possible to engineer progress and was therefore connected to
governance. In other words, according to Barnett, “what distinguishes humanitarianism
from previous acts of compassion is that it is organized and part of governance, connects
the immanent to the transcendent, and is directed at those in other lands.”70
Although humanitarianism was well developed by the end of World War II, it
began to take a new shape after 1945. Barnett labeled this “neo-humanitarianism” and
placed its origins at the end of World War II and its conclusion at the end of the Cold
War. Barnett claimed that “World War II, decolonization, and the Cold War created a
new space for imagining new kinds of commitments to the welfare of more populations
overlaid by superpowers striving to harness humanitarian action to their interest.” During
this period, states and their international organizations became more central to
70
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humanitarian actions. At the same time, increased emphasis was placed on the principles
of neutrality, independence, and impartiality. This meant that humanitarianism became a
more central feature of society during this period. However, it also brought challenges
because humanitarian actors increasingly relied on the state for funding.71
Humanitarians of the postwar world operated with several distinct principles in
mind. They believed all peoples deserved humanitarian care and asserted impartiality
with regards to nationality, race, religious belief, gender, political opinion, or other
considerations. They also refrained from taking sides in political conflicts and demanded
assistance be detached from any parties directly involved or having a stake in the
particular situation.72 These latter points were very important for American Jews. They
had long insisted on impartiality based on religion and other defining features. However,
American Jews were often deeply engaged with and connected to their humanitarian
missions and in turn, those missions often had direct political implications for Jews. This
meant that American Jews had to find some way to convince themselves and others that
their humanitarian work was in fact impartial. I argue that they did this, in part, via the
medium of medicine. James Loeffler claims that in embracing human rights, American
Jews “sought to use a foreign policy issue to positively shape perceptions of Jewish
political utility and civic virtue in America.”73 I would argue that the same was true of
American Jewish embraces of humanitarian rhetoric, including through the lens of
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medicine. It was used to solidify Jewish acceptance as well as their usefulness to the
American democracy.
Medicine facilitated this objective because of its own image within American
society of the time. With the bacteriological revolution of the late 19th century, medicine
was characterized by new knowledge and practices as well as dramatic improvements in
standards of health including declines in infant mortality and increases in life
expectancies.74 Armed with the ability specifically to target and irradiate disease causing
agents, faith in medicine increased. As antibiotics such as penicillin (discovered in 1928
by Alexander Fleming, but shown to be effective in humans in the early 1940s by E.B.
Chain and H.W. Florey) and streptomycin (discovered by Selman Waksman in 1943)
came into broader use, doctors were able to cure a wider range of diseases including wartime wounds, tuberculosis and puerperal fever. Other advancements, such as
improvements in vaccine development and research led to innovations such as the
combined whopping cough, diphtheria, tetanus vaccine (1948) and the vaccine against
polio (trials begun by Koprowski in 1950 and by Salk in 1952).
The period after World War II was also marked by increased funding and
institutional growth, as well as growing public confidence and support in medicine.
Politicians, public health activists and others increasingly tied medical advancements to
national defense and security. Public and private sources rapidly augmented funding for
medical institutions, education and research. For example, between 1950 and 1955 alone
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the budget of the National Institute of Health (NIH) doubled from 28 to 60 million
dollars, while the number of US hospitals grew by 22% between 1944 and 1960.75
Parallel to the tremendous medical innovations and institutional growth characterizing
this period, also came a substantial rise in the prestige of medical professionals
themselves. Historians characterize the years after World War II as a time when doctors
in particular enjoyed previously unsurpassed social acceptance. As historian John
Burnham noted, even compared to the 1940s, public opinion favoring doctors rose
dramatically in the post-war era, when for example only 25 of 400 surveyed Hollywood
films depicting doctors showed them in a negative light.76 Of course, the prestige of
medicine during this period was not universal. Critiques arose which increased in
intensity in the later part of the twentieth century. Nevertheless, perhaps more than any
other time in history, medicine enjoyed unsurpassed popular support and prestige during
the 1950s.77
In this context, discussions concerning Jews and medicine during this period were
deliberately employed as an active venue for ideological debate and political activism. In
doing so, intellectuals engaged with Jewish identity and communal distinctiveness in
ways that went far beyond the religious identity inherent within the Judeo-Christian
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tradition. Medicine became a way to characterize Jews as active citizens, who
contributed to institutional and scientific growth while retaining an eye for compassion
and a passionate commitment to the pursuit of medical knowledge above any
particularistic religious or political beliefs. Medicine allowed Jews to be “good”
Americans and “good” Jews at the same time and discussions of medical activities
allowed Jews to re-envision their belonging within the postwar world.

The Publication of Harry Friedenwald’s The Jews and Medicine

The 1944 Johns Hopkins University Press publication of Harry Friedenwald’s two
volume history entitled The Jews and Medicine, marked a defining moment of sorts for
postwar Jewish medicine. The Jews and Medicine represented what was perhaps the
most widely regarded book in a growing body of literature on the Jewish relationship
with medicine. In part reflecting a general popularization of the history of medicine,
historians and doctors such as Friedenwald turned towards the study of Jews and
medicine as a topic of growing intellectual and professional inquiry.78 During this era,
full length monographs and shorter scholarly articles were increasingly published in both
mainstream and Jewish sources including the Jewish Quarterly Review and the Bulletin of
the History of Medicine. Beyond this scholarly context, discussion of Jews and medicine
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also inspired reflections by philosophers, social scientists, rabbis, medical students,
writers of fiction, housewives and a diverse array of others. Some, like Friedenwald,
examined the subject with careful research and scholarly analysis, while others
maintained only half-truths or wrote with polemical or apologetic overtones. Others still
took even greater creative license, crafting imagined narratives or reflecting on the
relationship between Jews and medicine through fictitious mediums.
Beyond just a growing postwar interest in the Jewish relationship with medicine,
the topic was significant because of the ways in which American Jews instilled it with
new meanings, reflexive of changing post-war circumstances. Perceived connections
between Jews and medicine were increasingly celebrated as defining symbols of Jewish
communal character and exceptionalism. But more than this, medicine, with its
humanitarian, democratic image, provided a forum by which American Jews could
engage with a variety of post-war concerns without appearing unpatriotic or overly
political. In this context, reflections on the Jewish relationship to medicine frequently
intersected with broader post-war affairs, including the fate of Jews in Europe, the future
of a Jewish state in Palestine, and the question of civil rights in America.
The changing postwar historical context and its impact on discussions of Jews and
medicine were indicative in the publication and reception of Friedenwald’s The Jews and
Medicine. In choosing to write about the history of Jewish medicine, Friedenwald
followed an established tradition of doctor historians who turned towards the past as a
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way of humanizing and lending moral weight to their own profession.79 Indeed, many of
his colleagues in the Baltimore area, including the two “founding fathers” of the history
of medicine, William Osler and Henry Sigerist, actively engaged in medical history while
pursuing private practice as well. Historical accounts featuring the medical work of
various groups also appeared during this period, including works such as The Negro in
the Medical Profession by Helen Walker and Women Doctors Today by Sally Elizabeth
Knapp.80 Furthermore, Friedenwald was not alone in his interest in Jewish medicine. In
this regard he followed in the wake of others, including his own father, Aaron
Friedenwald who inspired Harry’s early interests in Jewish medical history with an 1897
essay on the contribution of Jewish physicians to the medical sciences.81 However, while
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the 1944 publication of Friedenwald’s The Jews and Medicine was part of a larger
scholarly tradition, the work also set the tone for much of the new post-war interest in the
connections between Jews and medicine.
A two volume compilation of essays on the history of Jewish involvement with
medical work from antiquity to the present, The Jews and Medicine was not only the
magnum opus of Friedenwald’s career, it was also the most comprehensive publication
on the topic to date. The book received numerous reviews in both Jewish and non-Jewish
publications as diverse as The Journal of American Medicine, The American Historical
Review, and The Jewish Quarterly Review.82 While The Jews and Medicine was
significant for its contributions to the historical field, its acclaim must also be understood
in the larger context of the times. Beyond any implicit scholarly value, the book was
distinguished by contemporaries as a work of symbolic importance for the post-war
world. The Jews and Medicine was a compilation of Friedenwald’s previously published
essays. Its contents were not new in any way. The true significance of the book was in
the novel reception it received. The decision of Hopkins University, a mainstream press,
to publish the book, and the presence of an introduction by Sigerist were unprecedented.
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These factors also distinguished The Jews and Medicine from American
publications that came before it. Most previous American works dedicated to the subject
of Jewish medical history were published in the form of articles. The first comprehensive
book to be published by an American Press was Solomon Kagan’s Jewish Contributions
to Medicine in America published by the Boston Medical Publishing Company in 1934.
While an important work in its own right, Kagan’s book was not as much a synthesis and
analysis of American Jewish medical history as it was a series of biographical excerpts of
important people and institutions. Although the book, with its introduction by the nonJewish historian of Catholic medical history James Walsh, did stand out from previous
article based sources, the rhetoric and reception surrounding the book’s publication did
not compare with that of Friedenwald’s The Jews and Medicine published a decade later.
For one, the status of the two publishers were quite different. The Boston Medical
Publishing Company, at least as far as available sources indicate, was presumably either a
very small press, or more likely a subset or another name for an independent press. Aside
from publishing three of Kagan’s book, the only other known publication of the group
was a 1906 Medical Directory of Greater Boston edited by Dr. Maurice Gerstein, who
also wrote the Publisher’s Note for Jewish Contributions to Medicine in America. This
was quite different from the situation ten years later when Friedenwald published his
book with the prominent and mainstream publisher, Johns Hopkins University Press.
Public reception of the two works was also quite different. The Jewish
Contribution to Medicine in America received only two reviews, one in The Jewish
Quarterly Review and the other in The New England Journal of Medicine, while The
Jews and Medicine received at least five times the number of reviews in publications as
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diverse as the Journal of the American Medical Association and Nature Magazine. From
the introduction of Kagan’s Jewish Contribution to Medicine in America, it was clear that
the publisher, Maurice Gerstein did hope the book would reach a non-Jewish, clinical
minded audience in order to show how “Jewish medical men marched shoulder to
shoulder with the other medical groups.” Yet, quite unlike the tone of Sigerist’s
introduction, Gerstein, rather self-consciously, asserted that: “In offering this publication
to the medical profession, we wish to assure our colleagues that there is no ulterior or
chauvinistic motive behind it. We are merely presenting certain authentic data regarding
the medical Jewish group that have not been recorded in previous publications.”
Despite Gerstein’s best assertions that Jews were equal participants within the
medical profession, his introduction, with its apologetic language and clear differentiation
between Jews and non-Jews, sent a mixed message and emphasized Jews as a distinct
group. While Gerstein did assert a remarkable vision of medicine as an equalizing force
which “belongs to humanity at large and no nation, race, or group can claim the entire
credit,” Jews were still described as a separate and distinct category of people who made
important contributions to a larger field, not as integral members of that field.83
This distinction between Jewish doctors and American doctors was further
accentuated in the forward by the New York based doctor/historian, James J. Walsh. The
choice of Walsh, a Catholic writer who wrote primarily about the history of medicine and
the Catholic Church, did set the stage for later prefaces by other non-Jewish authors such
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as Sigerist. Like Sigerist’s later endorsement of Friedenwald’s book, Walsh’s forward
was also a clear attempt to both reach a non-Jewish audience and to suggest Jews were
connected to a larger, multi-ethnic, American tradition. Yet, while Walsh praised the
contribution of Jewish doctors, he too isolated, rather than integrated them, referring to
Jews as “racial brothers” and “our Hebrew colleagues” as well as distinguishing between
“we” and “ours” and “they” and “theirs.”84
By 1944, both Friedenwald as a doctor and works of Jewish medical history
appeared to “belong” (in the words of Henry Sigerist) in ways that previously they did
not. The publication by Hopkins and introduction by Sigerist were certainly indications
of this, but so was the tone of reviews. The hesitant, apologetic language present within
Gerstein’s introduction decreased, as even non-Jewish critics began to herald the
presumed value of Jewish medical history within the general canon. Sigerist’s own
introduction was a case-in-point. Sigerist spoke of Jews and Jewish doctors in the same
way he referred to other doctors. Despite The Jews and Medicine’s obvious focus on
Jews, Sigerist emphasized Friedenwald’s role as an integral member of the
medical/historical community. He referred to Friedenwald as an “American doctor,” and
“the son, brother and father of Baltimore physicians,” not as a Jew or a Jewish doctor.
For Sigerist, The Jews and Medicine and Friedenwald’s illustrious career were integral
parts of a larger humanistic endeavor, at least in certain contexts.
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This is not to say that Jewish integration and acceptance was seamless in the postwar era. This was far from the case. Interestingly enough, even Sigerist chose not to
include any material on Jews in volume one of his A History of Medicine published by
Oxford University Press in 1951. However, he did include the caveat that “Some readers
may be astonished that I did not include a chapter on Jewish medicine as reflected in the
Old Testament. This could have been done very well, since the medicine of the Hebrews
was strongly influenced by both Mesopotamia and Egypt. I decided to postpone this
chapter, however, because I want it to serve as a link between the Ancient Orient and the
Middle Ages, when Jewish influence was strongly felt in the East as well as the West.”85
Unfortunately, it is difficult to know what such a chapter might have looked like. Sigerist
passed away in March of 1957 and while volume two of A History of Medicine was
edited and prepared for publication by Dr. John Fulton of Yale University, Sigerist was
never able to complete his proposed eight volume history and his chapter on Jews
remained unwritten. However, while integration of Jews, even within the historical
canon, remained far from complete, overall rhetoric concerning Jews became more
positive and interest in the subject increased.
When postwar reviewers contemplated the significance of The Jews and
Medicine, they looked with a very different lens then they might have just ten years
earlier. Many overtly maintained that the book and its contents held particular lessons for
the postwar era. As one reviewer described, “it is well that these volumes appear during
these swiftly changing conditions of the contemporary world.”86 Sigerist elaborated even
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further. “In these terrible days of war when endless cultural values are destroyed
irreparable,” he wrote, “when the Jewish people—and not they alone—are suffering
atrocious torments, Dr. Friedenwald’s collection has been a great source of consolation to
him. In moments of despair it reminded him of the timeless contributions that his people
made in spite of all persecutions and it renewed his faith in the future of mankind.”87
In particular, reviewers turned toward the historical narratives presented by
Friedenwald in order to better understand past relations between Jews and non-Jews.
They wanted to know what circumstances led to the acceptance of or the discrimination
against Jews and what precedents possibly existed to explain the atrocities of the
Holocaust. Indeed, the legacy of the Holocaust and the impact of anti-Semitism on the
Jewish experience was never far from reviewers’ minds. As Arturo Castiglioni, an
Italian-born medical historian and Yale professor summarized the book’s contents,
“Everywhere the Jews were exposed to the danger of a sudden change in the minds of
their protectors. Nevertheless, however much they were oppressed, there seems usually
to have been some measure of relief in the fact that enlightened rulers might introduce
just laws regarding them, while expert Jewish physicians appear always to have acquired
the esteem and goodwill of their patients. Certainly, there is nothing in these ancient
records to compare with the virulence and ferocity of the Nazi persecution in our own
day.”88 Walter Pagel of Nature magazine commented that The Jews and Medicine was,
“indispensable for the student of history in general, Jewish history, the history of
medicine and science, and last but not least, for the philosophical observer of human
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tolerance and of obscurantism.”89 Like others, he then continued to give a long list of
instances when Jewish doctors encountered discrimination. One British reviewer even
labeled the book “a memorial” and then asked if “the substantial obliteration of Jewish
intellectuals in Central Europe and the rise of anti-Semitism elsewhere produce the same
prolonged spiritual depression of the Jewish people as did the persecution of the 15th and
16th centuries?” To this question he pessimistically replied: “Time alone can show. But
the reviewer is inclined to believe that Dr. Friedenwald will have few successors for
many generations.”90
Perhaps as an antidote to reviewers’ reflections on anti-Semitism, they also
stressed the ways in which Jews’ historical relationship to medicine illustrated their
exemplary contributions as citizens. Many portrayed Jews as particularly humanitarian
and emphasized that their impact on Western Society extended beyond particular
religious, ethnic, or clinical contexts to impact broader universal concerns. Friedenwald
in particular was characterized as “a benefactor of the human race. . . . devoted to the
service of science and the humanities”91 and as “a great humanitarian.”92 In this way
reviewers framed the story of Jewish doctors as an example of Jewish participation in
Western culture, even in the face of significant opposition. “His work is not only a
contribution to the history of medicine practiced by Jewish physicians, it is a contribution
to the history of medicine and to the history of learning at large,” wrote Max Neuburger
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in Man.93 Louis Gershenfeld, of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science
summarized these sentiments in The Jewish Quarterly Review: “these two volumes help
to reveal many contributions to science made by Jews, a valuable addition to the history
of culture as well as Jewish history. In dwelling upon Jewish achievements in the various
branches of the medical sciences throughout the ages, Doctor Friedenwald indicates that
the Jews are a constituent element of that civilization to which they are heirs equally with
other peoples and creeds.”94
Discussions of Jewish interaction with medicine in the post-war era held
resonance in part because they drew upon older conversations about the meanings and
political implications of Jewish medical and health related work. For example, echoes of
Gershenfeld’s reference to parity among peoples and creeds were advanced as the
rational for American Jewish medical projects from at least the establishment of the first
American Jewish hospital, the Jewish Hospital, which opened in Cincinnati Ohio in 1850
with the motto to serve all without regard to race, religion or creed. However, the
historical moment was different and long held narratives also gave weigh to newer
renditions in the wake of World War II. Indeed, while many of the themes surrounding
discussions of Jewish medical work transcended place and time, they took on new
dimensions and meanings as health professionals, laypeople, and others alternatively
challenged and adapted earlier concerns to suit what they believed to be a very different
post-war world.
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Constructing a Postwar Jewish Medical Identity

The publication of The Jews and Medicine paved the way for other postwar
explorations of the Jewish relationship with medicine. After 1945 Jews increasingly
turned towards written texts in ways that emphasized an association with medicine to
help redefine their place within American society. Within such texts, Jewish doctors and
others, constructed an idealized professional identity for themselves which highlighted
humanitarian, a-political principles to emphasize the utility of Jewish citizenship. They
used this identity to deflect anti-Semitism as well as charges of dual loyalty and
communist sympathies. Exploring the Jewish relationship with medicine became a
means to promote increased acceptance of Jews in America as well as increased
acceptance for Jewish doctors within the medical profession.
For post-war intellectuals the need to confront the past, and specifically, the
questions of discrimination raised by the Holocaust was tremendous. Whether, rabbis,
academics, or novelists, almost all writers considering the relationship between Jews and
medicine explored the historical impact of discrimination in some way. One common
sentiment was that medicine, with its mandate to preserve life, was a fitting answer to the
atrocities of the Holocaust. Many highlighted the differences between Jews and Nazis by
emphasizing a Jewish devotion to medical progress and presumably life itself, while
contrasting this to the horrific misuse of medicine and flagrant disregard for life
displayed by the Nazis. As the well-known philosopher and founder of the Philosophical
Library, Dagobert D. Runes, declared in his widely disseminated anti-Nazi polemic on
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the Jewish contribution to Western Society: “Perhaps the world needs to know more
about the Jews. Perhaps they ought to know that were it not for Jewish discoverers in
medicine, millions of their children and people might have perished.”95 Another writer
and prominent New Orleans surgeon commented in an article on the future of Jewish
contributions to medicine, “Hitler and other despots may delete the names of Jews from
the Bible, but they cannot expunge from usable knowledge the deeds of those who have
aided in the quest for scientific knowledge, and the efforts of those who have contributed
to scientific achievements.”96
In publications throughout the era, ethically based medical pursuits were
compared and strongly contrasted with unethical pursuits of the Nazis. For example, in
describing his work investigating Nazi medical crimes after the war, Dr. Andrew C. Ivy,
a physiologist who served as consultant of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery of the
Navy after the war, emphasized the contradiction between moral and amoral medical
research. Speaking before the 1948 Wayne State University Medical School Convention,
Dr. Ivy spent most of his time describing the horrendous medical experiments committed
by German doctors during the war and outlining why they were scientifically unsound
crimes against German and international law and particularly tragic for failing to
contribute in any way to the advancement of scientific knowledge.
The ultimate lesson for Ivy, however, was the political message learned in the
wake of such crimes. “These considerations teach me that it is dangerous to stray from
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the ethical code of Hippocrates,” Ivy reflected. “Medicine as first recognized by
Hippocrates has a moral and social philosophy as well as a scientific and technical
philosophy to maintain.”97 Reflecting on the lessons he felt those committed to
promoting democracy abroad could learn, Ivy quoted an unidentified source asserting
that, “There is a large medical proletariat [In post-War Germany] ready to swing into any
ideological camp that is ready to offer them some measure of security and social
recognition; by assuming an altruistic attitude toward these people, helping them out with
some teaching materials, by letting them know of American techniques and
achievements, it may be possible to make these men susceptible to our ideas rather than
to those of other political and national groups whose views we would prefer not to see
spread further.”98 For Ivy, the abuse of medical authority represented some of the worse
of what the Nazis stood for. In contrast, the proper pursuit of medical principles invoked
the best ideals of democratic, humanitarian interests, as well as one of the most promising
paths for pursuing those interests abroad.
While Ivy himself focused on the general relationship between medicine and
American democratic interests abroad, others took the heart of his message further by
applying it specifically to Jews. They emphasized that Jews themselves, as both long
time proponents of medical ideals and as the ultimate victims of Nazi discrimination, had
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a unique role in the task of promoting humanitarian, democratic interests through medical
work. In sharp contrast to the horrific Nazi medical crimes in Ivy’s account, Dr. Morton
J. Robbins focused on the heroic pursuit of scientific knowledge by Jewish physicians
faced with death and starvation in the Warsaw Ghetto. Speaking in front of the 1952
annual assembly of the American Physicians Fellowship Committee, which was a
national organization that promoted medical work in Israel of which Robbins served as
president, he talked of an “unfinished symphony.” Describing the Warsaw Ghetto
uprising and the role of Jewish physicians within the Ghetto resistance movement
Robbins noted that, “In the face of the systematic degradation and destruction of the
Jews, their physical resistance is surprising. Still more remarkable is their moral
courage.” For Robbins, “perhaps the most dramatic evidence of this is the story of a
group of ghetto physicians who launched a cooperative research project to study the
effects of starvation on the human body—their own bodies included.”99 For Robbins, the
qualities of the Jewish doctor’s work within the Warsaw Ghetto stood in sharp contrast to
characterizations of Nazis described by Ivy and others. The writers of the Warsaw
Ghetto starvation study were deeply committed to the scientific pursuit of knowledge,
even when faced with personal and communal tragedy as well as imminent death. In
Robbin’s eyes, these heroic men tirelessly sought after truth and a means to better human
life and they refused to let their ideals be marred by any kind of politics, even despite the
realities of oppression and genocide in which they lived.
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Others also suggested that it was precisely because of discrimination that Jews
were more ethical and empathetic than other groups of people. In the eyes of these
postwar writers, the spirit of Jewish medical work had lasting influence on humanity,
even despite the efforts of Nazis and other anti-Semites to eradicate its practitioners. As
the New Orleans surgeon, Isidore Cohn remarked, “the wandering Jew—acquitted
himself in the greatest of all sciences, in that profession which offers the greatest
opportunity to render unto God that which is God’s and unto man that which is man’s? . .
. Needless to say, I refer to the medical profession.”100 In accounts such as those of
Robbin and Cohn, Jewish achievements in medicine were seen as the ultimate example of
an ethical tradition that set Jews apart from Nazis. Whereas Jews saved lives, Nazis and
other anti-Semites killed.101 Medicine was a particularly useful medium to differentiate
Jewish behavior from that of the Nazis. Long-standing anti-Semitic and Nazi assertions
held that Jews were harbingers of disease. By portraying Jews at the forefront of efforts
to eradicate disease, American Jews countered Nazi anti-Semitic claims.
Traditional anti-Semitic rhetoric characterized Jews as morally inferior, Satan-like
figures who deserved punishment because of their rejection of Jesus Christ as the
Messiah.102 However, beginning in the nineteenth century with the rise of Romanticism,
Nationalism, and Social Darwinism, new forms of racially based anti-Semitism became
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more pronounced. Romantics and nationalists for example, idealized folkways and a
mythical and pure national past that excluded Jewish participation. Building on theories
by Charles Darwin and Herbert Spencer on natural selection and the survival of the
fittest, theorists also increasingly differentiated between superior and inferior peoples.
For example, in the 1840s, German linguist Christian Lassen began to argue that Semitic
speakers were egotistical and exclusive, while Indo-Europeans were tolerant and
altruistic. In 1854, French novelist and aristocrat Count Arthur Joseph de Gobineau
outlined what he defined as an “Aryan” race with its superior blond, tall, and blue eyed
features in a book called the Inequality of Human Races. Figures such as German
composer Richard Wagner and philosopher Eugen Dühring incited further racial
differentiation with emphasis on Völkisch (termed by Wagner), or a people-integral
nation that glorified a pagan based, anti-Jewish and anti-Christian, Germanic religion.
These theories stressed that race, as symbolized by blood, was the defining characteristic
of a person’s makeup. Furthermore, because race was hereditary, the essential
characteristics of a person could not be altered by baptism, education, assimilation or any
other act.103
Hand-in-hand with these new racial theories came a biologically oriented antiSemitism in which Jews were associated with parasites and disease. One ought “to
despise those who—out of humanity!—defend these Jews or who are too cowardly to
trample this usurious vermin to death,” wrote the German scholar Paul de Lagarde.
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“With trichinae and bacilli one does not negotiate, nor are trichinae and bacilli to be
educated: they are exterminated as quickly and thoroughly as possible.”104 Indeed,
images of Jews as carriers of diseases featured prominently in Nazi propaganda. As
historian Sander Gilman described, in Hitler’s writings, Jews were integrally linked with
the spread of diseases, especially syphilis. “Jews were the arch-pimps; Jews ran the
brothels; but Jews also infected their prostitutes and caused the weakening of the German
national fiber.” Gilman elaborated that by the 1930s, “the pathological image of the Jew
was part of the general cultural vocabulary of Germany. . . . ‘Plague’ [‘Seuche’] and
pestilence [‘Pestilinz’]—a disease from without which, like syphilis, rots the body—was
the model used to see the role of the Jew.”105
Because the languages of biology and disease were so intricately linked with the
rise of Nazism, after the Holocaust they became important points to contend.
Medicine— and the idea that Jews had a particular relationship to it— served as a foil to
the biologically laden racism of the Nazi era. While promoters of Jewish emancipation
and integration had long turned towards the arena of medicine to claim that Jews were in
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fact “healthy,” such rhetoric gained particular salience in the post-Holocaust context.106
But American intellectuals who focused on the Jewish relationship to medicine in the
post-war years went beyond racial questions of Jewish health and sickness. By claiming
Jews held a unique affinity to the field of medicine, post-war writers portrayed Jews in
the exact opposite light the Nazis had. Rather than being harbingers of disease, Jews
were now the ultimate agents of good health and medical care. As Solomon Kagan
summarized in his 1951 essay on “The Influence of Jews on Modern Medicine,” “[Jews]
took an ever-increasing part in the progress of medicine over the world. . . . In pre-Nazi
Germany Jews were the best scientific exponents and creators of new ideas in medicine. .
. . Since 1908 eleven Jewish doctors were awarded the Nobel Prize for medicine in
recognition of their outstanding contributions to medical science, which constitutes about
twenty-five per cent of all Nobel Prize winners in medicine.”107 In narratives such as
Kagan’s, Jewish exceptionalism, particularly in the field of medicine, was emphasized
and strongly contrasted with discriminatory policies against Jews by the Nazis and others.
“It was not from any desire to be complimentary that Voltaire, who was anything but
friendly or even fair to our people, asserted that ‘a Jew makes a splendid physician,’
asserted the Reverend Mendel Silber in a 1951 manifesto on the “Jewish Contribution to
Medicine.” “In the face of undeniable facts, even his enemies concede to the Jew a pre-
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eminent position in the field of medicine.”108 Importantly, Jews within these narratives
were not only healthy human beings in their own right; they were also superlative agents
of health and wellbeing for all.
Again, such assertions that Jews had a proclivity towards intellectual endeavors or
maintained special connections to the field of medicine were not new. Thinkers on both
sides of the Atlantic had claimed such before. In his “Letter from Berlin” published in
the Canada Medical and Surgical Journal in 1884, the famed medical historian William
Osler decried German anti-Semitism. He claimed “one cannot but notice here, in any
assembly of doctors, the strong Semitic element; at the local societies, and at the German
Congress of Physicians, it was particularly noticeable, and the same holds good in any
collection of students. All honor to them!”109 Perhaps most famously, the eminent
sociologist Thorstein Veblen asserted in his 1919 essay on “The Intellectual PreEminence of Jews in Modern Europe,” that: “the civilization of Christendom continues
today to draw heavily on the Jews for men devoted to science and scholarly pursuits. It is
not only that men of Jewish extraction continue to supply more than a proportionate
quota to the rank and file engaged in scientific and scholarly work, but a disproportionate
number of the men to whom modern science and scholarship look for guidance and
leadership are of the same derivation.”110
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For some postwar writers, earlier theories continued to hold sway. “The believer
cannot see problems in areas where he is a believer,” wrote Jessie Bernard in The
Scientific Monthly. “It is the skeptic who sees them; he is an outsider and can view
cultural phenomena more objectively. The astonishing records of the Jews in science
illustrates this point. It is not the Jews who remain within their own cultural setting who
make the great contributions; they are as culture-bound as non-Jews,” Bernard continued
extensively quoting Veblen himself.111 Nevertheless, while theories such as Veblen’s
continued to appear during the post-war years, different kinds of narratives concerning
Jewish exceptionalism became more prevalent. As Sander Gilman noted, in the wake of
the Holocaust and Nazi virulent classification of Jews as racially distinct, certain kinds of
rhetoric were no longer possible and instead people began to focus on other kinds of
explanations.112
While the legacy of the Holocaust certainly highlighted a need to combat antiSemitism, it also made it difficult to highlight intrinsic Jewish traits in general, whether
positive or negative. In his 1945 article on the development of Jewish dentistry, for
example, Henrick Salamon did set up clear distinctions between Jews and non-Jews in a
completely a-historical narrative describing how since antiquity Jews were made captives
and reduced to slavery and then passed from owner to owner until their coreligionists
paid a ransom. “The Jews thus freed,” he wrote, “instead of returning to Palestine,
usually remained in the land of their former slavery, or wandering to others, there in
conjunction with their brethren in faith established groups and later communities, living
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cluster together in the cities, apart, in separate quarters, in the ghetto, which was closed
every evening by gates. In short, the life in Exile, in the Galut.” Published during the
final days of World War II, Salamon did see anti-Semitism as a major factor in the
development and characterization of Jewish dentistry. However, he did not view antiSemitism as an exclusive force, instead maintaining a more nuanced explanation of
Jewish achievements in the field, which included instances of cooperation and defense of
Jews, or at a minimum tolerance of them. “Thus the Jews were separated from the hostpeoples of different faith, but it must not be believed that this was a hermitic seclusion,”
wrote Salamon. “Not infrequently even some Christian people lived within the Jewish
quarter, or some Jews outside it as particularly in Frankfort-on-the Main.” For Salamon,
it was the combination of these two factors, anti-Semitism on the one hand and moments
of tolerance on the other that characterized and explained the distinct contributions of
Jews to dentistry.113
Jacob Shatzky also echoed a growing post-war interest in the role of cross-cultural
interactions rather than just isolation on the development of Jewish medical work.
Writing about the education of Jewish medical students at the University of Padua,
Shatzky, like most post-war writers, began by noting the many hardships facing Jewish
medical students of the era. “Source material pertaining to Jewish medical students of
Padua tells us a story of heroic efforts of ambitious young Ghetto Jews to enter the
University in spite of the many domestic and legal obstacles with which they were
confronted, even though as early as 1409 Padua had bestowed its medical doctorate on a
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Jew. Jewish students met with great difficulties in obtaining the degree of doctor.” Yet,
although Shatzky rightfully acknowledged the difficulties of becoming a Jewish doctor
during this era, he celebrated the distinct cultural interactions that occurred both within
and outside of the ghetto walls. “Yet they flocked from several countries, different
cultural backgrounds,” Shatzky declared. “To a sociologist of medical culture it is very
gratifying to study the historical development of this trend of learning, to follow the
incessant pilgrimage of Talmudic students from Poland, Germany, Hungry, and other
countries to Padua where the foremost medical school had opened its hospitable doors to
non-Catholics, and to analyze their subsequent readjustment in various countries of
Europe in general, and in the place of birth in particular. Such a study would be the first
sociological interpretation of Jewish acculturation in terms of the medical vocation.”114
For Shatzky, discrimination and hardship were influential realities faced by Jewish
doctors of the period. Yet, in his mind the exciting and interesting, and perhaps even
almost equally influential, dimension of medical life at Padua was not social isolation,
but rather social interaction.115
While many writers, such as Shatzky and Salamon, remained deeply interested in
the effects of discrimination on Jewish professional development, discussions also shifted
to explain Jewish achievements in terms of distinct cultural and ethical values, which
were neither inherited biologically nor forced upon Jews entirely through social isolation.
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Many still emphasized that Jewish particularity was influenced by discrimination, but
also based on the transmission of a distinct set of ethical values via the mechanisms of
tradition and education. “Medicine, whether practiced by priest or physician, has always
been held in high esteem by the Jews. This is not surprising, when one recalls their love
of learning and their devotion to matters spiritual,” wrote Dr. I.M. Librach in the British
medical journal, The Practitioner.116 In this view, Jews were more or less just like
everyone else, but their propensity to excel in certain areas stemmed from a rich ethical
and moral tradition with roots all the way back to biblical times. Medicine represented an
ideal vehicle for advancing such an argument.
Emphasizing a particular Jewish relationship with medicine allowed post-war
writers and thinkers to highlight Jews as a distinctly ethical group of people who had long
been exemplary contributors to society, even in the face of harsh discrimination and antiSemitic rhetoric to the contrary. In this context, medicine not only served as the ultimate
foil for Nazis activities it also represented an enduring symbol of Jewish morality. As
W.A. Mason argued in his 1951 book entitled The Monotheistic Concept and the
Evolution of Medical Thought, “Hebrew medicine is both interesting and important
because it differs in one concept at least from that of all other people of ancient times.
The idea of monotheism characterizes Jewish medicine. It appears as an entirely new
philosophy—a most dramatic departure from a polytheistic past; that there is but one
God, the source of all goodness and health, but also of all sickness and imperfection of
body and mind. Such concepts and religious ideals submerge, though they do not entirely
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eradicate, the animistic and demonic concepts and the magic medicine that followed in
their wake.”117
For Mason, the monotheistic dimension of medicine introduced by Jews was
significant in part because it departed significantly from the prevailing “magical” and
“animistic” characteristic of the times.118 However, even more significantly, “Hebrew
medicine” was distinct because of its emphasis on hygiene, which he viewed as the
ultimate example of both scientific progress and an ethical commitment to the wellbeing
of others. Mason elaborated on Jewish customs surrounding the mikveh or ritual bath,
where a Jew who became ritually impure immersed in a natural source of water meeting
certain Halakhic or legal guidelines, thereby regained a status of ritual purity. Mason
claimed that the ritual of the mikveh “introduced concepts of personal and community
hygiene and, further, the prescription of organized community effort through religious
ritual, for the control of disease.” Mason further claimed that “Except for the religious
emphasis, this marks the basis of our modern public health approach to disease control
through organized community effort.” In Mason’s mind, “No ideal could be more
ethical,” or more distinctly Jewish.119
Significantly, Mason’s view of the mikveh fit within a broad trajectory of
historical polemics on the matter, but his particular arguments suggested a new shift in
the postwar world. Although Mason himself may not have been aware, in 19th century
Germany, for example, the institution of the mikveh came under strong attack by medical
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and some religious reformers who deemed it a source of infectious disease and a symbol
of Jewish backwardness and degeneration.120 In its American context, Mason’s article
did follow much more closely in the footsteps of numerous interwar American and
British writers who characterized the mikveh in a totally different and much more
positive light. Citing studies on low incidences of cervical and other cancers among
Jewish women, these authors, in sharp contrast to their German predecessors, claimed
that the laws of ritual purity were a source of health, as well as Jewish continuity.121 Yet,
while Mason clearly saw the mikveh as a source of Jewish well-being, his central
argument went far beyond emphasizing its health benefits for the Jewish people.
Significantly, for Mason, the mikveh as a unique ethical and hygienic institution
represented just one example of Jews’ distinctive contributions to all of humanity.
Other authors echoed the sentiment that Jews, particularly in their advancement of
good hygiene, served as a model for medical progress. “It is well to remind the world
and ourselves from time to time of the many benefits and blessings that have accrued to
mankind from the studies and discoveries of Jewish scholars and scientists,” wrote
Mendel Silber in a 1946 Phi Lambda Kappa, Jewish medical fraternity Quarterly. “And
still more, it is necessary to bear in mind and to demonstrate to the world what the Jews
have accomplished for their fellowmen, not only individually, but collectively.” Silber
denounced the “quasi-scientific contention that we have not preserved our racial purity to
any appreciable degree.” He also “admitted, for example, that the double function of
Jewish hygiene has greatly aided in preserving the Jewish race at least to a certain
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extent,” and that “it was this hygiene which has made the Jew immune, or at least less
susceptible, to a number of diseases.” But again, for Silber, as for Mason, the most
significant feature of Jewish hygiene was that it “has not only influenced the life of the
Jew and proved a benefaction to himself, but that it also, through him, influenced
powerfully the lives of other people and proved a boon and blessing to the entire human
family.”122
Other authors echoed similar claims that Jewish devotion to hygiene represented a
particular gift to humanity. “Today, as Americans in their daily life ride the subways, the
buses, or drive along the highways, health education posters stare solemnly down at
them,” noted market researcher Joseph Jacobs in his 1950 self-published book, Patterns
of Health and Hygiene in Jewish Life. “In the American Jew, as in Jews throughout the
world, such campaigns find an attentive audience. . . . For however assimilated and
Americanized he may be, he has inevitably learned in his childhood, from his parents or
grandparents or friends’ parents, some of the wisdom of the Talmud, the Torah, or the
Bible, which devote whole chapters and books to health and hygiene.”123 The idea that
Jews, both ancient and contemporary, contributed to humanity by being ideal
practitioners of modern scientific hygienic practices lay strong in post-war writings.
While important, hygiene was just one area where intellectuals distinguished
Jewish involvement with medicine as particularly committed to larger ethics of morality.
Even before World War II, Solomon Kagan insisted that: “Another trait of the Hebrew
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physician through all ages is his recognition of the need of progress in medical science
and his endeavor to further it. While the oath of Hippocrates upholds moral principles
and exacts a vow to transmit the knowledge of the art of medicine to certain disciples, it
neglects, however, to inject into medical endeavor the necessity for advancement of
research to further medical progress. The ancient Greek oath also fails to inculcate
consideration for the poor and needy, and interdiction of incantations and magic cures.
These important elements are distinctly emphasized in the prayers of some noted Jewish
physicians.”124 In other words, for Kagan, the moralistic and scientific tendencies of the
Jews surpassed even that of Hippocrates, because in his eyes Jews were uniquely
committed to methodological investigation and care for the underserved. Others of the
period began to echo these sentiments. “In general, the position of Jewish doctors was
always better than that of their other coreligionists, because their medical help was often
needed by kings, princes and influential statesmen. This allowed them, not only to create
a position for themselves, but also to attenuate the destiny of the Jews of their
communities,” wrote Cairo based physician Max Meyerhoff in the academic journal Isis.
“Very often the Jewish student paved his way to success by superior intelligence, by
extraordinary diligence and perseverance, forcing the admiration and even the friendship
of reluctant Muslim professors.”125
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Fighting Anti-Semitism Through Fiction

Postwar fiction on Jews and medicine echoed many of the themes present within
works of non-fiction. However, fictional accounts stood out in their vivid depictions of
Jewish medical exceptionalism in the face of harsh injustice and discrimination. They
emphasized Jewish tenacity and hard work as well as a Jewish commitment to
humanitarianism and social ideals. Significantly, they did this within a popular setting.
Rather than appealing to professionals, or an intellectual elite, writers of fiction engaged
a general audience. Their works were meant for entertainment, but also as social
commentary. As such, they represented an important element in the fight against
discriminatory practices against Jews. Furthermore, unlike non-fiction accounts of Jews
and medicine, which were overwhelmingly written by Jews, fictional accounts were often
written by progressive non-Jewish writers. Although not Jewish themselves, these
writers still utilized the topic of Jews and medicine as a useful commentary on American
society and as an important means to fight discrimination.
Author Rhoda Truax, for example, in her highly stylized biographical account of
19th century doctors Mary Putnam Jacobi and her Jewish husband Abraham Jacobi, tried
to relate the achievements and experiences of Jews by comparing them to those of
exceptional women. In The Doctor’s Jacobi, the book’s central narrative followed the
life story of Mary Putnam Jacobi from childhood onward. The author spent a great deal
of time describing Putnam Jacobi’s hard work and the many obstacles she was forced to
endure and overcome in her quest to become a doctor. Putnam Jacobi herself was
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depicted as entirely free of any narrow-mindedness or prejudice towards others. This
theme was epitomized by the author’s emphasis on her eventual marriage to Abraham
Jacobi, but also illustrated throughout the book with descriptions of her numerous
friendships with Jews. In noting the stirrings of a romantic relationship between Putnam
Jacobi and a French Jewish doctor associate of hers, Truax maintained, “It was not
surprising that Mary Putnam should have a good deal in common with Jewish scientists
for they, like women, had to work harder, make greater sacrifices, and accomplish more
in order to receive the same opportunities and recognition as their colleagues. Because of
the difficulties in their paths Jewish medical students were seldom dilettantes.”126 As the
epitome of industriousness and good will herself, it was logical, the author maintained,
that Mary Putnam was attracted to Jewish doctors. They simply held the higher standards
that she herself upheld. Portraying Jews as particularly strong and hard working, Truax
sets them up as a model for society, rather than a pariah.
As in The Doctor’s Jacobi, other post-war literary accounts highlighted Jewish
medical achievement in conversation with attempts to grapple with discrimination against
Jews. In the 1951 novel Of Blood and Oil: With the Israeli Underground, author Erwin
Arnovitz described the story of a young American Jewish doctor, Doctor Arnie Fabian,
who fought and was wounded in the Spanish Civil War before spending ten years in
medical school and becoming a skilled surgeon. Yet, despite Fabian’s clinical adeptness
and devotion to patients, his professional career remained stagnant because of his Jewish
identity. Although not initially a Zionist, Fabian ultimately decided to travel to Palestine
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and fight for the Jewish underground. In Palestine, Fabian’s Jewish identity took on a
very different significance as he fought against the British and the Arabs. However,
among his compatriots, Fabian proved an adept military and medical prowess and
became quite respected and renowned. The book ends with Fabian voting in the first
Israeli elections.
Arnovitz maintained a guarded skepticism that discrimination against Jews in the
United States would improve. At the end of the book, Fabian told a friend:

Jack, you just don’t know how it is. There are a few fellows in
every hospital who run things. If you have pull and don’t
deliberately kill anyone by poor work, you can do pretty much
what you want. But there isn’t any such thing for me and there
isn’t any place in a setup like that for a fellow like me. No, I’ll
have to get into the country somewhere where they need
everything in one in a doctor- a surgeon, and obstetrician, a
pediatrician, and so forth. That is the place I’ll practice. I’ll
never be secure, but barring accidents I might even die in my
work maybe fifty or sixty years from now. See? He saw.127

By the book’s end, it is unclear if Fabian ever returned to America. The doctor
remained, in many ways, a man caught between worlds and a future that remained to be
seen. A Zionist critique of sorts, Arnovitz questions the ability of Jews to fully integrate
into diaspora life. At the same time, the novel is vivid in its critique of American
discriminatory medical practices. By counterpoising Fabian’s extraordinary ability as a
doctor, with his unmet potential in America, Arnovitz argued that discrimination was
hurting American medicine and society as a whole.
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Another post-war novel highlighting discrimination against Jewish doctors
maintained a more positive stance on the possibility that long ingrained anti-Semitic
attitudes in America could change. In The Curious Wine, non-Jewish writer Bianca
Bradbury, who came from a self-described family of “solid New England” stock since
1680, explored the changing dynamics of inclusion within a post-war rural Connecticut
town. The Curious Wine told the story of Martell (Marty) Townsend, an unconventional
woman from a long time New England family, who married a Jewish doctor, Luke
Beloff. The couple met in a New York hospital and moved back to Still River, the small
Connecticut town of Marty’s birth. Marty’s father, a kind and progressive thinking
doctor himself, liked and accepted Luke. However, Marty’s mother, who was a difficult,
controlling and narrow minded woman to begin with, was horrified by the idea that her
daughter could marry and have children with a Jew. Mrs. Townsend spent much of the
book doing everything within her power to try to break up the marriage and discredit
Luke as an individual and physician. The townsfolk were slow to accept Luke, but his
practice grew steadily as Luke increasingly proved himself as a physician. However,
when a friend of Mrs. Townsend sued Luke for medical malpractice, the town was torn in
half between those who supported Luke and those who didn’t. Luke’s business rapidly
declined as everyone anticipated the outcome of the court ruling. Thankfully for Luke
and Marty, the proceedings ultimately revealed that Mrs. Townsend herself maliciously
instigated the lawsuit by coercing her friend to fabricate false claims against Luke while
fully funding the legal prosecution. When Luke was acquitted of any wrongdoing, the
town accepted him back within their midst and his office thrived once again.
Furthermore, at the end of the novel Marty gave birth to a healthy baby boy, symbolizing
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a kind of triumph over her mother and the anti-Semitism she perpetuated, as well as the
success of Marty and Luke’s interfaith marriage and their hope for a promising future.
The Curious Wine clearly juxtaposed the new postwar era from that which came
before it. “It takes brains and heart and guts to make a real doctor and he [Luke] has
them,” Marty’s father remarked at the beginning of the book, “There’s no point kidding
ourselves, it’s going to take some doing. For a woman with three hundred years of pure,
cussed Connecticut background to marry a Jew is considerable in itself. There is [italics
in original] prejudice in this town.” He then goes on to describe how a Jewish doctor had
settled in the town during the war years only to be driven out by the residents. While
Bradbury was optimistic about the decline of anti-Semitism in the postwar years, she also
set clear boundaries on the possibility for change. Luke, for example was Jewish in
blood and looks only. He was brought up by non-Jews in an orphanage, never knew his
family and was entirely ignorant of and even alienated from Jewish customs, habits and
traditions. Although Luke was ultimately relatively well respected within the town, the
only other Jewish characters within the book, Luke’s Jewish lawyer Max Aaronson and
his wife Adelle, remained social outsiders with almost no friends. In addition, as
reflected in the above quotation, Luke’s individual acceptance came in part from his
extraordinary set of personal attributes. He was a war hero with outstanding personal
character and as was evident throughout the course of the novel, Luke was a skilled
clinician with extraordinary skills as a doctor. While Bradbury’s novel held clear hopes
for a post-War era marked by greater acceptance and less anti-Semitism, it also
acknowledged the continued challenges and upward battles towards inclusion faced by
Jews.
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The writer Daniel Taylor made similar claims in his 1948 novel, They Move with
the Sun. The main protagonist of They Move with the Sun was a young Jewish boy from
Perry Indiana named Hank Leher, who thwarted numerous challenges and instances of
discrimination to become a doctor. A central theme for Taylor, like most of the other
authors described here, was that Jews were discriminated against even despite superior
achievement. This theme was established early in the novel when Hank and several
fellow Jews were thrown out of the debate club in high school even though they
rightfully won places on the team by far out performing the non-Jewish students who
subsequently illegitimately usurped their places. Given debate was a necessary
prerequisite to becoming a doctor Hank was furious. He ultimately fought back and won
his place back on the team, but many of his fellow Jewish students were not as lucky.128
Once Hank entered medical school, the narrative of Jewish exceptionalism in
medicine continued. Standing around the dissection table for the first time, Hank began
to interact with his classmates.

Mike Krensky raised his head and smiled. He was as open as a
saucer, as sparkling as deep.
‘I’m lucky,’ he said.
The others looked at him.
‘You three are Jews, aren’t you?’
Sam’s eyes were hunted. He looked at Marianne Lash. She
nodded.
‘Well,’ Mike went on. ‘I’m a Pole. Chummed around all my
life with Jewish boys, and my folks said to me: ‘Mike, in medical
school, get next to the Jewish boys. They don’t fail.’129
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In this vignette, the non-Jewish student, Mike, hinted that unlike his Jewish classmates,
he was probably more adept at sports than pure intellectual achievements. For both Mike
and his parents, Jews were good people to be around because they were smart and
competent. In both this scene and earlier scenes the author clearly portrayed Jews as
exceptional achievers.
However, Taylor went beyond praising the intellectual and clinical skills of Jews,
to highlight medicine, in contrast to arenas such as the high school debate team, as a
place where Jews could stand side by side their non-Jewish peers and be accepted or even
admired for their achievements. It is telling that in the quote above, which took place on
Hank’s very first day in medical school, that Mike’s admiration for his Jewish peers led
to Marianne offering cigarettes to the group. Ultimately, through their pursuit of medical
knowledge, the four students became good friends despite religious and cultural
differences.
The theme of medicine as a point for diverse social interactions occurred
throughout the novel. In They Move with the Sun, Taylor described Hank’s impressions
while observing a surgery for the first time. “Most exciting was the silence and the
meeting of eyes over the tops of the white masks. . . The silence and the masks—
everything subordinated to the facts and the work before them—no questions about who
came from where. To himself Hank said: There is no hate in this room. No hate—except
hate of death and disease.”130 It is clear in this quote that Hank was in part drawn to
medicine because it represented a place where he could be a Jew without anyone caring.
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This is not to say that Hank’s religion was irrelevant after he became a doctor. To the
contrary, it continued to influence his social interactions to a large degree. By the end of
the book for example, Hank was not able to sustain a romantic relationship with a nonJewish nurse girlfriend. However, he was able to be a successful physician, seemingly
without any significant difficulties interacting professionally with his colleagues in the
field. Therefore, despite the challenges of overcoming discrimination to become a
doctor, and regardless of ongoing questions concerning the ultimate acceptance and
integration of Jews, medicine was nevertheless depicted throughout the novel as a field
with tremendous potential to combat prejudice and unite people across the divides of
identity.
Other works of fiction offered similar depictions of the medical field as an
important point of Jewish interaction with non-Jews. In a short piece urging fellow
medical students to join the Jewish Phi Lambda Kappa medical fraternity, Leonard
Zubroff portrayed medicine as an equalizing force, where Jews could combat antiSemitism and prove themselves as worthy individuals and physicians. Addressing a
supposed girlfriend, Zubroff wrote,

“Well, Rosie, I’m not joining [a Jewish medical fraternity] so
that I can say: ‘See, I’m Jewish. I’m joining with the other
Jewish boys in the class because in unity there’ll be strength.’
No. Rosie, I want to join this Jewish frat so that maybe the
Gentile kid working up the case of the patient in the bed next to
my patient may realize that I’m Jewish and belong to a Jewish
frat and yet I’m learning about medicine from Mary Smith’s case
of gallstones and he’s learning about medicine from Sadie
Miller’s goiter. And maybe too he’ll come to realize that some
years from now it won’t make a particle of difference if I treat
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Sadie Miller’s gallstones with what I learned from Mary
Smith’s.131

Interestingly, in this short story, joining the Jewish medical fraternity was not depicted as
an act of asserting Jewish identity. Rather, it was seen as a statement that all identities,
whether religious, ethnic, racial, or other, were irrelevant in the face of sickness and
disease. Diseases showed no discrimination, and doctors should act accordingly, learning
from whoever they could regardless of the person’s identity. For the author, the act of
being a doctor and of joining a Jewish fraternity stood as statements against prejudice.
He viewed medicine and Jewish medical activities in particular as acts of devotion to the
larger ideals of human kind.

Conclusion

Whether non-fiction, or fictional accounts, literature published after 1945
maintained that the Jewish relationship to medicine held important political implications
for the postwar world. In his 1947 introduction to Communal Sick-Care in the German
Ghetto, American Jewish historian Jacob Rader Marcus maintained that “time and World
War II have destroyed much of the vast source material that lay in the desks and vaults of
village synagogues and metropolitan archives. Yet the attempt should be made to
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resurrect the past, a past that had the capacity to keep the Jew alive under the most
untoward circumstances.” For Marcus, the study of Jewish efforts to provide for the sick
were particularly important because they represented a story of survival and a potential
model for future communal organization. As a non-Zionist, Marcus emphasized the
creativity of the Jewish Diaspora and stressed the central role of health care within Jewish
communal organization.132 “German Jewry never succeeded in creating a national Jewish
organization to carry the burden of its problems and its hopes. It never even seriously
attempted to do so,” Marcus asserted. “The true social history of the medieval German
Jew is reflected in the struggle and the achievements of the average small-town
community. Today, in our search for adequate forms of organization, it is important to
catch some glimpse of a civilization that survived and in its own way prospered for over a
thousand years.”133 For Marcus, the history of Jewish medical work in Germany was
important not only for its own sake, but for its ability to provide a model for future
Jewish communal and political organization where other such models were lacking.
For certain, not all postwar commentaries on the Jewish relationship to medicine
set out with the specific intent to write political manifestos. Nor were all such writings
political in nature. Nevertheless, such writers, engaging with the concerns of their day,
viewed the relationship between Jews and medicine as symbolic of broader themes
concerning the nature of Jewish identity whether past, present or future. In the process,
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these writers set the stage for more direct forms of political engagement where medicine
was actively employed as a means to create new social, cultural and political realities for
the Jewish people in the post-War world.
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CHAPTER TWO:
THE AMERICAN JEWISH JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE AND THE
POLITICS OF HEALTH IN POST-WORLD WAR II EUROPE

The circumstances in the wake of World War II forced American Jews quickly to
move beyond purely theoretical discussions of medicine and challenged them to redefine
communal commitments to the field in more concrete ways. When the British liberated
Bergen-Belsen on April fifteenth of 1945 there were approximately 41,520 prisoners who
were too weak to work and subsisting on insufficient water and rotting vegetables. In
March alone 18,168 people died of starvation and by April fifteenth there was no food to
feed the camp population, which by that time had increased to 60,000 people. Prior to
liberation 37,000 people in Bergen-Belsen died of starvation or typhoid and after
liberation an additional 14,000 people died.134 On the ground in Europe, practical
concerns of starvation, disease, and the fate of the She’erit Hapletah, or the remnant of
European Jewry, demanded attention.
In the wake of the crisis, a system of American Jewish medical philanthropy
directed towards Europe flourished. The primary proponent of such work was the
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee also commonly referred to as the Joint or
JDC. The Joint was originally established in 1919 to help fill a humanitarian need when
the ravages of World War I cut the Jews of Palestine off from their traditional means of
support within the Jewish communities of Europe. In the interwar years the organization
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quickly grew to serve Jews in need worldwide. One focus of its activities involved
medical care and public health efforts, however the organization maintained a broad
platform, and operated within educational, religious, and cultural spheres. Well
established in Europe at the war’s end, the JDC was in a unique position, even among
American organizations in general, to fill the tremendous demand for humanitarian care
brought by the conflict. The JDC, with its transnational, non-governmental, humanitarian
based platform, succeeded where traditional governmental and communal infrastructures
were no longer adequate to meet the needs of the population. In point of fact, the Joint
became the first non-governmental agency permitted by the allies to work directly with
displaced persons (DPs) in Europe.
The Joint, however, was somewhat unique from other Jewish organizations
dedicated to medical care. Health and medical organizations of a professional nature,
including medical fraternities and the American Physicians Fellowship Committee,
generally focused narrowly on medical undertakings. Yet even compared to an
organization such as Hadassah: The Women’s Zionist Organization, the Joint stands out.
The Joint and Hadassah were similar in that both organizations were established within
seven years of each other and pursued activism abroad. However, each was created to
deal with very different situations. Hadassah’s founder, Henrietta Szold, was deeply
influenced by a trip to Palestine in which she witnessed firsthand the grim health services
and sanitary conditions of the area. She founded Hadassah with the explicit intention to
promote better health in the region.135 Conditions in Palestine also served as the
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immediate impetus for the establishment of the Joint. But, unlike Hadassah, the Joint did
not have Zionist leanings and the organization’s leaders envisioned a much broader
mandate “to alleviate the consequence of persecution and to afford relief from calamities
affecting Jews, wherever they occur.”136 The Joint’s mission was therefore more diverse
and geographically far reaching than that of Hadassah. While Hadassah women
employed education and cultural techniques within the context of their activities, the
primary focus their activism, with a few exceptions, centered on medical and health
initiatives in Palestine.137 In contrast, within the Joint, medicine represented just one of a
number of far reaching concerns.
The medical work of the Joint fit into traditions of transnational humanitarianism,
Jewish internationalism, and philanthropy. Historian Jonathan Dekel-Chen, argued that
the origins of what he calls modern international trends among Jews had little to do with
the rise of the state, notions of nationhood, or religious identities. Instead, Dekel-Chen
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claimed that “the spread of transnational ties across class, ethnic and denominational
lines was a product of the practice of philanthropy and advocacy begun in the midnineteenth century.138 Organizations such as the Joint, founded and operated in the West,
directly intervened in the lives of their co-regionalists in the East. The American Jewish
Joint Distribution Committee fit into the same landscape of “international
humanitarianism” as a growing body of privately run organizations administering civilian
relief.139 Perhaps most notable of these organizations was the Red Cross.140 Dekel-Chen
argues, however, and I would agree, that the activities of Jewish transnational
humanitarian organizations were unique in at least one regard. Jews had a two-thousandyear-old diaspora tradition, with a complex notion of “homeland” both before and after
the founding of the State of Israel. Organizations such as the Red Cross, according to
historian Julia Irwin, “functioned as a facet of U.S. foreign relations.”141 The Joint also
served as a non-state diplomatic actor, but unlike the Red Cross, its agenda was not tied
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to an actual nation state, but rather a multifaceted notion of Jewish connectedness.142 Its
activities were supported by the United States government, but the organization also
relied on pre-existing Jewish philanthropic networks and maintained a distinct set of
sectarian commitments that differentiated it from organizations like the Red Cross.143
The Joint’s activism was deeply concerned with what would later commonly be referred
to as “individual human rights.” However, the organization did not use this terminology
itself. Furthermore, as Samuel Moyn has suggested, whereas later human rights activists
went beyond the state forum for rights, many American Jews, including the Joint, were
deeply attached to the idea of the state.144 Indeed, an integral part of their medical
activism involved advocacy for the establishment of the State of Israel as a solution to the
plight of Jewish displaced persons.
Even as the Joint mobilized a deeply rooted humanitarian aid tradition, the
organization pushed in new directions. As American Jews confronted the overwhelming
needs of the She’erit Hapletah (Remnant of European Jews) they did so within a
multiplicity of new interests and organizations, both within and outside of the Jewish
community. The array of postwar players was dizzying. The Joint interacted with a
myriad of other organizations, including various Jewish organizations both at home and
abroad, as well as a selection of governmental, military, and multi-national organizations
including the Office of the Military Government Unites States (OMGUS), the Supreme
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Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF) and the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), and the Red Cross.
Within this highly charged and very complicated milieu, American Jewish
medical work transcended relief for the poor or needy and became a means to navigate
the complex post war political climate, with its numerous governmental agencies and
organizational bodies. Medical work became an access point for broader forms of
political engagement. As a humanitarian endeavor, medical work in part, made it
possible for the Joint to participate in postwar reconstruction work in Europe. At the
same time, medical aid in Europe was not just about improving the health of displaced
persons. It also advanced the Joints political and social objectives. Through medical
work, the Joint pushed for Jewish emigration from Europe and the for the establishment
of a Jewish state.
Medical work also became a way to grapple with longstanding narratives of
Jewish communal health and wellbeing. Views concerning the medical needs of
European Jews were inextricably linked to long held narratives of Jews and health.
These included both anti-Semitic depictions of degeneration, as well as more positive
portrayals which linked Jewish health with political ideals including emancipation and
national self-determination. These later accounts claimed that ancient Jewish codes and
rituals were essentially codes of medicine equal or superior to modern medical
knowledge. As such, they were seen as instrumental to Jewish survival and vitality.145
Making sense of these narratives through academic writing or works of fiction was one
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thing, as discussed in Chapter One, but grappling with this legacy in the context of real
people was something altogether different. The humanitarian, a-political medical ideals
so carefully constructed and embraced by many American Jews were deeply challenged
by the realities on the ground in Europe. While American Jews tried to make sense of the
catastrophe as they attended to the medical needs of displaced persons, there were not
always easy solutions or answers. Many times, what developed was, seemingly
contradictory narratives of the health and medical needs of displaced persons and how
best to solve them. On the one hand, American Jews often emphasized the medical needs
of displaced persons within internal publications, particularly those that focused on
fundraising. On the other hand, they were careful about publicly characterizing displaced
persons as medically fragile, for fear that their ability to emigrate would be jeopardized.
At all times, American Jewish involvement with the health of displaced persons balanced
pragmatic and competing contemporary interests with the purpose of achieving not only
clinical, but also political ends.

Liberation

The first Americans to come face-to-face with the realities of post-World War II
Europe and it medical need, were not physicians in the classroom or clinic, but rather,
members of the United States military and Allied forces. “People were sick, lame,
maimed, undernourished to the point their bellies were swollen,” recalled Milton
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Harrison. As a nineteen-year old first sergeant in the Medical detachment of the Ninth
Armored Infantry Battalion of the Sixth Armored Division, Harrison was one of the first
to encounter the horrors of the Holocaust. On April 11, of 1945, Harrison and a group of
twenty-seven other men entered Buchenwald. “It was a devastating sight,” he recalled.
“I tried to get a radio message out that there was nothing that I could do, that the medical
situation was far beyond our comprehension and we didn’t have the facilities even to
begin to do anything.”146 Leigh Fraser, who served in the British Women’s Royal Navy
and was sent to Bergen-Belsen the day after the camp was liberated recalled, “I was 19 at
the end of that summer. I cried, I prayed. I vomited. I lost about 15 pounds. I began to
look like one of the prisoners myself at one point because my face started taking on a
very gaunt look.” Fraser worked as a volunteer at the hospital during the evenings and
reflected that, “life got so mixed up that it took on an almost surreal quality. And I was
very, very deeply affected.”147
Harrison and Fraser were not alone in their disbelief and horror. “An incredible
sight, a stench that is beyond experience,” wrote Marcus J. Smith in his memoir twentyseven years after liberating Dachau.148

A doctor in the United Nations Relief and

Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) DP Team 115, Smith, like many others recalling
the scenes of liberation, referred to his charges as “the walking dead.”
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Here are thousands of patients ranging in age from 12 to 65, all
malnourished and emaciated, their diseases in all stages of
development: early, late, and terminal. There are patients with
typhus fever, dysentery, erysipelas, pneumonia, scabies, and a
host of other infections. A great many inmates have infections
of their skin, or of the tissues beneath their skin: abscesses,
furuncles, sinuses, and ulcers. . . . Diarrhea is ubiquitous.
Tuberculosis, the great killer, must be widespread. There are
many surgical patients, some with fractured limbs in makeshift
slings, others with gunshot injuries. There are many instances
of infected wounds and bones. There are cases of gangrene. The
injuries were accidentally or deliberately incurred. There is
supposed to be a castrated Jewish boy here. It has been
impossible to separate those with communicable diseases from
those with ordinary disorders.149

In the immediate aftermath of liberation, death, sickness and disease were everywhere.
Particularly in the initial days after liberation, medically trained personnel such as
Harrison and Smith were rare and nursing staff as well as basic supplies and medications
were almost non-existent. A limited number of soldiers with medical knowledge worked
alongside volunteers with no training at all; a few displaced persons were doctors, but
most were in extremely poor health. “What do these people need?” asked Smith to
himself. “Everything,” he answered his own question.150 Brigadier H.L. Glyn Hughes,
the deputy director of medical services for the British Army, claimed that the eight
doctors and eight nurses sent to assist the 60,000 prisoners liberated at Belsen were
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entirely inadequate. He later recalled thinking that he could have used twelve general
British hospitals capable of treating 1,200 people each.151
Horrific descriptions from relatives in uniform, were some of the first accounts to
reach the American home front. Writing to his mother and father on official SS
Standortkommandantur stationary, Harold Porter, a Private serving at the Army’s 116
Evac Hospital stationed at Dachau described his experiences at the camp. “I’ve told you
before about the thousands of dead bodies here,” he wrote. “They are not nearly so
ghastly nor horrible as our patients, the ‘living corpse,’” he asserted. “Ghandi, after a
thirty day fast would still look like Hercules when compared with some of these men.
They have no buttock at all, and on some their vertebrae can be seen rubbing on their
stomach. It’s unbelievable that they could still be alive. And the odor of a ward is nearly
as bad as the odor of the crematory. All have raw ugly bed sores, puss dripping
infections, scabies, scabs, ulcers, bites plus typhus, scurvy, T.B., erysipelas, and, 101
other symptoms.”152
Personal accounts such as Porter’s wielded a strong impact for those on the home
front.153 However, even Americans without friends and family among the concentration
camp liberators, were still exposed to widespread images of death, starvation, and disease
through news accounts. “Typhus cases were scattered throughout the camp,” reported the
Chicago Daily Tribune. “Most of the prisoners had been starved. Others had been shot
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thru the head. Clothing had been torn from some and their wasted bodies bore livid
bruises.”154 Reporter Harold Denny for the New York Times wrote that, “The horror of
Buchenwald concentration camp continues even though advancing American troops
overran it a week ago. . . . These wretched remnants of a prison population that numbered
82,000 in March are free in the sense that their German masters no longer are here to
bully and torture them. . . . But they are prisoners still of misery and hunger, and the
weaker ones are still literally starving to death.”155
The general content of these accounts is probably familiar to many twenty-first
century readers. However, they are worth revisiting here to emphasize their prominence
at the war’s close. As soldiers and reporters, politicians and ordinary Americans alike
first confronted the horrors of the Holocaust, they did so through images and descriptions
of death, illness and disease. It was these ghastly images that first came to represent the
ultimate cost of Nazi destruction and crimes against humanity.
Initially, these accounts inspired fear and calls for further action. “Germany,
April 16—A United States Army field hospital will be diverted tomorrow from its
military duties to minister to the 1,100 remaining inmates of a German extermination
camp,” reported John MacCormac, a New York Times correspondent in Europe. “All that
the small American military government staff could do immediately was increase the
soup ration—adding meat and vegetables—and release five interned doctors to help the
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sick.”156 Reiterating concerns that overwhelming needs required far greater attention and
services, MacCormac continuously emphasized the health needs of displaced persons.
“Only six doctors are available to deal with the displaced persons in the Ninth Army area,
plus four nurses made available by the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation
Administration. Only four UNRRA teams have been allocated to handle the job in
liaison with the Army, although ten more have been asked for. So far 183 typhus cases
have been discovered among the displaced persons and additional personnel was called in
to deal with these cases.”157
Remembering the endemic level of infectious disease after World War I and in
particular the devastation wrought by the influenza pandemic of 1918, medical
professionals followed suit in issuing warnings of caution. “Epidemics Facing Europe”
advised one article. “Poor food supply, such as now exists in parts of Europe, causes
infectious diseases to be more dangerous and deadly than when food is plentiful.”158
“Typhoid Fever and diphtheria are ravaging most of Europe in a postwar epidemic wave
that recalls the typhus fever epidemic in Eastern Europe that followed the first World
War,” reported another.159 Perhaps most prominently, Knud Stowman, the Chief of the
newly established UNRRA Epidemiological Information Service warned with caution
that “with World War II entering its final stage, civil administration is now in a fluid state
in many areas and refugee movements are gathering momentum. These conditions,
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propitious to the propagation of epidemics are likely to grow worse during the year.”
Insisting that such dangers would be further complicated by the massive movement of
displaced persons, prisoners of war and other uprooted individuals around Europe,
Stowman hoped that the current efforts of the UNRRA Health Division to consolidate
and publish epidemiologic information would serve better than those of the League of
Nations after World War I.160
Significantly however, grave warnings about the impending risks of widespread
epidemics rapidly gave way to cautious declarations of optimism and ultimately more
triumphant assurances that the crisis had largely passed. “The situation in Europe to-day
is not nearly so disastrous as it was at a comparable period after the war of 1914-1918,”
noted Dr. George Stuart who headed the UNRRA Epidemics Control Branch. The
bottom line, as Stuart reflected, was that “no communicable disease at present has an
incidence which constitutes a menace to international health.”161 The Journal of the
American Medical Association summed up the situation nicely. “At the time of the
collapse of Germany, typhus was widespread; more than 16,000 cases have been reported
in the SHAEF area since the occupation. The disease has now been practically eradicated
from Germany, however, with only 6 cases recorded in the first week of August.”162 In
the absence of widespread epidemics, discussion of disease and sickness largely faded
from the postwar political agenda in the months following liberation.
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While the initial sense of urgency over the spread of epidemics and the prevalence
of disease in Europe largely faded in the months following liberation, interest in the
health of displaced persons remained, particularly in the Jewish case. The physical
condition of the human body ultimately became intertwined with concerns about its
social, cultural, and political well-being. Historians have long noted for example, the
animated discussions surrounding starvation and the emphasis placed on the threat of
hunger as a national security concern. The argument went that hunger would turn people
towards communism, therefore eliminating starvation was vital to the United States
political interests.163 Similarly, historian Atina Grossman, has brilliantly described the
political and ideological ramifications of childbearing among Jewish displaced persons
after World War II. Far from just a medical event, pregnancy and childbearing took on
important philosophical and public policy implications after the war. Not only did it
symbolize survival and resistance, but the decision to have children was also used to
advance politics surrounding immigration and state building.164 From the beginning then,
the health and disease of displaced persons were of clinical importance to Allied powers,
but they were also much more—they were intricate pieces in the Cold War game of
politics.
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It was within a complicated social and political foray that Allied powers began to
address the overwhelming medical needs of displaced persons at the end of the war.
Preparations for this task began even before the end of the war. As early as 1942, British
and American officials first began to exchange ideas on how best to prepare for the
anticipated postwar crisis. In November of 1943, even before the establishment of the
United Nations Organization itself, representatives from forty-four countries met in
Washington DC to sign a charter establishing the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA). A multinational humanitarian agency,
UNRRA was charged with the task of creating conditions for a lasting international peace
and security. To achieve such aims, the organization provided various forms of aid to the
newly liberated, under the motto of “relief, rehabilitation, and reconstruction.”
Despite the early planning, non-military relief took longer than expected to
implement. While UNRRA ultimately played an important, although sometimes
criticized, role in medical work among displaced persons, its impact during the very early
stages of liberation was minimal. As befitting the context in which the camps were
liberated, initial efforts at medical care were carried out by military forces. Such work
was fraught with difficulty. Even once countries gave the go ahead for non-military
forces to begin working with displaced persons, UNRRA was still slow to get started in
the field. British forces did not turn to UNRRA at all initially, but instead asked
assistance from the Red Cross.165 French forces were also unwilling to allow UNRRA to
participate in their DP affairs.166 UNRRA’s spearhead Team I entered Neustadt in April
165
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1945, a month after it was captured by Allied troops. While conditions in the camp did
improve, during these early stages, UNRRA still relied heavily on both US and Soviet
military forces for basic needs such as medicine, food, clothing, and DDT to spray
against typhus.167 Responsibility for administering DP camps in the American Zone of
Germany was officially handed over to UNRRA on October 1, 1945, six months after
Americans liberated Buchenwald. Even then, the transfer was primarily in name only.
By the middle of July 1945 there were still only around 350 UNRRA workers in
Germany. While initial plans had called for 6,000 workers, a year after liberation only
4,600 workers were on the ground. That number decreased by a third in July 1946, when
many were found unsuitable for the job due to lack of experience or sufficient emotional
health and sent home.168
The humanitarian aid and medical activities of both the United States Military and
UNRRA were challenging on many fronts, but particularly in addressing the plight of
Jewish displaced persons. As historian William Hitchcock argued, initial reports of
liberation did not discuss particular atrocities committed against Jews. With the
exception of Belsen, most of those found in liberated camps were not Jewish, but rather
political opponents, prisoners of war, and others deemed undesirable by the Nazi state.169
Those Jews who survived the war primarily did so by hiding with the partisans or in the
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Soviet Union. 170 While some did survive the concentration camps and subsequent forced
marches, most did not live long enough to be liberated.
In the early months after liberation therefore, particularly in the period before
large numbers of surviving Jews migrated to the American Zone from former places of
hiding the east, Allied forces and UNRRA officials focused on matters other than the
specific plight of Jews. In the spring and summer of 1945 approximately twenty million
displaced persons were on the move. Some were survivors of death and work camps;
others were former soldiers, prisoners of war, or forced laborers. The main mission of
both UNRRA and the Office of the Military Government, United States (OMGUS),
which was established on October 1, 1945 with the purpose of administering the US Zone
of Occupation in Germany, was to repatriate as many people as quickly as possible.
Between May and September of 1945 upwards of seven million former displaced persons
returned to their countries of origins.

Enter the Joint

On May 7, 1945, the same day that Germany surrendered to Allied Forces, the
combined Chiefs of Staff specifically “authorized the Supreme Commander to invite
voluntary welfare organizations into Germany in connection with work with displaced
persons under the supervision and coordination of UNRRA.”
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Potential organizations

were required to create a specific proposal in coordination with the European Regional
Office of UNRRA. All proposals then had to be approved by the government in which the
organization was based, as well as by the commander of the Allied Expeditionary Forces
(AEF). Personnel of such organizations were then attached to specific military formations
and “were subject to command and control by the appropriate military commanders.” As
such they were also held accountable to military law and entitled to the use of various
military facilities.171 Three days later, on May 10, 1945, J.A. Edmison, the Chief UNRRA
Liaison Officer, submitted the Joint’s application to work with displaced persons in
Germany to the Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF).
While the JDC had long standing experience providing the same kind of services
that UNRRA required, it was still very much unclear how much the organization would
actually be able to work with Jews in its official role as a voluntary agency attached to
UNRRA. The application insisted that “because of the urgency of the situation UNRRA
recommends that SHAEF approves the application of the American Joint Distribution
Committee.” At the same time, it maintained that “UNRRA is also aware of the many
questions of policy which will inevitably arise out of the individual and group needs both
present and future of persons known as ‘stateless.’” In other words, the actual legal
status of Jews and the extent that they should or should not be treated differently from
other displaced persons was still in question. Without ever referring to Jews by name, the
application concluded that “the American Joint Distribution Committee has agreed to
171
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negotiate with UNRRA such further detailed arrangements and procedures as the
situation requires.172 After some delay, the Joint’s application was approved on June 5,
1945. The Joint had finally attained the right to work with displaced persons in
Germany. Several days later the first JDC unit entered Buchenwald, two months after the
camp was liberated. One month later, in July 1945 a second team entered British
controlled Bergen Belsen without supplies.173 Subsequent relief efforts increased slowly.
However, the battle over the exact legal status of the Jewish displaced persons there and
what role the Joint would be able to serve had only just begun.
Jewish organizations were, in general, relieved over the expansion of UNRRA’s
mission to include working with voluntary agencies. In 1944, UNRRA had almost $2
billion dollars of pledged funding at its disposal. If UNRRA money went towards the
basic upkeep of Jewish refugees, then the Joint could use its own funds towards more
targeted work. Furthermore, UNRRA was a gate keeper. While the Joint and other
American Jewish organizations did conduct operations in Europe during the war, the
ability to obtain UNRRA auspices greatly facilitated as well as legitimized such
activities. When UNRRA’s access to Jewish displaced persons in Europe increased, so
did the Joint’s.
The Joint saw the new UNRRA resolution as a start, a call for mobilization. “It is
of vital importance to the lives and well-being of hundreds of thousands of Jews in
Europe that there be a clear understanding of the scope of activities of UNRRA, its
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potentialities and its limitations,” one statement from the Joint read. “Large-scale aid
from UNRRA to the surviving Jewish population is vitally necessary. No private agency
can meet the vast needs. However, great as is the contribution that UNRRA can make
eventually, there are vast areas of need where UNRRA aid will not be forthcoming”174
As Joseph Hyman, the executive vice-chairman of the Joint wrote to M. Robert Herman,
the Field Director of the United Jewish Appeal, “Even with this liberalization of
UNRRA, there are vast areas of Jewish need which claim and will continue to claim the
attention of the J.D.C.”175
There were several areas of particular concern. Foremost, was that UNRRA
could only operate in countries until after an initial period of military rule was completed.
Second was that UNRRA had to be invited by the occupying military authority or the
government itself of a country to work there. Because of the circumscribed nature of
UNRRA’s mission, Jewish leaders worried that the numerous needs of Jewish displaced
persons would not be met. Joseph Hyman spelled out the obstacles directly.

UNRRA will not care for displaced persons in enemy and exenemy countries once they have been repatriated, even though
they will probably return to destroyed homes, liquidated
businesses and vanished sources of livelihood. The UNRRA
174
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will not care for Jews in enemy and ex-enemy countries who
were not displaced or who have returned to their homes
immediately after liberation. The UNRRA will not operate in
neutral countries. In liberated countries UNRRA will not
operate unless invited by the national governments and approved
by the military. UNRRA aid is not available to Jews still in areas
held by the enemy. Finally, UNRRA is barred from any effort
in connection with reconstruction activities, including
rehabilitation of Jewish communal institutions.176 [Emphasis in
Original]

In this context, the Joint saw its postwar mission in Europe to be broad reaching. The
organization would help advance the objectives of UNRRA among Jewish displaced
persons, but it would also serve to meet Jewish needs that fell beyond the scope of
UNRRA.

The Joint’s Medical Work in Europe 1945-1946

Historical records of the Joint’s postwar activities in Europe are abundant. The
organization was careful to keep thousands of pages of records which are currently
available to researchers in the Joint’s two archives located in New York City and
Jerusalem. There are also additional collections in several other archives. However,
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records of the organization’s medical activities were not systematic. There are no
comprehensive or central files related to the its medical work. Nor is there an overview
of exactly what medical activities the Joint carried out where. Instead, what remains is a
wealth of discrete documents which together, provide insight into a range of the Joint’s
health related work with Jewish displaced persons in Europe. Gaps in documentation
prevent a complete reconstruction of American Jewish medical work in Europe during
this period, and some questions remained unanswered. However, examined together,
existing historical records do provide fascinating insight into numerous aspects of the
Joint’s medical programs and the importance of health within larger activist endeavors on
behalf of displaced persons.
Approximately 200,000 Jews were liberated from Concentration Camps at the end
of World War II. Another 200,000 or so emerged from hiding in the Soviet Union.
Many of these initially returned to their country of origins, while others, with nowhere to
go, remained in displaced persons Camps in Germany and Austria and Italy177. The Joint
met the medical needs of these Jewish displaced persons and survivors where they
resided. Ultimately the organization carried out substantial medical related activities in at
least ten different European countries—Germany, Italy, France, Greece, Poland,
Switzerland, Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, and Sweden. The Joint provided assistance in
other countries as well, including Spain, Portugal, Holland, Sweden, Norway,
Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and Luxemburg. It is probable that activism in these areas
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extended to medical work as well, but there is less of a historical record.178 UNRRA was
also involved in providing aid to each of these countries, but not necessarily specific aid
to displaced or surviving Jewish populations. UNRRA, for example, provided food,
clothing, fuel, medicine, and general rehabilitation assistance to sixteen different
countries, including Poland, Greece, Austria and Italy. However, the organization’s
primary support of Jewish displaced persons centered around displaced persons camps in
Germany, Austria, and Italy.179 In contrast, the Joint worked on behalf of Jews living in
displaced persons Camps and those living outside of them.
The Joint’s medical aid programs focused on a variety of activities, but one of the
first and most longstanding endeavors was to simply get increased general aid and food
rations to those who were sick. UNRRA and the Red Cross provided basic rations for all
displaced persons. The JDC supplemented those rations for Jewish displaced persons.
Those Jews who were sick or in medical need received an even larger supplement. In
Germany for example, Joint officials reported that, “there is an extremely high percentage
of elderly people and there are many individuals who have emerged from the Nazi horror
in broken health; for many of these people it can truly be stated that the JOINT’s supplies
have meant the difference between life and death.”180 Patients at the Jewish Ospedale
Israelitico hospital in Italy received an additional 1000 lire and an extra food package
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monthly, while Jewish patients admitted to other general hospitals were also provided
with the additional stipend and food allotment.181 In Greece, Jews suffering from
tuberculosis were given an additional cash allowance of 100,000 drachmas monthly to
enable them to purchase fresh food above and beyond the additional food supplements
already received from the Joint.182 European currency was in fluctuation at the time, but
best estimates suggest that the extra monetary contribution for those who were sick, was
worth approximately four US dollars in 1946, or what a labor might earn for almost eight
hours of work.183 A significant sum, the extra supplements often resulted in the
resentment of non-Jews, who felt that Jews were given unfair extra aid.184
Aside from getting proper nourishment and nutritional support for sick displaced
persons, there was the urgent question of where to provide their medical care. In some
places, where Jewish hospitals had existed prior to the war, the Joint worked with local
communities to reestablish these institutions. In Germany, for example, the Joint helped
the Gemeinde (the local Jewish Community) to support the Judische Krankenhaus in
Berlin. The hospital treated 60-70 Jewish patients at a time, each of which also received
support from the Joint.185 In Bulgaria, the Joint worked with the local non-Jewish
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government to recover a formal Jewish hospital. The effort began when Blanche
Bernstein, a member of the JDC research department, met twice with Dr. Racho
Angeloff, the Health Minister of Bulgaria concerning the return of the Jewish Memorial
Hospital building, which at that time, was being used as a Bulgarian Army hospital. The
Health Minister assured Bernstein “of his active help in its return,” however efforts were
stalled until a local railroad worker refused to provide free transportation of Joint medical
goods, as had been negotiated with the government. The Prime Minister of Bulgaria was
then forced to intervene. In the process, he became involved in the question of the Jewish
hospital. When local officials were sympathetic to Jewish causes, transfers of institutions
could go relatively smoothly. In this case, the Prime Minister had a “very friendly and
understanding point of view towards the Jewish people and their problems. He
recognized that much of the goods the Jews had lost could never be restored to them and
that the government would need to take additional steps to help the Jewish population.”
With his cooperation, the Jewish hospital was restored to the community.186
The Joint did not just help to re-established previously operating Jewish hospitals.
In some places, the Joint even helped to create new ones. They did this because, in many
cases, Jews wanted to be treated by Jewish doctors in their own institutions rather than
going to non-Jewish institutions where they might have to obtain care from former Nazis.
“Until recently the Jews [of Munich] had no hospital of their own,” reported the Joint in a
quarterly review. “One day they rebelled at having to lie in a displaced persons’ hospital
in beds next to Poles and Hungarians whose very languages were reminiscent of new
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massacres. So they established a separate hospital, and inaugurated another school where
thirty selected Jewish women are training to become its nurses.”187 Jews clearly liked the
idea of autonomous institutions and wanted hospitals where fellow Jews made
administrative decisions and treated patients. Having their own institutions gave Jews a
sense of autonomy and control over their environment. It also increased the changes that
they would be surrounded by fellow Jews rather than non-Jews who had persecuted them
during the war, or who still harbored anti-Semitic feelings.
Ironically however, the establishment of a Jewish hospital did not completely
prevent sick Jews from having to interact with their non-Jewish neighbors. Despite being
run by the Jewish community, Jewish hospitals often served non-Jews. In Berlin, for
example, the Judische Krankenhaus admitted non-Jews simply because there were not
enough hospital beds in the city for everyone. In Italy, the Ospedale Israelitico had 35
beds total with only 15 of them reserved for Jews. In other words, at least in some
places, more than half of the patients at Jewish hospitals were actually non-Jews. Jewish
hospitals were ideologically and symbolically important for Jews. They gave Jews a
sense of control over their environment and they provided an important symbol of Jewish
communal distinctiveness and rejuvenation. Jewish hospitals also employed more Jewish
doctors and staff than non-Jewish hospitals. However, the presence of a Jewish hospital
did not isolate Jews from their non-Jewish neighbors. Medicine, as in other areas of
postwar life in Europe, was an area where in the words of Atina Grossmann, Jews and
non-Jews lived “divided by memory and experience,” but where they “continually
187
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interacted.”188 Perhaps even more than in other areas of postwar life, sick Jews and nonJews encountered each other.189
While Jewish hospitals were an important symbol of communal autonomy and
rebirth after the war, overall, they probably did not treat large numbers of patients. First,
only a few Jewish hospitals were established after the war, primarily in larger cities that
had active hospitals before the war and enough returnees after the war to sustain their
function. Furthermore, most of the institutions appeared to be small, with less than 100
beds each. A good number of hospitals, like the Ospedale Israelitico, were even smaller
than that. Miskoe, Hungary for example, had around 30,000 Jews before the war and
only one out of every ten returned. There, a one-story family-house, which had
previously belonged to a doctor, was given to the Joint. It was turned into a small
hospital and ambulatory service which was staffed by local “returned Jewish doctors,”
who volunteered their time caring for patients.190 We don’t know the total number of
Jews who were hospitalized after the war, but we do know that of the 115,898 Jews living
in the American Zone of Germany excluding Berlin in 1946, the JDC counted that 1,791
or about 1.5% lived in hospitals, sanatoria, and rest centers.191
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Most sick Jews, were not treated in hospitals, but rather in Joint run dispensaries
or clinics. This was particularly true for those living within displaced persons camps in
Germany, Austria, and Italy. But, even those living outside of displaced persons camps
often received medical care at smaller Joint run ambulatory institutions. In France alone,
the JDC ran 20 dispensaries along with 7 homes for the aged and 6 rest homes.192 The
Joint run dispensary in Munich, was staffed by 12 doctors, 2 dentists, and three nurses, all
of them Jews. They treated an average of 1,100 cases weekly.193 In the Italian
Hachsharoth (training centers for those preparing to immigrate to Israel) at Castel and
Grotta Ferrata, the Joint employed two Jewish physicians and treated a total of 662
people a week plus an additional 250 people in the area of Ostia.194 Joint run
dispensaries, particularly those attached to Jewish displaced persons camps or
Hachsharoth appeared to be less diverse than other medical institutions. For those with
minor or short term illnesses, it was probably possible to see a Jewish doctor or nurse at a
dispensary that served Jews either exclusively, or almost exclusively.
Those who needed attention beyond what the local Jewish hospital or Joint clinic
could provide, received medical care at non-Jewish hospitals or with local non-Jewish
medical specialists at the cost of the Joint. Jews who lived in areas without local Jewish
hospitals or Joint run clinics were also able to obtain medical care from non-Jewish
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sources at the expense of the Joint. In December of 1946, for example, Joint workers in
Italy visited a total of 65 Jewish patients at 15 different local hospitals. Concerns over
Jewish interactions with non-Jews remained high. The workers claimed that the “biggest
difficulties encountered,” by such patients was that they “request to be treated only by
Jewish physicians stating that they have no confidence in non-Jewish doctors.”195 Once
again, Jews felt uncomfortable being treated by non-Jewish doctors who might have been
former Nazis or who might have anti-Semitic inclinations. Despite these concerns, the
Joint continued to send Jewish patients to non-Jewish hospitals. There were simply not
enough Jewish hospitals or doctors available. At times, the Joint even provided direct
assistance to non-Jewish hospitals, so that they could support Jewish patients. This was
the case in Romania, which, with a Jewish population of 335,000, represented “the
largest Jewish community in continental Europe outside of the Soviet Union.” There, the
Joint helped to re-equip twenty hospitals so that they could better serve Jews.196 Medical
care continued to be an area which highlighted tensions between aid workers, Jewish
displaced persons, and non-Jews. The Joint may have been sympathetic to the desires of
displaced persons to be treated by fellow Jews. However, this was not a deciding feature
of its medical decision making. The Joint’s priority was to insure basic medical care for
Jewish displaced persons. The organization placed less emphasis on insuring that care
was provided by Jews. The Joint seemed to view an exclusively, or even prominently
Jewish system of medical care as logistically unfeasible. This resulted in tensions
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between Joint workers and Jewish DPs. At times Joint workers seemed irritated with the
DPs continual complaints about having to go to non-Jewish doctors and medical
institutions where there were non-Jewish patients. In turn, Jewish DPs were frustrated at
the Joint’s inability or unwillingness to take their complaints seriously.
One major project where the Joint did try to set up separate Jewish institutions,
was in the area of convalescent homes for those in need of temporary rest and sanatorium
for those with tuberculosis. If patients were recovering from hospitalization, or if they
“need rest or are weak and suffering from malnutrition,” they were often sent to
convalescent homes. The average length of stay at such homes was 2-4 weeks, with an
option to stay longer if needed. The convalescent homes tried to meet patients’ needs
both physically and spiritually, providing “beautiful” surroundings, “2,680 calories per
day” and supplements with fresh produce and eggs, as well as kosher food for those who
desired it.197 One rest home south of Munich provided two week stays for 3000 patients
between the end of the war and August 1946. Sanatorium served a similar function for
those with tuberculosis. In 1946, the Sanatorium in Merano Italy, for example, had beds
for 35 people, with plans to expand to 125-150 beds. It was staffed by “two physicians
with considerable experience in tuberculosis,” and nurses were recruited both locally and
from Palestine. Around 1% of the Jewish population in the US Zone of Germany
presented with active pulmonary parenchymal tuberculosis and a total of approximately
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3% presented with all forms of pulmonary tuberculosis.198 Criteria for acceptance into a
sanatorium excluded both those with advanced stages of the disease, as well as those
deemed already cured.199
In these institutions, the Joint often worked alongside other organizations
including the Red Cross, UNRRA, and the Central British Fund for Jewish Relief and
Rehabilitation, and others. In the Rome convalescent home, for example, UNRRA itself
provided food for patients, without need for supplementation from the Joint. The
American and British Red Cross contributed furniture and other items which were
difficult to obtain in Italy, while the Joint paid for all other expenses including rent,
equipment, fuel, and staff salaries.200 In Switzerland, the Joint maintained four
tuberculosis sanatoria for treating Jewish DPs from Germany and Austria with a
combined capacity of 350 beds. Here, the organization worked together with the Central
British Fund for Jewish Relief and Rehabilitation, an organization which had originally
been established in 1933 in response to the appointment of Adolf Hitler as Chancellor of
Germany. Like the Joint, the Central British Fund for Jewish Relief and Rehabilitation
worked to assist Jewish displaced persons after World War II. In Switzerland, they
supplemented the Joints work with Jewish tubercular patients by sponsoring an additional
sanatorium with a thirty-bed capacity.201 In Davos Switzerland, the Joint worked with
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the Society for the Protection of the Health of the Jewish Population, known by the
acronym OSE (Oeuvre de Secours aux Enfants), which was originally founded in Russia
in 1912 to promote health and hygiene among Jews. The Joint outlined a plan of
operations, and arranged for a grant to OSE, which in turn, rented the building for a term
of two years. Patients were accepted based on a mutually agreed upon medical-social
criteria and OSE regularly reported to the Joint on its operations.202
The fact that the convalescent homes and sanatorium were predominantly Jewish
institutions was important to both the Joint and the displaced persons. These were the
medical institutions most often featured in fundraising advertisements and printed articles
about the Joint. This was because they represented an ideal of what Americans probably
felt health care should look like for displaced persons, a place where Jews could be
comfortable with their own people, not a place where they were forced to interact with
former Nazis. But even more important, the Jewish convalescent homes and sanatorium
where seen as a place where Jewish DPs could recuperate both physically and spiritually.
Even Joint workers who advanced Jewish medical care in non-Jewish institutions, saw
the model as a solution to physical ailments only. Everyone, including displaced persons
and Joint workers alike, agreed that spiritual recovery was best obtained by separate
Jewish only institutions.
In addition to operating convalescent homes and sanatorium, another major
undertaking of the Joint was to provide dental care for those who needed it. The JDC
estimated that at least 60% of Jewish refugees needed dental care. Some of this care was
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provided by UNRRA, but it was not always adequate, so the JDC supplemented dental
care with additional dentists and clinics. In Italy, for example, UNRRA provided two
dentists to take care of those living in Hachsharot, as well as paid for the dental care of
those living elsewhere. The JDC, however, determined that “these facilities did not meet
the requirements,” so they opened up their own clinic in Rome and “now all the DPs
receive dental care there free of charge.”203 In Germany, as well, the Joint worked to
supplement basic UNRRA provided dental care. This included obtaining “a quantity of
basic replacement items for dental installations, so that ideal equipment can be used.”
Supplies such as artificial teeth were in very short supply in Germany, and the Joint
facilitated the procurement and distribution of such hard to obtain commodities. As in
Italy, the Joint also established new dental clinics where existing ones were deemed
“lacking or inadequate.”204
In all the Joint’s medical related endeavors, obtaining staff was a major challenge.
The Joint tried to hire physicians and nurses from among the DPs themselves.
Employment was considered an integral part of rehabilitation for all displaced persons.
However, those overseeing the work of the DPs were often brought in from the United
States or other countries such as South Africa. There are no statistics on the exact
number of medical staff employed by the JDC, however, each country appeared to have a
medical director and most clinics employed at least one doctor and often more. The
dispensary in Munich for example, employed twelve doctors, two dentists and three
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nurses, all of them Jewish.205 We know for example, that the Joint had 65 “welfare
workers” carrying out its “programs of supplementary food, clothing, medical care and
education of DPs” in Austria and Germany in 1946. However, we do not know how
many of these workers engaged specifically in medical activities. No matter what the
actual employment rate was within the Joints’ medical programs—they were always
short of staff. There were only a finite number of qualified DP physicians, nurses, and
dentists available.
Bringing in staff from abroad involved an extensive bureaucratic process. First,
the Joint had to find staff willing to work among displaced persons in Europe, as well as
qualified to speak Yiddish and preferably other European languages as well. Then, they
had to obtain military clearance and permission to travel through the United States State
Department. The Joint submitted a standard letter for each of its staff, changing only the
name of the employee, the location of service, and the profession. One such petition
read, “the need for personnel in Germany and Austria is becoming extremely urgent, and
because of Miss Rontel’s special training as a nurse, she will be sent into these countries
to work on our program.” As a part of its passport applications, the Joint also agreed to
provide room and board for all employees. “We are familiar with the difficulty of
billeting and food in Germany and Austria, but our officers have assured us that they will
be able to make arrangements for adequate care of additional staff,” the Joint claimed on
each of its passport requests.206
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Like obtaining staff, procuring medication and medical supplies was also a huge
challenge for the Joint. “The most important problem, as reported by the medical
department, is still the one concerning medical supplies,” the JDC research team
concluded in October of 1946. “Some camps and communities without UNRRA teams
or supplies depend only on JDC for such material. In some other camps UNRRA has not
been able to deliver any or only very limited medical supplies and again JDC had to
assist.” Some supplies could be purchased in Germany itself however instruments and
serval other supplies were imported from other countries. Then there was also the
problem of long and difficult “terms of delivery from German firms.”207 Beginning in
April 1946, the Joint “intensified and enlarged” its efforts to bring medical supplies to
Europe. Provisions such as vitamins and medication were stockpiled in a Red Cross
storage area in Geneva and then shipped to Poland, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Bulgaria, and
Germany. Penicillin was also distributed in France, Austria, Romania, and Germany. In
June of 1946, the Joint hired a medical supply officer, Mr. Jack Schwartz, who traveled
around Europe helping to facilitate the acquisition and distribution of medical supplies.
Perhaps one of Schwartz’s most ambitious projects was to purchase a 1000 bed hospital
from the United States military. The Joint shipped half of the contents of the hospital to
Poland, to establish a new hospital there. The organization dispatched the remainder of
the hospital to other needy locations in Europe.208
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The JDC worked with other organizations when appropriate and stepped up to
provide medical needs that other organizations could not. While the Joint struggled at
times to meet the medical needs of survivors, including providing sufficient staff and
supplies, in the end, the organization did provide medical care in some way for most of
Europe’s Jewish population. There are no statistics delineating exactly how much the
Joint spent on its medical program, however sums were undoubtedly significant. In the
first four months of 1946, the Joint allocated $260,000 for food, clothing, medical care
and education of DPs in Germany and Austria. In April of 1946 alone, it allotted
$3839,250 for the “relief and rehabilitation” of DPs, including $250,000 for child and
health care in Poland.209 Perhaps the best indication of the Joint’s medical budget was a
1946 list of proposed projects to be financed from the German reparation funds. There,
the Joint submitted a request for $2,000,000 towards medical care out of a total
$10,112,000 proposal which also included programs for migration, rehabilitation, and
economic aid.210
The Joint spent significant time and resources insuring medical care for Jewish
displaced persons in Europe. Yet, the importance of the Joint’s medical work extended
beyond the clinical consequences of its health care efforts. Medicine work among
displaced persons in Europe provided an extraordinary forum for cross-cultural exchange.
Whether desired or not, medicine was a place where a diversity of peoples was forced to
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interact with each other. As such it was also a venue that highlighted postwar tensions
between aid workers, Jewish displaced persons, and non-Jews.

Medicine and Ideology: Coming to Terms with the Post-War Era

Despite its many successes, the Joint was not without its detractors. Displaced
persons, American Jewish chaplains and others criticized the Joint and many other Jewish
organizations of the day, for not placing more emphasis on the basic health and welfare
of European Jews after the war. One of the JDC’s early and most ardent detractors was a
young rabbi by the name of Abraham Klausner. As a United States military chaplain
stationed at Dachau, Klausner embodied one of the first American Jews to come into
close and sustained contact with Jewish displaced persons. A somewhat iconoclastic
individual, Klausner decried the condition of the She’erit Hapletah. He worked tirelessly
on their behalf, often to the consternation of the US military and American Jewish
organizations alike. Klausner’s early criticism of the JDC in particular was vehement.
Writing in August of 1945 to a friend on stationary confiscated from the Dachau WaffenSS Sonderkommando unit, Klausner related his deep frustration with the JDC and other
relief organizations. “UNRRA, JDC, RED CROSS—worn promises that never came
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true,” Klausner complained. “JDC is only an expression at which we laugh.”211
Invoking a bitter narrative of Jewish suffering at the hands of American Jewish apathy
and world indifference, Klausner pleaded for greater support. Klausner insisted that
displaced persons needed increased American Jewish personnel and supplies on the
ground. He criticized the lack of American Jews able to assist with rehabilitation and
reunification efforts as well as the dearth of basic provisions including food and clothing.
At the same time, he justified his own seemingly singlehanded devotion to the relief and
organization of Jewish displaced persons, albeit in a somewhat self-congratulatory
manner.
Klausner’s assessment of conditions on the ground in Europe represented an
important critique of American Jewry in the wake of the war. Both contemporary
observers and historians have described the tremendous chaos in the initial weeks and
months following liberation. Yet, Klausner hints at something beyond chaos and
inefficiency to suggest a kind of void surrounding the care of Jewish displaced persons.
This critique was an early voice in what became a much larger polemic surrounding
American Jewish actions during the Holocaust and the implicit question of why more was
not done.
Historians have shown that American Jewish activism on behalf of Jewish
displaced persons after World War II was much more present than Klausner suggests.
Hasia Diner claims that in the wake of the war, American Jews carried out the largest
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nongovernmental philanthropic relief undertaking by any organization to date. Joining
together across communal divides of religious orientation, economic standing, geography
and ideology, American Jews raised millions of dollars and collected tons of foodstuff
and supplies on behalf of European Jews.212 Yet, despite the extensive and multifaceted
activism that did take place, it does need to be emphasized that the health-related needs of
Jewish displaced persons were not always a focal point of Jewish activism. In the Joint’s
1945 annual report, for example, the budgetary expenditure for medical assistance was
just one of several components under “basic relief,” rather than warranting a category of
its own.213 Medical work was important, but it constituted only one part of a broader
humanitarian mission to aid all Jews in need. Instead of focusing specifically on the
health-related needs of displaced persons in Europe, the JDC worked in numerous
philanthropic areas including general relief efforts, education, cultural and religious aid,
and childcare.
The Joint’s medical activities in Europe arose from a direct and immediate need
on the ground. They were expansive and they had wide impact. Yet, some aspects of
displaced persons health and wellbeing were emphasized more than others. Historian
Hasia Diner has thoroughly debunked the “myth of silence,” surrounding the Holocaust.
Her work meticulously describes the myriad ways in which American Jews
commemorated and grappled with the events of the Holocaust in the postwar years.214
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However, this does not mean that there were no “silences” whatsoever surrounding the
experiences of displaced persons, or their care after the war. The Joint worked within a
distinctive postwar political context, where medicine held ideological currency. In this
highly charged milieu, the Joint highlighted some aspects of medical care, while masking
others.
Of particular significance were complex and long held narratives of Jewish health
and sickness. These narratives, as well as the political contexts of their day influenced
both the Joint’s work and its rhetoric about that work. People of all kinds used accounts
of health and sickness to articulate their deepest beliefs about the world around them. For
Jews, correlations between “health” and “normalcy” had political and ideological
significance from at least the time of Emancipation onward. Detractors of Jewish rights
linked the purported “unhealthy” status of Jews to their essential inability to integrate
fully as contributing members of the nation state. At the same time, some Jews and
Christians alike also advanced narratives arguing that a natural affinity existed between
Judaism and the humanitarian and civilized forces of modern society. In other words,
Jews as either symbols of backwardness or alternatively of progress, were linked to
narratives of health and sickness. These connections continued to hold important sway in
the late 19th and early 20th centuries, as supporters of Zionism called for a regeneration of
both the Jewish body and the Jewish national spirit, or a new Muskeljudentum [muscular
Jewry], a phrase coined by physician Max Nordau at the Second Zionist Congress in
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1898.215 Concurrent with these longer standing connections between Jewish health and
citizenship rights also lay memories of the distinctly virulent Nazi era analogies between
Jewish collective ill-health and their racial inferiority.216
Because of its longstanding history and its political and ideological significance,
Jewish health remained an important symbol in the post-World War II era. When
approaching the medical needs of Jews, the Joint Distribution Committee tread lightly.
On the one hand, its leaders did not want to invoke images of “unhealthy” Jewish
degeneration. On the other hand, professing Jewish health and renewal was risky too.
Overemphasizing Jewish wellbeing ignored the very real medical needs of Jews. It also
undermined the Joint’s medical and rehabilitation programs by suggesting that displaced
persons did not need health services.
The challenges of characterizing the health and sickness of displaced persons was
particularly vivid in the Joint’s fundraising efforts. One of the powerful dimensions of
health as a political agent was its ability to symbolize both the ultimate injustice and
wrongs committed against humanity, as well as the best hopes and intentions for a
brighter and more just future. American Jewish fundraising endeavors clearly played off
both themes. As historian Hasia Diner noted, “advocates for Jewish projects of all sorts
promoted their undertakings in the name of the Holocaust.”217 This was true of medical
endeavors as well. Particularly in the early aftermath of the War, the image of sick and
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medically fragile Jews became an important means to invoke both the tragedy of the
Holocaust and the very real and basic needs left in its wake. The health or lack thereof of
Jewish displaced persons and efforts of the JDC and others to ameliorate them became an
integral part of American Jewish organization’s public relations efforts.
Appealing to their own constituents, American Jewish organizations pushed the
connection between health needs and fundraising to its maximum. One press release
claimed, “Thousands of Europe’s Jews who managed to survive years of systematic
starvation and torture at the hands of the Nazis are still ill, weak, undernourished, broken
in health. How are they being cared for? Who helps them in their struggle to regain their
health and strength?” And of course the reply was obvious: “the Joint Distribution
Committee with funds provided by the $100,000,000 campaign of the United Jewish
Appeal is an answer.”218
The strength of American Jewish humanitarian aid in Europe depended on
donations. And, it was of utmost importance for organizations such as the JDC to
mobilize support as much as possible. Yet, this was sometimes a tricky business. Dr.
Joseph Schwartz, the European Director of the Joint recalled the delicate act of appeasing
various organizational leaders while trying to reach the hearts of potential donors. “It
was decided to hold a big meeting in Wernesville to tell the country’s leaders what the
situation was,” Dr. Schwartz told his colleagues at the conference for JDC country
directors in 1947. “I came into the office in New York and met with all JDC experts,
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public relations etc,” Schwartz recalled. “They said they wanted me to tell the
reconstruction story; they were tired of relief stories. I made a speech on reconstruction.
The day after the speech, Henry Montor [chairman of the United Jewish Appeal
fundraising organization] said to me: ‘You should have told them the story of misery in
Europe, you cannot raise money on reconstruction.’” Stuck between a rock and a hard
place, Schwartz concluded: “there is no easy formula on how to raise money. There is no
such thing as generalizing about what we should emphasize.”219 The Joint worried that
focusing on suffering or medical needs might turn donors away. At the same time,
focusing on health and wellbeing suggested there was no need to donate in the first place.
The solution was to try to use medicine very carefully to talk about both sickness
and health at the same time. On the one hand, medicine invoked suffering, or in Henry
Montor’s words: the “misery in Europe,” and on the other hand “relief” and
“reconstruction,” health and healing. One could emphasize one aspect or the other, but it
was also possible to portray both at the same time. Dr. J.J. Golub, Chairman of the JDC
Health Committee, described a similar narrative of remarkable Jewish recovery alongside
continual medical needs. “TWO HEALTH ‘MIRACLES’ have taken place among the
Jews of Europe [bold in original],” Golub wrote in a 1947 article entitled “The Struggle
for Health.” “No epidemics have, as of yet, broken out among the Jewish men, women
and children, most of whom are living under virtually primitive conditions; and no
unusually large number of psychoneurotic behavior problems have become apparent
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among a people who have endured the most intense suffering a tragedy in history.”
Golub saw both the resilience of the survivors themselves and what he viewed as the
highly successful medical program of the JDC as the reasons for the remarkable
improvements in DP health. However, he also still believed that “there is a great deal
more to be done in the fight for health if Europe’s Jews are to be brought back to normal
health.”220
The JDC crafted careful language when speaking about the health of European
Jews, not just because it impacted their bottom line fundraising efforts, but also because
sickness and health had very real policy implications, particularly in terms of
immigration. Regardless of the actual state of the survivors’ health, it is difficult to
separate contemporaneous discussions of their wellbeing from the ideological and
political concerns of the day. This was particularly true in the case of immigration,
because laws in most countries prohibited the immigration of sick persons. In addition to
legal barriers against the sick, there was also a social barrier. Those with nativist
sentiments worried the immigrants would bring sickness and disease to their country.
Therefore, American Jewish organizations tread lightly when referencing the medical
needs of displaced persons. When the JDC asked, for example, if the results of a
psychiatric evaluation of displaced persons being detained on Cyprus indicated an
abnormal level of mental cases among refugees, Dr. Schmidt, the JDC’s medical director,
replied that, “the three American professional people concerned were very, very
conservative in making anything resembling a categorical statement but each of them
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made the following observation: There was a lot of anxiety among this group and there
was evidence that breakdowns often tend to occur near the end of the solutions of their
problems, and they were seeing certain kinds of evidence of some kind of breakdowns
there. The only recommendation they had was to send the people to Palestine.”221 In this
case, Jewish displaced persons attempting to immigrate to Palestine illegally were
intercepted and detained by the British in camps on the Island of Cyprus. Despite the
clear psychological trauma these displaced persons must have faced, the Joint was
hesitant to highlight their emotional state. The organization did not want any negative
characterizations of the immigrants. Instead it implied that open immigration to Palestine
and the resettlement of Jews in their own country was the only solution to the plight of
the displaced persons.
The official position of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee was
that Jewish displaced persons should have the right to immigrate wherever they wanted—
even if they had disabilities and special needs. Many countries, including the United
States, did resettle at least some disabled immigrants or immigrants needing rehabilitation
and special care of various types.222 However, this was not an easy path-; the numbers
were often small, and there were typically special restrictions and bureaucratic
complications involving the immigration of what they called the “medical hard core,” or
people requiring special medical care and support. Some categories of the “medical hard
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core,” such as displaced persons suffering from tuberculosis, were excluded entirely from
immigration to countries such as the United States. Therefore, medical needs were a
very real liability both for individual displaced persons and on the larger level of public
policy towards displaced persons as a group.
As reflected in the psychiatric evaluations on Cyprus, immigration, and
particularly immigration to Palestine, was often portrayed as the logical solution to the
problem of the displaced person. It was assumed that Palestine should take all Jews,
regardless of their health status. If Palestine was open for immigration, the exclusionary
immigration policies of other countries would not matter as much. Placing too much
public emphasis on the medical and health related needs of displaced persons was risky
because it had the potential adversely to affect efforts to open additional venues for
immigration outside of Palestine. The Joint worried that if it placed too much emphasis
on the health needs of displaced persons, then countries like the United States would not
be willing to accept immigrant displaced persons. Because of this, the Joint publicly
highlighted its non-medical work rather than risk drawing attention to the medical needs
of displaced persons.
The situation was, however, somewhat ironic. While organizations tried to
maximize publicity surrounding medical work for the purpose of liberalizing immigration
restrictions, displaced persons in need of medical care were sometimes better off staying
where they were rather than immigrating— particularly to Palestine. The health care
system in Palestine could not adequately meet the health needs of displaced persons.
Jewish organizations knew this and they struggled to balance the competing interests
involved. According to a JDC report, “a system had been worked out with the Jewish
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Agency whereby those cases that cannot be treated in Cyprus are given priority for
transfer to Palestine and recently the Government has granted special quotas. . . .
Palestine, however, cannot now accept as many as it would like to accept since there
always has been a shortage of hospital beds in Palestine and today that shortage is acute. .
. . It would be possible to obtain a special quota for pregnant women. However, in
consultation with Palestine medical authorities, it was decided not to ask for such a quota
and children are being born in Cyprus and they are British subjects. Later they will be
sent to Palestine but for the time being the infants can have better care in Cyprus than is
available in Palestine.”223
Quite simply, Palestine did not have the resources to provide for the medical
needs of all who needed them. Building those resources did in fact become a major
endeavor of American Jews in the years surrounding the establishment of the State of
Israel. However, in 1947, JDC leaders were faced with the choice of transferring patients
to Palestine or keeping them on Cyprus where more medical services were available and,
in this case, they chose the latter, prioritizing health over immigration. However, the
dilemma did not go away. Even after the establishment of Israel, when Jewish displaced
persons were able to immigrate freely to a country willing to accept them, American
Jewish leaders still faced with day-to-day decisions of how best to balance the interplay
of health related issues with ideological and policy related concerns. As much as the JDC
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tried to remain a-political, it was still forced to formulate policies, and that involved
making difficult decisions.
Even after the establishment of the State of Israel, the health of Jewish displaced
persons in Europe remained a contentious issue. Despite the organization’s firm belief
that Jews should be able to live in Europe if they desired, the JDC did at times push
displaced persons to immigrate to Israel. As one 1951 letter to tuberculosis sufferers
stated quite clearly: “Germany is not a homeland for the Jews and [Israel is] ready to take
out of Germany all Jews, well or sick, who want to leave.” Behind the scenes, the JDC
debated how best to address the medical “hard core” displaced persons, or those who
resisted immigration for medical reasons. In seeking guidance on this question from the
JDC office in Paris, Samuel Haber, the Joint director for Germany wrote: “In May. . . we
all agreed . . . that we should under no circumstances bring pressure to bear on the people
to leave for Israel. From one point of view it is without question cheaper to maintain
these people here than to provide for them there through MALBEN,” which was an
organization set up by the Joint Distribution Committee to assist elderly, sick and
disabled immigrants in Israel. “Should we seriously curtain or gradually cut off all of our
support to them if they do not leave when we tell them? Or should we after exhausting
all possible arguments and pressures leave well enough alone, knowing that Israel needs
them like a hole in the head, and that it costs much less here to assist them than it does in
Israel?”224
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Haber’s question was not simply about the health needs of the displaced persons.
At its core, it was a question about where Jews should live and whether a Jewish future
remained in Europe or if the only legitimate future lay outside of Europe, in particular in
Israel. It was also a question about state-building and the relationship between caring for
sick Jews and the task of building a Jewish homeland. As always, the importance of
health and medicine remained both multifaceted and highly contentious. Official JDC
policy supported the rights of Jews to live in their own location of choice. Yet, writing to
the DPs themselves, the JDC insisted the only proper choice was to immigrate to Israel.
At the same time, behind the scenes at least some officials questioned how well Israel
could actually care for sick Jews and whether the ideological standpoint that Jews should
live in the Jewish homeland outweighed the practical considerations of providing for
them there.
In the end, some of the remaining hard core did immigrate to Israel; some
remained in Germany and elsewhere in Europe. Publicly, the JDC maintained its
position that Jews should be allowed to settle in the country of their own choosing, even
if people within that country were responsible for the death of so many of their brethren.
At the same time, the organization was instrumental in formulating the 1950 Israeli Law
of Return to allow for the immigration of all Jews regardless of health status, age or
disability. In the years after 1948, most of the Joint’s post-war medical activities in
Europe came to a close. Turning toward Israel, the JDC transformed its medical related
work into Malben, and the task of caring for new immigrants. American Jewish medical
work abroad entered a new phase, but health and medicine continued to be highly
political, with ramifications far beyond their immediate imperative to heal the sick.
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Conclusion

In the wake of World War II, American Jews carried out an extensive program of
medical activism on behalf of displaced Jewish survivors in Europe. Like other
humanitarian actors, American Jews advanced “foreign aid as a way to secure their
respective political and social objectives.”225 But, unlike other American humanitarian
endeavors, American Jewish efforts were not primarily concerned about a US diplomatic
agenda. American Jews held a complicated set of allegiances based both on national
connections and on shared ties to the Jewish community. Yet, ultimately, they placed
their hopes in the ability of the state to secure those rights.
In this context, American Jews balanced pragmatic and competing contemporary
interests when approaching the medical needs of displaced Jews in Europe. Within
internal discussions, medical needs were often emphasized, particularly as a means to
increase donor dollars and participation. However, in a public context, American Jews
were very careful about portraying their European brethren as sick or in need of health
care. This was in part to avoid triggering longstanding anti-Semitic narratives of Jewish
degeneration, and in part because poor health was a liability to DP immigration and
resettlement outside of Europe. In this sense, the medical work of American Jews in
Europe complicates our understanding of the ways in which those Jews confronted the
legacy of the Holocaust. Recent scholarship rightly focuses on the myriad ways in which
American Jews memorialized and commemorated the Holocaust in the postwar era.226
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However, just because American Jews actively engaged with the Holocaust in the
postwar world does not mean that silences did not exist. This account shows both how
American Jews worked tirelessly to meet the health and medical needs of displaced
persons, but also how and why they chose to emphasize some of those needs more than
others.
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CHAPTER THREE:
RECREATING JEWISH MEDICAL NETWORKS FOR A NEW ERA

For American Jewish physicians, World War II brought a particular set of
challenges even beyond the question of how best to care for the health and wellbeing of
European survivors. The impact of the war was twofold-- not only had it decimated
Europe as an intellectual and cultural stronghold for world Jewry, it also disrupted what
had long been an influential source for the medical education and training of American
doctors. From physician historians such as Harry Friedenwald and Solomon Kagan, to
Nobel prize laureates Herbert Gasser and George Wald, numerous American Jewish
physicians of the pre-World War II generation obtained their medical education,
completed practical training, or conducted postgraduate research in Europe. In the
process, they often cultivated lifelong professional and personal relationships with their
colleagues across the Atlantic.
The events of World War II had a lasting impact on the flow of medical and social
exchanges among Jewish physicians worldwide. The magnitude of damage to Europe’s
medical infrastructure, combined with tremendous loss of life and the depletion of human
capital, meant that much of what American physicians had long admired in Europe, was
simply no longer there. Some existing relationships among the elites of the profession
endured the ordeals of the war, particularly when leading European doctors were
relocated abroad. Yet, the sorts of trans-Atlantic medical networks that had long
characterized the American medical field, and were particularly important for American
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Jews, changed dramatically. In the years it took Europe to rebuild after the Second
World War, America rose as a world center for medical education and training. While
transnational interactions continued to shape the medical field in numerous ways, the
days when European training served as a rite of passage for a young Jewish American
doctor were over.
In this new context, American Jews set out deliberately to transform the nature
and direction of medical networks world-wide. For many American Jewish physicians,
severed both from their medical and their communal connections to Europe, forging
strong professional ties with other Jews in the United States as well as with the emerging
state of Israel, became particularly important. For those physicians involved with Jewish
life, such networks often stood as bedrocks of their professional experience: propelling
and sustaining careers, as well as giving shape to social interactions and community
engagement. The postwar “fraternal bond” of American Jewish physicians, as it was
called, became a new link in a long tradition of brotherhood between Jewish “men of
science.” It was also seen as an attempt to recreate, or fill a void, deemed lost during the
war.
Indeed, in forging new bonds after 1945, American Jewish physicians drew on a
wealth of existing relationships, organizations, and institutions. The driving force behind
these new networks, however, went beyond attempts simply to restore, or even build
upon previous models. Both in Israel and in the United States, Jews worked together to
formalize connections and increase interdependence between the diaspora and the
homeland. By building networks across national borders, Jews re-envisioned Jewish
medicine, both in the state of Israel and in the diaspora. Medicine became a means to
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build the state of Israel and to integrate it as a model country within the family of nations.
It also became a way to bolster the standing of Jews within the medical profession and to
help secure the international status of Jews more broadly. As such, the new postwar
medical networks forged by American Jewish physicians not only reflected an altered
geo-political reality, they deliberately set out to transform it.
For at least a substantial contingency of American Jewish physicians, professional
networks after World War II, were also employed towards building something quite new:
namely, a strong, independent Jewish nation state linked to what practitioners hoped
would be a resurgence of the Jewish people worldwide. The creation of medical
networks after World War II complicates our understanding of Israeli state building. The
development of medical infrastructure in Israel was not just a product of the “new” Jews
living there, nor was it just an import from elsewhere, as is often described in the
historical literature. Instead, it was also the product of intense and ongoing dialogue
between the diaspora and Jews living in state of Israel. The numerous connections and
interplay within postwar Jewish medical networks helped to solidify the growing
interdependence between the state of Israel and the Jewish diaspora during this period.

Responses to the Changing Landscape of Medical Networks After World War II

War has always been a “sad business,” the physician William Osler wrote from
Oxford to Harry Friedenwald in the midst of World War I, “particularly for those of us
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with many warm friends in Germany.”227 Despite the fact that Osler, a Christian, was
born in Bond Head, Ontario in 1849 and Friedenwald, a Jew, in Baltimore, Maryland
fifteen years later in 1864, the two physicians shared ties to a vibrant trans-Atlantic
medical network. Like increasing numbers of their North American bred peers, both
Friedenwald and Osler received their medical degrees in the country of their birth, Osler
from McGill University in 1872 and Friedenwald from the College of Physicians and
Surgeons in 1886. As not uncommon for physicians of their day, both Friedenwald and
Osler developed deep personal and professional connections to Europe, both having
completed post-graduate training there. Such ties were lasting. Notwithstanding the
events of World War I, with the tremendous loss of life and disruption of infrastructure
and travel, Osler and Friedenwald maintained their connections to each other and to
Europe throughout the course of their lives.
These sorts of connections, particularly between American Jewish physicians and
their European brethren, flourished in the first half of the twentieth century. Indeed, the
era marked the creation of numerous new Jewish domestic and transnational medical
organizations and publications. Hadassah, the Woman’s Zionist Organization of America
established in 1912, secured a strong place for itself as both a women’s and a Zionist
organization through what it characterized as “practical work” strengthening the health
and welfare of Palestine. Organizations such as the American Jewish Physicians
Committee, established in 1921, the American Jewish Dentist’s Committee, established
in 1935, the Society of Jewish Physicians and Dentists Interested in Medicine and Health
227
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Problems in Palestine, and the Ivrit Medical Society, each founded in the early part of the
twentieth century, each worked directly to support medical work in Palestine.228

The

American National Committee of the World Union for Preserving Health of Jews (0SE),
established in 1940, focused its endeavors on promoting health, hygiene and sanitation
among European Jews. For other American Jewish organizations, health and medicine
was just one agenda within a broad platform of social, cultural, and educational activities.
The work of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee was particularly notable
in this regard. Each of these organizations, in their own way, contributed to the dynamic
early twentieth century transnational network of medical professionals and in some cases
even lay leaders interested in medicine. Organizations disseminated knowledge and kept
members up-to-date on various happenings via newsletters and other publications, while
individuals had the opportunity to meet and engage with each other at local meetings and
annual conferences.
For American Jews working in medical related fields, an array of domestic
organizations also existed within which to build professional acumen and cultivate strong
social ties. Identifying themselves as fraternities, these organizations specifically stressed
their role in promoting professional networks. With highly gendered language, mission
statements emphasized each organization’s role in fostering “friendship and fraternity,”

Unfortunately, there is very little remaining archival material on these organizations.
The first two organizations directed their efforts specifically to building the departments
of medicine and dentistry as well as associated educational institutions at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, while the latter two focused on Palestine more generally.
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as well as “good fellowship” among members.229 Alongside the social function of such
organizations, stood their mission to promote various professional causes and standards.
Though such organizations did not generally prohibit women’s participation, they did
operate with the de facto assumption that members would be men, as indeed they
overwhelmingly were during this period. These organizations included the Phi Lambda
Kappa Medical Organization (est. 1907), The Alpha Omega Dental Fraternity (est. 1907),
The Alpha Zeta Omega Pharmaceutical Fraternity (est. 1920), the Lambda Omicron
Gamma National Osteopathic Fraternity (est. 1924), the Phi Delta Epsilon Medical
Fraternity (est. 1904), and the Sigma Epsilon Delta Fraternity (est. 1901). Together,
membership in the years before World War II totaled around 14,000 people. Jewish
fraternal organizations mattered in the American Jewish medical world because of the
many ways in which they helped to forge connections between members, transmit
professional information, and promote Judaism and perceived Jewish causes. While
affiliation with these organizations focused on Americans, numerous activities from
events, to lectures, articles, and fundraising campaigns, often reminded members that
they belonged to a larger world Jewish medical community.
The professional ties of physicians spanned continents in other ways as well. For
an elite group of Jews, research and ideas were shared via professional publications.
Medical journals such as Harefuah, published in Hebrew in Tel Aviv beginning in 1920
and the English language journal, Medical Leaves published in Chicago beginning in
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1937 under the auspices of the Histadrut [the general organization of workers in the
Land of Israel], circulated in various physician circles. Because few American Jews
could read the all Hebrew journal Harefuah, efforts were made to make Hebrew
publications accessible to Americans as well. Harofe Haivri: The Hebrew Medical
Journal, first published in New York by immigrant physicians Moses Einhorn in 1927,
represented one such endeavor.230 Publishing articles on Jewish medical history,
research, and news and happenings of the Jewish medical world in both Hebrew and
English, Harofe Haivri set up to create a kind of transnational Jewish physicians’
network. Jewish medical organizations also produced their own publications. The oldest
was the Alpha Omegan, published quarterly in the United States by the International
Dental Fraternity beginning in 1916. Shortly after, in 1925, the Phi Lambda Kappa
Medical Fraternity began its own journal, the Phi Lambda Kappa Quarterly.
The impact of the war and the revelations of the Holocaust had transformative
impact on the transnational demographics of Jewish medicine and medical education
during the postwar years. American Jewish medical ties to Europe were devastated.
Europe was simply no longer a viable option for the medical training and education of
American Jewish doctors. Longstanding networks between Jewish physicians in Europe,
American, and later Palestine, were radically disrupted as well. We don’t know exactly
how many Jewish physicians, or their non-Jewish colleagues, were killed during the war.
However, even if, as historians have contended, doctors survived at higher rates than
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those of other professions, loss of life was still significant. At least 10% of Hamburg
Germany’s prewar population of Jewish physicians, for example, were later killed in
concentration camps at the hands of the Nazis.231
Medical networks were also profoundly disrupted by Jewish emigration from
Europe. A growing body of research, focusing primarily on particular countries and
communities, suggests widespread displacement of physicians during the war. An
estimated 75-80% of the 6000 European physicians immigrating to the United States
between 1933 and 1943 were Jewish.232 Paul Weindling’s study of war-time emigration
to the United Kingdom, for example, shows that at least 5,219 physicians, dental
surgeons, nurses, and other health care professionals emigrated through the United
Kingdom during the years surrounding World War II.233 At least several hundred of
these obtained their medial qualifications through the Scottish Triple Qualification
Board.234 Focusing on Jewish physicians in particular, Rakefet Zalashik and Nadav
Davidovich also found that at least 650 such doctors emigrated from Germany to
Palestine between the years of 1933 and 1939.235 Examinations of individual cities show
huge displacements of physicians during the war. In Hamburg, Germany alone, for
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example, there were at least 450 persecuted Jewish physicians during the war, 322 of
whom ultimately emigrated elsewhere.
American Jewish doctors and others engaged with health and medicine,
encountered these demographic transformations in nuanced ways. While tremendous
changes took place within post-war American Jewish medicine, the era was not about
change alone. Prior to World War II, American Jews had already built a variety of health
and medical related institutions and organizations. They were able to rely and build upon
these organizations during the postwar years. In many respects, foundations built prior
to the war provided a sense of continuity within the rapidly changing demographic
realities of Jewish medicine during this period. It is telling that of all the American
Jewish medical associations established in the first half of the twentieth century, there
was not a single organization that ceased to exist in the decade after World War II.
Indeed, of all the American Jewish medical organizations and publications discussed in
this dissertation, only one—the American Jewish Physicians Fellowship Committee—
was specifically established in the decade after World War II. The others originated in
the first half of the twentieth century.
Despite the transformations taking place during this period, most American
Jewish physicians probably experienced far more continuity within the profession than
change. World War II shifted medical education and networks from Europe to the United
States and later Israel, but it did not eliminate the already vast influence that the continent
had previously held for many. In the immediate postwar period, Europe was no longer a
viable destination for Americans seeking medical education and training, but those who
had studied or trained in Europe prior to the war often remained active in American
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Jewish medical life at the mid-century. Of the fourteen executive board members of the
American Physicians Fellowship Committee elected in 1953, for example, at least seven
had received some kind of medical training in Europe.236
The demographics of Jewish physicians on a worldwide scale changed
dramatically during this period, but those changes were only moderately felt within the
United States. Between the time that the Nazi party rose to power and the United States
entered WWII, approximately 3,097 European-born Jewish physicians entered the United
States and obtained medical relicensing. Significantly, this number represented about
20% of Continental Europe’s approximately 15,000 Jewish physicians. However, due to
discriminatory relicensing requirements in many areas, foreign doctors could practice
only in fifteen states. Even in those states that allowed for the relicensing of European
Jewish doctors, their numbers were small. In California for example, German and
Austrian degree holders represented less than one percent of the practicing physicians.
The other two western states to permit relicensing, Washington and Texas, absorbed 17
and 25 refugee physicians respectively.237 There were organized efforts to aid Jewish
refuge physicians, most notably by the National Committee for the Resettlement of
Foreign Physicians.238 In addition, there were also several articles on the challenges of
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medical relicensing for refugee doctors which appeared in the pages of professional
publications such as the Journal of the American Medical Association.239 At the same
time, the issue was not addressed in any substantial way by the Jewish medical
fraternities and organizations discussed in this dissertation. For their part, most
American Jewish doctors seemed to care far more about absorbing immigrant Jewish
doctors in Israel then they did about the plight of those same immigrants in the United
States.
While the ranks of American Jewish physicians were only moderately impacted
by the demographic changes in the wake of World War II, those within the profession
were deeply attuned to the aftermath of the war itself. References to the Holocaust and
attempts to grapple with the loss that occurred punctuated the medical and health-related
activities of American Jews in both direct and indirect ways. The Holocaust served as a
backdrop, and was employed as a rationale for greater activism in the field, especially
when referencing the state of Israel. Reflecting on his own commitment to advancing the
medical profession in Israel, Morton J. Robins, president of the American Jewish
Physicians Fellowship Committee remarked that during one of his frequent trips to Israel
he “was carried away by a comforting feeling that all of this is to serve notice on a cruel
world which yesterday stood by silently while 6,000,000 of our people were slaughtered
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in cold blood.” He said to himself that “never, never again will we be led to the
crematoria.” Taking a broad perspective on the historical moment, Robins found the
events of World War II and the Holocaust profoundly unsettling. At the same time, he
found a sense of optimism in the growing state of Israel and his own efforts to improve
medical care there. Robins believed “Israel was reborn also to create new values in life,”
and he dedicated himself to the task.240 For Robins and others, medicine represented the
perfect foil for the tragedies of World War II. Invoked in no uncertain terms as “a new
lease on life,” as one organization worded it—medical work in the new state symbolized
the pursuit of living in opposition to all that had taken place during the Holocaust.241
But for medical professionals, the legacy of the Holocaust was not just a
philosophical raison d’etre. Even if demographic shifts did not completely transform the
everyday life of a typical American Jewish physician, practitioners did actively react to
population changes among Jewish medical and health professionals during this period.
The American Jewish Physicians Fellowship Committee, the Phi Lamda Kappa Medical
Fraternity, the Alpha Omega Dental Fraternity and other Jewish medical organizations,
each emphasized the importance of creating new forms of support, cooperation, and
training in light of the massive demographic changes that had occurred within the world
of Jewish medical care at large. American Jewish health professionals were reminded
over and over again that “hundreds of physicians have come into Israel from displaced
persons camps in Europe and from various parts of North Africa and Asia. Many of them
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have not practiced their profession for a decade or more and need assistance.”242 As Dr.
Moses Einhorn, the New York based doctor and editor of the Jewish medical journal,
Medical Leaves, noted in his survey of health care in Israel, “The doctor-population ratio
in Israel, about one physician serving 480 people, is one of the highest in the world.”
Yet, “while the age structure of the Israel population is weighted in favor of youth, the
opposite is true of the medical profession. About 50% of the Israel doctors are over 50
years of age, as compared with 40% in the United States.”243 American Jewish dentists
also emphasized the shifting demographics within their field in the wake of World War
II. “The average age of the dentists [in Israel] is about 52 years,” exclaimed one article in
the Alpha Omegan dental fraternity journal, “and 99% are of European School
graduation.”244
As Einhorn and others emphasized, these trends were not sustainable. American
Jews saw themselves as an integral part of the solution to these demographic challenges.
But, they envisioned the location of the solution to be Israel, not the United States. There
was a consensus among American Jewish medical professionals that in the wake of the
Holocaust, the new state of Israel could no longer rely on Europe for the education and
training of doctors. In order to facilitate the training of doctors, medical schools and
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other institutions would have to be created within Israel itself, and, as discussed in
Chapter Four, American Jews made it their mission to do just that.

The Establishment of the American Physicians Medical Committee and the
Creation of New Jewish Medical Networks After World War II

Driven by demographic changes within the Jewish medical world as well as
existential questions formed in the wake of the Holocaust, American Jewish physicians
worked tirelessly to strengthen and create new medical networks after World War II.
These included increasing Israel’s access to medical books and journals, revitalizing
Jewish medical publications both in Israel and abroad, creating strong connections
between Israeli Medical Associations and Jewish doctors outside of Israel, as well as
facilitating direct exchanges between Israel and the diaspora through visiting lectures and
internships. Such networks solidified growing ties and interdependence between Israel
and American Jews. They also helped American Jews secure increased professional
status within the United States.
The American Physicians Fellowship Committee, Inc. of the Israel Medical
Association (APFC) was incorporated in 1951 with the goal of facilitating these activities
and more. The official purpose of the organization was “to establish a liaison between
practicing physicians of the United States of America and those of the State of Israel in
order to provide a conduit for the interchange of assistance and information between the
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aforesaid groups.”245 The organization served as the official American branch of the
Israeli Medical Association (IMA). In this capacity, its main purpose was to promote the
Israeli medical profession. Towards this end, the AJFC served several distinct functions.
First, it helped to fund various medical projects in Israel through direct fundraising as
well as medical equipment and book campaigns. Second, the organization educated
American Jews about Israel and the medical profession in Israel through its own
newsletter, the APFC News and via collaboration with Harefuah, the journal of the Israel
Medical Association. Finally, the organization quickly became a major source of
networking between Jewish physicians in the United States and Israel. The APFC
facilitated travel of visiting Jews in both countries as well as sponsored residency
opportunities for Israeli physicians in US medical institutions and American lectureships
in Israel. The activities of the APFC were avowedly Zionist in nature, unabashedly
political and specifically aimed at state building. However, like many American Zionist
organizations, the APFC shied away from concrete engagement with the nuanced
intricacies of Zionist ideology and the many political subdivisions within Israel.
The origins of the APFC began in Israel with Dr. Moshe Sherman, an eminent
Israeli otolaryngologist, who was born in Nikolayev Russia and received his medical
education in Odessa and Berlin before immigrating to Israel in 1911. Sherman was one
of the founders of Tel-Aviv and had long been active in the Israeli medical scene, helping
to establish the Israeli Medical Association in 1912 and later serving as its long-time
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president.246 His associates remembered Dr. Sherman as a man who “strenuously sought
to create ties and cultivate cooperation between the Israeli physician and his colleagues in
the diaspora.”247 In 1945 he established the Mifal Haverut Hutz (Non-Resident
Fellowship) of the Israel Medical Association [IMA] for the purpose of linking Jewish
doctors in the diaspora with the activities of the Israeli Medical Association. In 1948,
Sherman assumed chairmanship of the committee. The founding story of the APFC
recounts that, “although Dr. Sherman strenusously [sic] worked for international
friendship and cooperation progress was slow and discouraging—and even the dramatic
and complicated birth of Israel in 1948 made only for minor success along the line of
cooperation that Dr. Sherman desired.”248 Dr. Sherman apparently tried for several years
to strengthen American involvement with the Mifal Haverut Hutz, to little avail. In the
fall of 1949, for example, Dr. Julius Rogoff, who later became a major benefactor and
active member of the APFC traveled to Israel. Writing to Dr. Harry Epstein, National
Secretary of the Phi Lambda Kappa Medical Fraternity, Rogoff noted that when he was
in Israel he had “received appeals for aid from various sources,” and that he was “now
beginning to orient some of them into such channels as I believe might receive proper
attention.” Rogoff urged Phi Lambda Kappa fraters to “become interested in the
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promotion of the journal [Harefuah] and the support of the [Israeli] medical society.”
While Phi Lambda Kappa leaders expressed great interest in Israel, ultimately launching
their own initiatives on behalf of the state as well as supporting those of the APFC, the
medical fraternity in and of itself was not quick to provide the kind of sustained and
immediate mobilization that Sherman desired.249 Later, colleagues recalled that “for two
years following the birth of Israel, Dr. Sherman was repeatedly rebuffed in his attempts to
secure the American physician with the ability and dedication with perseverance to act as
a nucleus for the development of an American organization.”250
It was not until Dr. Morton Robbins of Nashua New Hampshire came on the
scene, that the APFC truly made headway. Robbins was born in Balta Russia and had
been engaged with Zionist activities since the age of thirteen. Upon graduating from the
University of Liege in Belgium in 1927 he immigrated to the United States where he
served as a lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Army Medical Corps. Robbins was also active
in numerous Zionist activities and Jewish communal affairs. Before founding the APFC
he served on the executive committee of the Zionist Organization of America and was
also the national chairman of the American Zionist Youth Commission in addition to an
active member of the Phi Lambda Kappa Medical Fraternity.251
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Towards the end of 1949, Robbins, who was National Vice-President of ZOA at
the time, visited Israel where he met with Dr. Sherman. Upon returning home, Robbins
contacted Dr. Emanuel M. Glazer, a Tufts Medical School graduate and Boston area
pediatrician.252 Glazier was also a longtime member of the Phi Lambda Kappa Medical
Fraternity, serving on the board of trustees and as National Convention Chairman in
1949, later becoming National President in 1951.253 Glazier and Robbins knew each
other through Phi Lambda Kappa and shared involvement with the Boston area Medical
Community. Together, Robbins and Glazier met with Dr. I. Zusmanovitz, a member of
the Israeli Medical Association then visiting the United States, and the American
Physicians Fellowship Committee was organized.254
The origin story of the APFC highlights several important dimensions of postwar
Jewish medical networks. First, such networks were not sui generis. Instead, they built
on medical networks established before the war. Doctors Robbins and Glazier, for
example, relied upon existing relationships in order to build the leadership of the
American Physicians Fellowship Committee. “Glazier suggested the names of nine
outstanding and dedicated men . . . and several were suggested by Dr. Robbins, (friends
of his from the Zionist group) and the others were mutual friends of Dr. Glazier and Dr.
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Robbins.”255 Robbins became president of the new group, with his Nashua New
Hampshire medical practice serving as headquarters. Hyman Morrison, Jewish medical
historian and Tufts University professor of clinical medicine, became vice president.256
Dr. Leo Schwartz, a Zionist from Brooklyn became treasurer. The group obtained
funding through membership fees and through the support of Dr. Julius Rogoff, who was
named honorary president. Rogoff, who headed his eponymous Rogoff Foundation, also
served as an honorary member of Phi Lambda Kappa, alongside luminaries Simon
Flexner, Maurice Oppenheim, Bela Schick, and Walter Schiller.257 Without a strong set
of existing relationships in the United States and between the United States and Israel, the
APFC probably would not have come into existence.
Nevertheless, postwar Jewish medical networks diverged from their prewar
predecessors in substantial ways. With the establishment of the APFC, American/Israeli
medical networks became more prolific and more formalized. Having formed an
executive committee, Dr. Zusmanovitz wrote an official letter in both English and
Hebrew on Israel Medical Association stationary giving Morton Robbins permission “to
contact colleagues in America for the purpose of enlisting their cooperation in our
common cause,” and authorization “to form a committee of physicians in America for the
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above-mentioned purpose.”258 In a 1949 letter, the IMA granted permission for Morton
Robbins and Leo B. Schwartz, to “receive membership fees and other monetary gifts for
the Medical Association of Israel,” and to “deposit same in any American bank for the
purpose of paying expenses in connection with the function of the American Physicians
Fellowship Committee of the Medical Association of Israel.”259 American Jewish/Israeli
medical networks now had the auspices of an overarching organization endowed with
official status.
From its founding, the American Physicians Fellowship Committee, was
intricately linked to the Israel Medical Association, serving as its official arm and from
1953 onward, the “only representative and spokesman for the IMA in the United
States.”260 The Israeli Medical Association itself was composed of more than 98% of all
practicing physicians in Israel. This included all members of the Hadassah Hospitals in
Israel as well as Kupat Cholim, Malben, and government hospitals. The Task of the
Israel Medical Association was far reaching. The organization worked in times of war
and peace to coordinate medical services to Israeli security forces, work-camps, frontier
colonies and other areas of need. It also promoted post-graduate education, and planned
medical meetings, conferences, and other events in addition to publishing the Hebrew
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language medical journal Harefuah. Finally, the Israel Medical Association tried to
promote the needs of its members generally, advocating for relevant public policies in
addition to operating a financial assistance program for physicians in need.261 As an
official arm of the IMA, the APFC became integrally involved the Israel Medical
Association’s broad mandate. American Jewish/ Israeli medical networks were no longer
limited to the activities of Hadassah, as they overwhelmingly were in the years before
World War II. Instead, they extended over the medical profession in Israel as a whole.
After solidifying the APFC’s executive board members, Robbins, Glazier, and
Schwartz furiously set out to obtain new members for the group. The original Mifal
Haverut Hutz set up by Dr. Sherman included 480 non-resident physicians, dentists and
friends within the membership ranks of the IMA. Of these, 247 became the first
members of the APFC.262 The number probably would have been higher if APFC
membership, unlike membership in the Mifal Haverut Hutz, had not been limited to
physicians. Additionally, a percentage of the original members of the Mifal Haverut
Hutz resided outside of America and were therefore also ineligible to join the APFC once
it was established. The restrictive membership of the APFC compared to the Mifal
Haverut Hutz was significant. It meant that foreign involvement with the Israeli medical
profession became an increasingly elitist affair, consolidated in the hands of physicians
alone rather than a larger medical profession. The advent of the APFC also restricted the
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geographic diversity of medical activism on behalf of Israel. Previously all diaspora
communities had belonged to one organization. Now America had its own organization.
For American Jews, medical networks were increasingly centered on the United States
and Israel, rather than the sorts of geographically diverse networks that existed before the
war.
Increasing membership became a focus of the APFC’s early years. In 1952, for
example, Glazier reported that between January and June, “4392 letters, each
accompanied by an application, a copy of the ‘APFC News’ and a pamphlet were sent to
various physicians throughout the country, urging them to join the APFC.” In addition to
these targeted mailings, the APFC also used their close connections between its own
leadership and that of the Phi Lambda Kappa Fraternity to solicit Jewish doctors. “In
addition,” Glazier noted, “2500 such mailings were sent to the members of the Phi
Lambda Kappa Fraternity, through cooperation of the latter.”263 During the first few
years of the APFC’s existence, membership increased steadily. By 1954 there were
1,347 members, with approximately 60-70 new members joining annually.264 This was
about twice the membership of the prewar American Jewish Physicians Committee,
which had focused on building the medical facilities at the Hadassah Hospital.265 The
advent of Israeli statehood along with the establishment of the APFC, therefore,
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significantly expanded the scope and number of people engaged with American
Jewish/Israeli medical networks.
Nevertheless, obtaining new members was a constant struggle for the organization
and while leadership publicly touted the APFC’s growth and achievements, behind the
scenes they expressed frustration about the difficulty of convincing physicians to join
their cause. “There are many mutual factors that tend to unite all who practice medicine
and the emotional attachment the Jew has for Israel. . .” Manual Glazier reflected after
years of service to the APFC. “It would appear that the idea of interesting the American
Jewish physician in Israeli medicine should be a simple one. However, this is far from
the truth,” he lamented. Attempting to explain the challenges of obtaining membership
for the APFC, Glazier noted a widespread lack of activist physicians. Even during times
when the throngs of history moved some medical practioners to action, many doctors
remained too preoccupied with their own lives to be swept up by the demands of
sustained public engagement. “The average Jewish physician in the United States has
such a busy life evolving about his medical practice, his family activities, his hospital
functions, the many civic functions and commitments, and his recreational activities that
it makes it difficult to secure, at the most, even a nominal cooperation by the A.P.F.
members,” Glazier reflected. “Many of these physicians feel that the payment of yearly
dues is the optimum degree of cooperation they can give.”266
Morton Robbins also expressed his frustration at the challenges of mobilizing
physicians to support Israel. “Maybe I would have done better and more for the IMA, if I
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had concentrated my time on creating scholarship funds rather than play around with
membership which takes all of my time and energy and the end results are $10.00
annually, which is less than a ‘peiaster’ to any American colleague,” Robbins reflected.
But Robbins was determined to build a movement in which American physicians actively
engaged with building the medical profession in the state of Israel, rather than just raising
money for Israelis to appropriate on their own. For a movement he needed members, not
just dollars. “Yes, as an organization, I know that there can be no movement without
membership,” he wrote. “Maybe some day [sic] this burden of membership will be taken
off my hands and perhaps then I may really be of help.”267
The APFC looked to several sources for new members, again relying on existing
Jewish medical networks within America. Its leaders cooperated with the Phi Lambda
Kappa Medical Fraternity, using membership lists to send out mass mailings and APFC
membership applications. The APFC also contacted potential members through other
Jewish communal organizations. In Philadelphia, for example, the APFC used the
physician list from the city wide Jewish Federations’ Allied Appeal to mail out 1,008
letters of membership.268 APFC leadership also petitioned their social acquaintances and
professional colleagues. After returning from a trip to Israel, where he “became
acquainted with the Israel Medical Association and its work,” Dr. Samuel Segal, Jr. of
Springfield Massachusetts convinced 19 of his own acquaintances to join the APFC, and
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Dr. Necheles of Chicago “obtained singlehanded almost 150 members.”269 Dr.
Lowenthal of New York, also tried to use his own individual connections to increase
membership for the APFC. He personally sent out 300 membership applications to his
physician colleagues at the Bronx Hospital. “In my opinion,” Morton Robbins, asserted,
“there is nothing better than a personal letter to a friend asking him to join.”270 The
national office, like Lowenthal, also targeted hospitals with a large number of Jewish
physicians in order to try to increase membership. As APFC president, Morton Robbins
sent out a total of 2,284 letters to the staff of the Montefiore, Fordham, Lebanon, Beth El,
Bronx, and Mount Sinai Hospitals in 1932 alone.271
Despite consistent efforts, obtaining new members remained a challenge. When
Dr. Lowenthal discovered that the 300 letters he wrote to his colleagues at the Bronx
hospital resulted in only twenty-five new members he was furious. “It didn’t pay for my
effort,” he insisted. “I estimate that we have about 10,000 Jewish Physicians in New
York City, and I want it understood that our membership in New York in very poor,” In
fact, Lowenthal concluded, it was “a dismal failure.”272 Morton Robbins also remained
concerned about membership. “If I were to tell you, dear friends, the number of Jewish
physicians in America, you would be surprised,” he claimed. “It is a staggering number
269
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and I submit that if we could get five thousand members, who will pay year in and year
out $10.00 dues which will go to Israel, it would be a tremendous help to our colleagues
there.” But, alas, obtaining new members remained somewhat elusive. Despite the over
10,000 Jewish physicians in New York alone, as of January 1951, the APFC still only
had a paid national membership of close to 800 people.273 Five years later, the number
grew to over 1300, but still remained small relative to the total number of Jewish
physicians in America. Even compared to Phi Lambda Kappa, membership in the APFC
was small, totaling around 40% that of the medical fraternity.274
Lack of interest in membership highlighted discord within the organization.
Disagreements over the best way to obtain new members occurred both within the ranks
of the APFC and between the APFC and their parent organization, the IMA. As one
strategy, leadership tried experimenting with the APFC’s organizational structure. Dr.
Lowenthal, for example, thought that New York City should organize itself separately
from the national APFC. “What we need in New York,” he believed, is an independent
chapter.”275 Others, however, did not agree with him. Robbins was adamant that, “We
cannot do what Dr. Lowenthal wants. You cannot call a meeting of physicians and
expect to organize without the backing of a national organization.” Manuel Glazier also
felt that the New York chapter should be a component of the national organization.
California, like New York, also made some attempts to organize itself separately from the
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national APFC office and apparently failed in the effort. In the end, there were some
individual chapters of the APFC, such as the Boston, Philadelphia, and New York
chapters. However, they were a part of and worked together with the national
organization. Furthermore, changes in organizational structure appeared to have
negligible impact on membership. Having individual city-based chapters was not enough
to increase membership of the APFC as a whole.
Questions of organizational structure were not the only areas of contention when
it came to membership. Leaders of the APFC in America also disagreed with their
counterparts in the Israeli Medical Association over who to accept into the group. Most
of the Americans, including Robbins, Glazier and Schwartz, felt quite strongly, in the
words of Dr. Boorstein, that membership in the APFC “must remain medical only and be
confined to physicians alone.”276 In contrast, Israeli leadership could not understand
“why we should not accept veterinarians, dentists, osteopaths, or druggists as members.”
Morton Robbins “made it clear to them” that the APFC “had nothing against the allied
professions, but unless this is going to be a purely medical fellowship, I for one would
not be interested.277 Americans and Israelis expressed distinct

differences in their

understanding of professional identity. Israelis saw medicine as an integral part of a
larger health care field. They did not emphasize the status of physicians over and above
that of other health care professionals. Instead, they perceived it beneficial to work
alongside dentists, veterinarians, osteopaths and others. Israelis argued that such
inclusivity would broaden their support base and increase their political efficacy.
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Americans, on the other hand, placed precedence on the professional status of the
physician above and beyond that of other health care professionals. Members such as
Morton Robins saw APFC membership as an opportunity to improve their own standing
and status within the broader American medical profession. For that reason, they sought
to distance themselves from other health care providers.
American Jews could have followed the lead of their Israeli counterparts by
opening the APFC to a more diverse membership. Instead, they chose to prioritize their
own professional status above increasing the ranks of their organization. Ultimately, they
only slightly altered the criteria for APFC membership over the years. The organization
was willing to welcome a few honorary members outside of the physician profession,
such as Albert Einstein. The ability to include illustrious personalities on the
organization’s letterhead was interpreted as a professional boon, even if the honorary
members were not always physicians. The APFC also developed a women’s auxiliary,
which for a few years expanded involvement to doctor’s wives. The women’s auxiliary
allowed the APFC to expand its number of able bodied adults dedicated to working on
behalf of the medical profession in Israel. Significantly, however, it did so without
jeopardizing the professional status of the organization. Doctor’s wives worked on
behalf of the cause, but they were not full members. By 1954, the exclusivity of the
organization was codified in its bi-laws, which were amended to insure membership
remained restricted to “medical professions holding a degree of M.D.”278 This reflected
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the ongoing concerns of American Jewish doctors about the professional status of their
organization. By insisting on a restricted membership, American Jews insured that their
involvement with the APFC would elevate their prestige within the medical and
American Jewish communities.
Professional advancement was a motivating force for those who joined the APFC,
but it was intertwined with ideological commitment to Zionism and the state of Israel.
Particularly at the leadership level, APFC members placed precedent on direct
participation in the act of Israeli state building. The emblem of the APFC depicted the
Aesculapian snake, a prominent symbol of medicine, entwined within a Magen David
(Star of David), the symbol of the Jewish people and the State of Israel. Below was an
olive branch, and encircling the entire image lay the organization’s name, “American
Physicians Fellowship Committee Israel Medical Association.”279 Both the emblem and
promotional material emphasized the APFC as integrally linked to the IMA and therefore
the state of Israel, rather than portraying it as a separate American organization. One
membership appeal, for example, had the emblem of the IMA on the front page with the
American Physicians Fellowship Committee in English written on top, followed by the
Histadrut Refuit B’Israel [Israel Medical Association] written in Hebrew directly
underneath. Appearing at the bottom of the page, was the APFC’s slogan: “The only
organization in American concerned with the practicing physicians in Israel.” The
organization’s leadership clearly wanted potential members to know that first and
foremost the APFC was a part of the IMA and directly connected to Israel. Inside, the
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pamphlet emphasized this link further by showing an outline of the organizational
structure and needs of the IMA on one page and then the organizational structure and
aims of the APFC on the other. The APFC served to “establish a powerful liaison and
closer understanding between American and Israeli practicing physicians,” and it sought
to meet the needs of the IMA.280
American Jews viewed their own professional status as linked, in part, to the
success of the medical profession in Israel. If Israel developed a world class medical
system, it would reflect positively on American Jews. If medicine in Israel remained substandard it would bring down the professional esteem of Jews in the United States. For
that reason, the APFC worked tirelessly to “maintain their [Israeli physicians] status as a
professional group.”281 In this sense, growing medical networks between the two
countries not only connected Jews with each other, but also helped Jews secure greater
professional status within their own countries and internationally.
Touting the interconnectedness between American Jewish medical activities and
the state of Israel helped the APFC to portray a certain moral and professional authority.
However, language implied a very uneven power relationship. APFC promotional
literature suggested Israelis needed help and American Jews possessed the resources and
expertise to assist. As the first letter used in obtaining new members declared, “If you
had an opportunity to help a fellow-physician in Israel and give him a new lease on life,
would you say ‘no?’ If you knew that hundreds of physicians who had come to Israel
from D.P. camps need refresher courses, need help with the language, and a chance to
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become part of the Israel Medical profession, would you say ‘no?’ If you knew you could
be associated with the Israel Medical Association as a non-resident fellow, would you say
‘no?’”282 In other words, by helping Israelis, American Jews could demonstrate and
assert their own professional acumen.283 While American Jews saw their professional
fate as linked to that of the Israeli physicians, there was also a clear hierarchy within the
relationship.
For at least some American Jewish physicians, affiliation with a Zionist cause
allowed them to assert a Jewish identity without having to affiliate with a religious
organization. This was important, because members frequently expressed unease about
the ability of Jewishness and professionalism to stand alongside each other without
compromise. As such, members struggled with how much to emphasize the
organization’s Jewish identity. Arguments over when to send out membership bills
serves as case and point. When it came time to renew memberships for the APFC’s
second year in existence, executive board members discussed when renewal letters
should be sent out. Appearing at first glance to be a simple matter, the question was far
from trivial. If letters were sent in January the organization would be aligning itself with
the secular, medical world. If letters were sent in September/October, at the time of the
Jewish New Year and holiday season, then the organization would be stressing its Jewish
identity. Executive members came out on both sides of the argument. Drs. Robbins,
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Lowenthal and Ginsburg wanted the dues to be collected in January. “All the fraternal
organizations collect dues from January to January,” Robbins claimed. Ginsburg argued
that his “interest in the Fellowship is not as a religious Jew,” and that he “for one would
be in favor of January.” Ginsberg felt that the APFC was “not appealing to the members
as religious Jews but just as Jews regardless of our religious doctrines or beliefs.” Dr.
Robbins echoed, Ginsberg’s rejection of religion as a basis of the organization. “I too am
not a religious Jew in the sense of the word,” he stated. “I am a Jew with a capital ‘J.’ I
do not want to appeal in behalf of this organization on a religious or a secular basis. I
share Dr. Ginsburg’s point of view that we are a professional organization and we should
collect our dues like any other professional organization does.” Doctors Glazier and
Boorstein disagreed. In the words of Dr. Glazier, “attempting to stimulate the Jewish
aspect,” was “a very important point.” Plus, by sending out bills in the fall members
would be more likely to renew in the spirt of the High Holidays. Arguments were fierce.
Glazier claimed that any effort to “say that this is a medical organization only,” was an
“attempt to lean backwards.”
In the end, Robbins diffused the situation by moving conversation away from
discussions of whether the APFC was or was not religious towards the more practical
concern of what would be easiest from a bookkeeping perspective. Convincing his
fellow executive members that sending out dues in September would complicate
bookkeeping, Robbins was able to pass the motion for dues to be collected from January
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to January.284 The larger exchange, however, illustrated the contentious role of religion
within the activities of the APFC. The organization’s Zionist identity and its Jewish
identity were not the same thing. Leaders were comfortable depicting Zionist ideology as
integrally connected to professional advancement. However, Judaism itself had a much
more ambiguous role. Some appeared to see Judaism, or at least the religious dimensions
of Judaism, as a professional liability.

Jewish Medical Publications After 1945

The activities of the APFC were in many ways indicative of new post war
transnational networks in which Israel and Zionism stood at the center. This trend was
mirrored within professional Jewish publications. Publications were important because
of the ways they connected Americans to the larger Jewish medical world, particularly in
Palestine and later Israel. However, these publications did more than just connect
American Jews to the Yishuv. In some cases, they provided forums for the direct
collaboration across continents among Jews similarly engaged in the process of building
what historian Sandy Sufian has called the new “Hebrew Medicine,” with its objective to
“merge extant scientific and medical knowledge and practice with Zionist ideology and
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goals.”285 In her article, “Defining National Medical Borders: Medical Terminology and
the Making of Hebrew Medicine,” Sufian described at length the role of the HaRofe
Haivri in the “creation of a modern Hebrew medical terminology, the words of which
would embody those [Zionist] nationalist goals and ideals.”286 However, it is only in a
footnote, that Sufian mentions that one of the major contributors, Samuel Boorstein, was
American, and that “support by American physicians like Samuel Boorstein fits into the
wider context of medical assistance and involvement of American Jews in establishing
Jewish medical institutions and doing medical work in Palestine, most notably done by
Hadassah Medical Organization.”287 Sufian does not mention that HaRofe Haivri was
actually published in the United States and edited by American Jews. The fact that this
central conversation about Hebrew medical terminology took place in an American
publication and not an Israeli publication such as Harefuah, the official journal of the
IMA, which began publication in Tel Aviv in 1920, was remarkable. Even more
remarkable was the fact that American Jews participated so prominently in the endeavor.
The project of nation building was fluid, carried out in a variety of contexts, including
through the pages of a journal published in one country and read in another. By turning
the focus away from Palestine alone, one is better able to see just how important
transnational connections were during this period. Through the pages of medical
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journals, American and Israeli Jews participated in a mutual discussion about state
building and what the future of Jewish medicine should look like.
Medical publications after World War II helped to solidify growing connections
between Israel and America to the detriment of a more diverse world Jewish community.
Of course, there were European born or educated physicians who continued to participate
in the conversation from America or Israel. However, while medical connections with
Europe were not ignored completely, they were very much downplayed after the war;
likely this was a simple function of the fact that so much of the European Jewish
community had been destroyed during the war. HaRofe Haivri, much as it had before the
war, focused on the United States and Israel, and did not feature Europe or the broader
Jewish medical world. The Alpha Omegan, did for a time include a “foreign
correspondent” section in which a foreign dentist was invited to write a one-time article
about an issue relating to dentistry in their country. The section informed fraters about
happenings within the dental profession abroad via articles such as “Socialized Dentistry
in England,” by the London based dentist Robert Cutler, or the “Status of Dentistry and
Dentists of Puerto Rico,” by Dr. F. Veray of Puerto Rico. Often, however, such articles
were purely for cursory general professional interest. They had nothing to do specifically
with Jews and were not meant to strengthen any kind of sustained transnational
relationships within the profession.288 Similarly, in the postwar years, the Phi Lambda
Kappa Quarterly, did not feature any articles specifically about medicine or Jewish
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medicine in Europe, although it did at times reference topics like European antiSemitism, the plight of Jewish displaced persons, or European Jewish medical history.
All-in-all, however, even these references were infrequent. Journals no longer boasted
deep interest in the European Jewish medical scene, or collaboration with European
doctors, as they had prior to the war.
When it came to promoting transnational dialogue, Jewish medical journals in the
postwar years focused almost exclusively on further solidifying networks between
American Jews and Israeli Jews. Again, such networks were not completely new in the
postwar period—they had existed in the pages of journals and elsewhere from the early
part of the twentieth century. But they were nurtured and expanded during the postwar
years. In part, this included keeping American Jewish doctors informed in a sustained
way about important topics in the Jewish world. Whether published in the United States
or in Palestine/Israel, Jewish medical journals included a wide variety of articles on the
general history of Zionism and the State of Israel. The Alpha Omegan included regular
articles focusing on subjects such as a portrait of Joseph Trumpeldor and an introduction
to the city of Eilat.289 Each was designed to give fraters a basic education in Zionism and
the Jewish State. The Phi Lambda Kappa Quarterly, had regular articles on Israel and
other topics of Jewish interest, published by the fraternity’s national chaplain, Reverend
Mendel Silber, M.D. The message of such articles was clear—Jews in the diaspora had
an obligation to understand and assist their brethren in Israel. Asking, for example, “Is
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Israel Really A Miracle?” Silber linked the creation of the Jewish State to a long history
of Jewish survival against the odds, concluding that, “above all, when expulsion or
massacre threatened them with extinction in one part of the world, their brethren in
another part of the world provided a haven of refuge for them and made every sacrifice to
rehabilitate them and to insure their survival.” Above all else, it was this cooperation
among Jews that made it possible “to prepare the way for the ‘miraculous’ reestablishment of the State of Israel.”290
The foreign edition of Harefuah, published in English and Hebrew, went even
further in its attempts to educate diaspora Jews about Israel. This journal focused very
specifically on medicine in Israel, rather than some of the more general topics on Zionism
and the State of Israel produced by journals published in the United States. Harefuah
kept readers up-to-date on all of the major happenings within the medical profession in
Israel, often framing them in ways intended to instruct those without direct experience of
living in the country themselves. For example, the journal featured regular sections
explaining various “Medical Organizations in Israel,” as well as “Medical Specialties in
Israel.” It also included “Information for Doctors Visiting Israel,” as well as a series of
rotating articles on topics such as the “Shortage of Doctors in Israel—Real or Apparent,”
“On the Problem of the Incidence of Tuberculosis of the Skin in Palestine,” and “The
Jewish Doctor’s Work in the War of Liberation.”291 As Harefuah worded it, medical
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journals put “the position of the Jewish doctor in Palestine. . . correctly before the public
abroad,” and “aimed to show the real state of affairs.”292
In addition to serving as a type of primer on Zionism and the latest in Jewish
medical news, journals also helped to build networks engaged in activism on behalf of
the State of Israel. Sandy Sufian hinted at the extended interchange over Hebrew
language medical terminology that occurred between Americans and Israelis.293
However, there were numerous other instances where journals served as nexus points for
transnational communication as well. “It is our hope that your. . . specialists will
communicate with our specialists in Israel, for the purpose of evolving a mutual plan of
action,” wrote Moshe Sherman, president of the IMA. And in this regard, journals
facilitated, “a cooperative plan of action between the various branches of medicine in
Israel and in the United States,” which Sherman believed “should result beneficially to
our new and upcoming land.”294 Numerous articles, announcements, and even
advertisements kept readers informed of organizational activism on behalf of Israel and
the numerous ways to get involved. Blurbs such as “Food Parcels for Israeli Medical
Students: More are needed,” “Tribute Fund. . . Now Functioning,” or “Buy a New
Medical Book for an Israeli Student,” served as constant reminders fundraising efforts
and other ways to get involved.295
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Longer articles also featured ongoing projects related to Jewish medical work in
Israel. Manual Glazier, who served as President of Phi Lambda Kappa, and Vice
President of the American Jewish Physicians Fellowship Committee, was particularly
active in sustaining attention to pro-Israel activism work within the pages of medical
journals. He regularly wrote full length articles describing the work of the APFC and Phi
Lambda Kappa in Israel. Glazier made clear that sharing information was an important
means of staying informed and staying actively engaged in Jewish medical work.
“Here’s a chance for the chapters, the advisors and auditors and the local alumni to
cooperate,” he wrote. “Remember as you sow, so shall you reap- - The harvest . . . strong
chapters, good alumni and stronger alumni clubs [punctuation as in original text].”296
Journals were careful to frame such articles appealing for American activism on
behalf of Israel in the context of a larger conversation between Jewish medical
professionals. Key to this agenda, was that Israelis wrote back. Medical journals,
particularly those produced by the fraternities, included a multitude of letters written by
Israelis, commenting on various American Jewish activities and often giving thanks
and/or suggestions. “Dear Dr. Glazier,” wrote A. Dostrovsky, the Dean of the Medical
School at Hebrew University, “I have just been informed of the splendid success of the
textbook drive, which the Phi Lambda Kappa Fraternity has undertaken.” He assured
Glazier and all those reading the Phi Lambda Kappa Quarterly, where the letter was
published, that he was “deeply grateful for the energy and devotion which the fraternity is
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applying yourself to one of our most vital problems.”297 Journal editors apparently felt
that such direct expressions of appreciation and support of American activities were
important for readers.
How sincere the letters were remains to be seen. Far from a true form of give and
take conversations, many of the letters seem to deliver the kind of gratitude that
perceived American benefactors were perhaps expecting to hear. Often, they repeated the
same wording that the American organizations used themselves in mission statements
and elsewhere. For example, a letter published in the Alpha Omegan, like many other
such letters, repeated the frequently invoked “moral support” and “professional
standards” of American Jews. “The fact that our profession in Israel has now the backing
of the largest group of Jewish Dentists in America is most valuable to us,” wrote Major
M. Mishory, chief of the dental division of the Israel Army Medical Corps. “Not only for
the material aid we are receiving but especially for its moral support. American Dentists
can thus directly aid us by their advice and help us raise professional standards.”298
While letters such as Mishory’s may not have had the give-and-take of more spontaneous
forms of communication, they nevertheless served an important function for journals
such as the Alpha Omegan. Such letters served as promotional material that bolstered
organizational activities and agendas. They were written with the purpose of convincing
Americans that their help was needed and appreciated. However, rather than more
conventional forms of advertisement, letters from Israelis gave the illusion of a deeper
297
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connection to the land and people of Israel. For an average member of a Jewish medical
organization, who did not speak Hebrew and did not travel consistently to Israel, a sense
of more personal engagement was important, even if it was highly scripted.
Communication between Israelis and Americans via professional journals placed priority
on dialogue and the development of relationships between the state of Israel and the
diaspora. They validated American Jewish participation in the state building process,
bolstering the idea that American Jews were directly engaged with the development of
the Jewish homeland. At the same, Israeli correspondence with Americans via the pages
of medical journals also deferred to American know-how and expertise, helping once
again to confirm an American desire for professional acceptance and status.

Transmitting Medical Knowledge and the Push to increase Ties Between Israel and
the United States

Medical journals were an important part of growing postwar ties between
America and Israel. Yet, they represented just one of several strategies Jews employed to
strengthen medical cooperation between the two countries. Equally important was direct
travel and personal interactions between Israelis and Americans. American Jewish
physicians, nurses, dentists, and others had visited Palestine since the turn of the century
through the American Zionist Medical Unit, work with Hadassah, and even by way of
private travel. However, during the postwar period, the experiences of American Jewish
medical professionals in Palestine and Israel increased. In addition, Israeli medical
170

professionals also began to travel formally to the United States for study and training in
larger numbers. Residencies for visiting Israelis were established in the United States,
and the American Physicians Fellowship Committee set up formalized structures by
which a fair number of Americans traveled to Israel to give visiting lectures. As medical
exchange between the two countries increased, so did the personal and professional
bonds between both individuals and institutions.
Systemic changes in postwar American medical delivery and hospital care led to
increased demand for hospital staff. Corresponding shortages meant that hospitals often
had to be creative in their search for additional staff. In part, they turned to foreign
medical graduates to fill the ranks. As congress and state legislatures made it easier for
such degree holders to work in the United States, the numbers of foreign medical
graduates working at hospitals increased from 10 to 26 percent during the 1950s.299
American Jews took advantage of the growing demand for hospital staff to push for
positions for Israelis. Phi Lambda Kappa worked to bring medical professionals from
Israel from at least the time that the State of Israel was established. “We have committed
ourselves to render all possible aid in assisting our colleagues in Israeli [sic] to obtain
postgraduate and refresher courses in the U.S.A.,” wrote P.L.K. president Sam Lemel.300
Yet, while all of the American Jewish medical organizations participated in these new
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transnational medical exchanges to varying degrees, the American Physicians Fellowship
Committee spearheaded the efforts.
The Foreign Residency Program of the American Physicians Fellowship
Committee, whereby Israelis traveled to the United States to complete post-graduate
residencies at American hospitals, was and remains the organization’s most important
project. From the time that the American Physicians Fellowship Committee was
officially established in December of 1951, it took one year before the first Israeli fellow
arrived to study in the United States. The first fellow was Dr. Chaim Cohen from
Jerusalem who had previously served as the assistant to Dean A. Dostrovsky, Professor
of Dermatology at the Hebrew University Hadassah Hospital. Born in Greece, where he
received his medical degree, Cohen escaped after the Nazi occupied the country. Many
American Jews were already familiar with Dr. Cohen’s story, as he was also the
physician accompanying Dr. Chaim Yassky during the famed Mt. Scopus Massacre.
Riding in the same ambulance, their medical convoy was attacked by Arabs on its way up
to the Hadassah Hospital on Mt. Scopus in March of 1948. Yassky and eighty other
people, were killed.301
Israeli fellows who came to the United States under the auspices of the American
Jewish Physicians Fellowship Committee, received monetary compensation from the
group as well as salaries from the places they worked. The majority of funding for the
program was provided by the Rogoff Foundation, run and operated by national honorary
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APFC president and Phi Lambda Kappa Advisory board member, Julius Rogoff. In its
day, the organization was a known source of funding for causes relating to Jewish
medicine. Numerous individuals from Solomon Kagan, to specific Israeli fellows
seeking additional funding, turned to the Rogoff Foundation via the APFC for money. In
1952, the foundation gave $3000 to the APFC for its residency program alone.302 This
sum was substantial, representing approximately the same amount of money required to
run the organization in its entirety, including salaries, office rent, office supplies, utilities,
printing, and other expenses.303
In addition to financial assistance, Israeli fellows who came to the United States
through the residency program also gained the opportunity to meet and develop personal
and professional relationships with members of the APFC and the local communities in
which they lived. Dr. Cohen for example, was personally greeted at the New York piers
by New York APFC executive committee members Drs. Harry Cohen and Solomon
Ginsburg. He spent a week in New York getting acclimated to America and meeting
members of the APFC before traveling to Cleveland Ohio where he took up a residency
position in the Department of Dermatology at the Mount Sinai Hospital. Dr. S. Ginberg,
a cardiothoracic surgeon who became the second Israeli to come to the US under the
residency program, regularly attended APFC meetings in Boston, while he was there
training at the Deaconess Hospital under Dr. Richard H. Overholt.304 The APFC viewed
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the residency programs as a way for the organization to remain in “constant liaison with
Israel physicians.”305 This was significant because it brought Israelis into the regular
social life of American doctors. Whenever they went to organizational meetings or other
professional events, Israeli doctors were present, reminding American Jews that they
belonged to a larger Jewish medical tradition.
The residency program also served to increase American style medical know-how
and training in Israel. The idea was that Israelis who came to the United States would
gain advanced professional skills, particularly in areas of medical specializations. Upon
completion of their fellowships, they would then return to Israel, where they could share
their knowledge and the best of what American medicine had to offer with their
compatriots. Each fellow would “return to Israel to give his fellow-colleagues and the
people of Israel the benefit of his experiences and knowledge.”306 The APFC viewed this
kind of information sharing as “one of the outstanding contributions to modern medical
development in Israel.” This aspect of the APFC’s work was quite paternalistic. Almost,
like a parent educating a child, the organization claimed that any “American-Jewish
physicians who assist in obtaining these residencies will derive a great deal of inspiration
and ‘nachas’ through their efforts.”307 While the APFC envisioned cooperation and
interaction with Israelis, it also projected its own role as that of teacher and financial
benefactor.
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The number of available residencies in the United States soon expanded. By
December of 1951, the APFC reported that “The Residency Fellowship project of the
American Physicians Fellowship Committee has assumed gigantic proportions,” and that
“extraordinary and exciting possibilities for residencies in various hospitals of the
country have indicated an overwhelming and gratifying response to the noteworthy aims
and objectives of the APFC of the Israel Medical Association.” According to the APFC,
colleagues from all over the United States had “undertaken to look into the residency
project with serious intent, and have taken time out of their busy schedule to secure
unusually favorable action.” Martin R. Steinberg, director of the Mt. Sinai Hospital in
New York City, for example, secured residencies in anesthesia, dermatology, neurology
and private surgery. Joseph Levitin, of Zion Hospital in San Francisco secured
residencies in anesthesia, pathology, x-ray, medicine, obstetrics, pediatrics, and
psychiatry. Residencies were also secured in other cities, including Philadelphia,
Chicago, and Cincinnati.308
The Residency Program was not, however, without its problems. One of the
biggest issues was that the staffing needs in U.S. hospitals were often too rudimentary for
the educational needs of Israelis. Manuel Glazer for example, brought up the problem at
an executive committee meeting. “Residencies being offered in American hospitals were
not appropriate for use by Israelis selected to fill them, who are usually well advanced in
their profession,” Glazer claimed.309 Israelis, needed the opportunity to specialize and
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many American residencies were in general medicine. The organization stated its
concerns about the level of training, but at least in the 1950s, no further action seemed to
have occurred. Available residencies were restricted by the staffing needs of American
hospitals. Regardless, the program remained immensely popular for Israelis. Even if
they were not able to obtain as much specialized training as they would have linked, the
US residencies were still seen by Israelis as a way to advance their career through foreign
training and connections with U.S. physicians. For the time being, both the APFC and
the Israelis who came to the United States under the organizations sponsorship appeared
content enough to maintain the program as it was, despite any possible shortcomings.
The desire to facilitate the transnational transmission of medical knowledge did
not stop at Israelis visiting the United States. Americans also traveled to Israel during
this period for the purpose of learning about the health care delivery system in Israel and
giving visiting lectures. It is difficult to say exactly how many such Americans traveled
to Israel in the decade after the establishment of the State, but it was enough that the IMA
specifically set up a committee to coordinate visits, and requested that Americans
reimburse them for the cost of a vehicle to transport the co-regionalists to various medical
facilities across the country. Although, much to the Israelis’ dismay the request was
denied.310
Reports of trips to Israel abound. The Alpha Omegan had a “Features” section
that included reports from Americans in Israel. Dentists like Harold Levine wrote in to
tell fraters about their experiences in the country. “I left the States in the summer of 1948
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and arrived in Israel soon after,” recalled Levine. “Although for a while I was connected
with Kupat-Holim, the workers sick fund, I worked mainly upon Israeli soldiers. I had
my mobile unit which was equipped superbly. . . THANKS TO FIRST SHIPMENT OF
ALPHA OMEGA’S S.O.S. MATERIAL which had just arrived. After a few months the
unit became probably the best known vehicle in the country. This is partly due to the
distinctive body and paint job, but also to the thousands of soldier-patients who used to
provide us with free advertising [bold in original].” Men like Levine were proud of the
work they did in Israel, and also happy to highlight the contributions of the organizations
to which they belonged. Journals published their accounts in part to facilitate fundraising
efforts. Friendships formed in Israel were also a major point of conversation. As Levine
reminisced, “The unit and its personnel, including myself, my dental assistant, a pretty
blonde ‘Sabra’ [native born Israeli] and my driver, a German four master of eight
languages and driver par excellence travelled the country ‘in its length and in its width. . .
. Dentistry I enjoyed doing, but here the more important factor was being able to be of
service to these men and women. And of course, the greatest pleasure was to live with
these strange cousins of ours, to learn from and with them.”311
While a good number of dentists and physicians went to Israel to tour the country,
visit its institutions, or give guest lectures, those in leadership positions within the various
Jewish medical organizations often traveled repeatedly between the two countries. In the
process, they maintained sustained relationships with colleagues and at times also with
particular Israeli medical institutions. For example, Morton Robbins, president of the
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APFC, traveled seven times to Israel between 1948 and 1956.312 Moses Einhorn, editor
of Harofe Haivri visited the country in 1945, 1951, and 1957, staying for several months
at a time.313 Indeed, positions of leadership within American Jewish medical
organizations often brought people to Israel. Manuel Glazier traveled there as a part of
his duties as Phi Lambda Kappa President and APFC board member, as did American
Physician Fellowship Committee Vice President, Morris Fishbein.314
Those who visited Israel often left with lasting impressions of the new state. Of
particular interest to travelers appeared to be the tremendous development within the
country, and their own interactions with Israelis. Neurosurgeon Leo Davidoff, one of the
founders of the Albert Einstein College of Medicine, who served as its first chair of
surgery in 1955, was one such traveler.315 In the fall of 1951, Davidoff visited Israel
along with seven other doctors as part of mission on behalf of the World Health
Organization. Davidoff filled most of his detailed dairy account with descriptions of his
numerous interactions with Israelis as well as his impressions of new buildings, the
sounds of construction, and other signs of development within the new country.
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Like so many others who traveled to Israel, Davidoff spent significant time
meeting and interacting with a variety of Israeli colleagues. Davidoff was pleased to find
that most seemed at least to understand English. There “was the usual introduction by the
president of the local medical society,” that Davidoff received in each new location he
traveled. But, in addition to that, he also met a wide variety of local doctors, some of
whom he spent the day traveling or learning with, and still others with whom he also had
the chance to talk about Israeli history and other such non-medical topics. There were
also doctors whom he worked with, or taught in a less intimate setting while he was in
Israel. These included doctors who attended question and answer periods and those who
observed surgeries that Davidoff performed while in Israel. Perhaps most importantly,
the trip provided the opportunity to solidify already existing relationships while in Israel.
For Davidoff, this included visiting the family of one of his Israeli residents in America.
A member of the World Health Organization mission, Davidoff certainly received
the white glove treatment while in Israel. Nevertheless, interactions with Israelis featured
prominently in the experiences of less prestigious doctors as well. When Alpha Omega
dentist Archie Albert traveled to Israel in 1953, Sam Lewin Epstein, an honorary member
of the fraternity from Jerusalem was there to meet him at the airport. They spent the
evening together before meeting other Israeli members of the Alpha Omega the following
day.316 During Morton Robbins’ 1952 trip, American and Israeli colleagues who had
known each other for many years reunited. A photograph was taken showing eleven
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Israelis and four visiting Americans celebrating together in Tel Aviv.317 Indeed, the
medical fraternities actively encouraged their members to travel to Israel. Occasionally
they ran group missions to Israel for members, but also facilitated individual travel.318
“APFC colleagues who are planning to visit Israel are asked to note that the Israel
Medical Association wants to help make your stay interesting and comfortable,” declared
an article in the APFC News. “It will be helpful if you write the IMA one month before
your expected date of arrival, the exact time of arrival, length of visit, your specialty, the
languages (besides English) which you speak or understand, and what you are
particularly interested in seeing.”319
In 1952, the APFC tried to further enable travel between the two countries by
facilitating apartment exchanges and temporary gigs for doctors on sabbatical. The idea
was that “a number of Israeli physicians, dentists and pharmacists should visit the United
States for a period of two months in order to refresh their professional know how and
techniques,” in “exchange for an equal number of professionals from this country who
wish to visit Israel, to study Israeli methods and tour the Jewish State.”320
Thus, by the middle of the 1950s, American and Israeli physicians were visiting
and interacting with each other in various forums. Those unable to meet in person
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communicated with each other via the pages of professional journals and organizational
newsletters. Furthermore, Israeli presence had become a mainstay within American
medical residency programs around the country. The ability to travel abroad in a medical
capacity greatly improved the professional status of both Israeli and American Jewish
physicians. While interactions between Americans and Israelis were paternalistic at
times, they nevertheless represented a significant cite for professional exchange and
shared social experiences.
The development of postwar Jewish medical networks was also noteworthy
because of the ways in which they complicate our understanding of Jewish state building
and the development of the medical profession in Israel. Historians of Israeli medical
history typically focus on the significance of the Jewish diaspora in the context of the
geographic and ideological origins of the country’s medical institutions.321 Israel’s
foremost medical historian, Shifra Shvarts, for example, argued that health care in Israel
had “an American mother and a Russian father.”322 Missing however, are larger
discussions about how health care in Israel, along with Jewish medical work generally,
321
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continued to be shaped by ongoing negotiations between Israel and the diaspora, even
after statehood.323

Tensions

While Americans and Israelis worked hard to broaden medical connections
between the two countries during the postwar years, efforts did not always go entirely
smoothly. There were language barriers, ideological differences, and tensions between
competing organizations. Americans and Israelis did their best to overcome the various
obstacles that riffled their work, while trying to concentrate on shared goals rather than
differences. Yet, the differences were there, and negotiating them also became part of a
postwar reality, especially for those in leadership positions.
The greatest challenge facing American and Israeli Jews was the language barrier.
Most American Jews did not speak Hebrew, while others worried about not speaking
Hebrew well enough or having the wrong accent in Hebrew.324 This was complicated by
the fact, that many Israelis were also new to the Hebrew language and indeed, medical
terminology in Hebrew was still being developed during this period. A Dr. Borrstein
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explained the conundrum well when he talked about a trip he had taken to Israel. “I had
the pleasure of lecturing in Israel three or four times,” he explained, “and since I can’t use
the Sefardic pronunciation of Hebrew I spoke in English and they have understood my
lectures very well. As a matter of fact, they will insist that the lectures be delivered in
English. Many of the physicians who are Hebrew scholars do not know scientific
Hebrew well enough to lecture in it.”325
As Borrstein, noted, between the use of English and Hebrew, communication
represented a persistent problem. Often, doctors had to use a combination of languages,
or translators to communicate. This appears to be true even for doctors who had a good
command of Hebrew. Dr. Morton Robbins, for example, spoke Hebrew fairly well. He
even published an English translation of the Hebrew language oath Israeli doctors took
upon commencing their profession.326 Yet, he did not communicate with Israelis
exclusively in Hebrew. Israeli fellows visiting America wrote to him in Hebrew and in
English. Sometimes Robbins read the Hebrew letters in their original; sometimes he read
them in translation. Yet, he replied in English.327 When Zalman Avigdor, Chairman of
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the Central Committee of the Israel Medical Association wrote to Robbins, he also
sometimes wrote in Hebrew and sometimes in English.328 Similarly, when Israeli doctors
came to visit the United States, they sometimes spoke in English and sometimes in
Hebrew. Sometimes they used a translator. When Dr. Moshe Shecter of Tel Aviv spoke
at the Second Annual APFC convention, his comments were translated in English.329
Likewise, when Moshe Sherman, president of the IMA, attended an executive board
meeting of the APFC, he also used an interpreter to participate in the proceedings.330
Language barriers were complicated by temporal delays in communications
between Israeli and American physicians. For example, Americans often grew frustrated
when trying to facilitate travel arrangements for colleagues giving visiting lectures in
Israel. One such instance involved a heated exchange between Morton Robbins of the
APFC and an Israeli colleague, Dr. I. Katzenellenbogen. After writing several letters and
a cable trying to organize a talk in Israel by Dr. Melnick of Philadelphia, Morton Robbins
clearly grew frustrated. Communication between the two countries was simply
challenging. “Why we received no answer to date is hard to understand,” wrote Robbins
to Katzenellenbogen. “Here is a man, an Associate Professor in epidemic contagious
diseases at the University of Pennsylvania, and we have complied with the ruling of
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giving you the exact date of his arrival, more than two months ahead, so that you could
arrange for his lecture.” Robbins concluded that “it is precisely things like this that do
not lend themselves to encouragement nor to ‘Nachas.’”331 For his part,
Katzenellenbogen blamed miscommunications with Hadassah for the problem. He
claimed that Hadassah, which was sponsoring Melnick’s trip, either did not or could not
say exactly when he would arrive.332 Instances such as this, showed the many factors,
and things that could go wrong, when embarking on transnational, bilingual,
multiorganizational engagements.
It should be mentioned, however, that while Jewish medical organizations did
utilize both English and Hebrew, as a whole the American organizations communicated
most frequently in English. Meetings and conferences were all held in English, albeit
sometimes with translators present. Organizational newsletters were also in English, and
most journals too, with the exception of HaRofe Haivri and Harefuah before 1953. After
1953, Harefuah also published an English/Hebrew edition.
While in practical terms, organizations relied most frequently on English, in
ideological terms, they often underscored the intellectual importance of Hebrew. Those
who were able to understand Hebrew, for example, were encouraged to subscribe to the
Hebrew edition of Harefuah. As Dr. J. Bickels of Tel Aviv, the Vice President of the
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IMA noted, “Now that your organization has grown to its present strength, it is time to
call attention to the importance of the Hebrew edition of the ‘Harefuah,’ the official
medical journal of the Israel Medical Association. Physicians who read the Hebrew
edition become more and more aware of what is happening in the field of scientific
medicine in Israel, and the medical problems facing the profession here.”333 The idea of
learning Hebrew was so prized that a year later, when the APFC and IMA decided to start
publishing the foreign edition of Harefuah in English and in Hebrew, no one wanted to
admit that most Americans just quite simply could not access the Hebrew alone. Instead,
they emphasized the English translation as a means to helping Americans acquire better
Hebrew. As an article introducing the change claimed: “Beginning with the October,
1953, issue, every APFC member will receive monthly the ‘Harefuah’ in Hebrew with
English digests, sent regularly from Israel. This is a forward, progressive step, which I
am proud to report. Our aim is to bring into the homes of thousands of Jewish physicians
a Hebrew message, irrespective of whether he knows or does not know the Hebrew
language. This may serve to encourage physicians who once studied Hebrew to refresh
their knowledge. Others may become imbued with the desire to study Hebrew, so that
they may keep abreast of the medical news and information contained in the
‘Harefuah.”334
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While language represented a constant point of tension within Jewish medical
networks, there were other areas of strain as well. One of these involved overlapping
organizational interests. In the early years of the APFC there were sometimes
disagreements over which organizations could and should raise money on behalf of
Israel. The APFC sometimes competed with other organizations such as Phi Lambda
Kappa. There were also the ever present question of whether a particular organization’s
fundraising was permitted, or whether it needed to be subsumed under general
community campaign fundraising.
The most serious intercommunal conflict to arise, however, came in the form of
bitter exchanges between the American Physicians Fellowship Committee (APFC) and
the American Jewish Physicians Committee (AJPC). The AJPC was first established in
1921 and was therefore operating long before the APFC. It defined itself as the Medical
Section of the American Friends of the Hebrew University and operated with the goal of
building and maintaining the medical departments of the Hebrew University as well as
raising funds for medical libraries, medical education, and medical research in Israel.335
Leaders of the APFC knew about activities of the AJPC when they established their own
organization. However, the APFC saw its own role as different in that it addressed the
needs of all physicians in Israel, rather than focusing on the Hebrew University. In part
because of the similarity between the two names of the organizations, and in part because
of the overlap in their agendas, leadership within the APFC and the AJPC fought bitterly.
Key members within the AJPC requested that the APFC committee change its name, but
335
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the APFC refused.336 The AJPC did not react favorably, and in retaliation scheduled a
meeting at the American Medical Association Conference, so that it would compete with
the annual meeting of the APFC. Numerous discussions ensued, including an emergency
meeting at the home of former JAMA editor Morris Fishbein. The APFC continued to
insist “clearly that there is no competition nor was there ever any cross purpose between
the two groups.”337 In the words of Dr. Manuel Glazier of the APFC, “the two
organizations have different functions and aims—that the AJPC is organized primarily to
help the Hebrew University and is now part of the American Friends of the Hebrew
University—whereas the APFC works directly with the Israel Medical Association, and
is the only organization in America concerned with the practicing physicians in Israel.”338
Yet, despite the assurances of the APFC that “there is no conflict between the two
groups,” tensions continued. The AJPC continued to solicit new members and to build its
organization structure throughout the immediate postwar period.339 While the AJPC’s
historical records have not been preserved, it appears likely that the organization
ultimately became an integral part of the Friends of the Hebrew University. The APFC
continues to operate even today.
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Conclusion

Medicine had long represented a unique site for transnational intellectual and
cultural exchange. In many ways, this was no different in the post-World War II era.
However, while professional interaction across boarders represented a point of continuity
in a long history of Jewish medical activities, the specific centers of exchange shifted
dramatically in the years during and after World War II. Examining these networks in
more detail changes our chronological understanding of American Jewish medical
education in Europe. It was World War II, and not World War I, that radically severed
American ties to Europe. Whereas Europe had stood as a stronghold for Jewish medical
education and training until World War II, this was no longer the case after 1945. Prewar medical networks linking Palestine and the United States continued after the
establishment of the State of Israel. However, networks between Europe, the United
States, and Palestine were largely disrupted by the War. In the postwar years, both
Americans and Israelis embarked on deliberate efforts to expand collaboration between
the two countries through organizational activities, professional exchanges, individual
travel, and publications. European educated and trained doctors continued to have an
impact on the medical community in both America and Palestine, but they did so as
residents of those two countries. The kinds of transatlantic medical exchanges that had
been the mainstay between America and Europe for centuries no longer existed.
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We must place the history of Jewish medicine in this period in light of what the
best new research on immigration and transnationalism shows—that boundaries of state
and nation were crossed in numerous ways. Both American Jews and Israelis came, and
went, visited, and emigrated, immigrated back, and interacted with each other across the
miles via letters, through the pages of professional journals, and in numerous other ways.
Unlike much current scholarship suggests, the development of medical infrastructure in
Israel was not a straightforward product of the Jews who came to live there. Nor was it
rooted in direct imports from abroad. Rather, the growth of the Israeli health care system
was grounded in a complicated set of ongoing interactions between Israel and the Jewish
diaspora. Through persistent dialogue across multiple venues, American Jews and
Israelis together, forged new visions of what Jewish medicine could look like both in the
State of Israel and in the diaspora.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
MEDICAL ACTIVISM AND AMERICAN JEWISH STATE BUILDING IN
ISRAEL

In November of 1949, Rose Halprin, the national president of Hadassah: The
Women’s Zionist Organization of America, received a hand written letter in Hebrew
from the Prime Minister of Israel, her longtime friend and fellow Zionist leader, David
Ben-Gurion. “Dear Rose,” he wrote, “I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart
for the birthday greetings . . . your congratulations are very dear to me.” Ben-Gurion
then continued to write with great concern about a disagreement he had with Jacob
Blaustein, the chairman of the executive committee of the American Jewish Committee
(AJC). “This is not the first time that this agency (AJC) has been irresponsible,” he told
her. “There is no distortion more damaging than quoting several words out of context—
immediately their meaning becomes different than the original speaker intended.”340 The
argument between Ben-Gurion and Blaustein involved the issue of aliyah, or immigration
of Jews to Eretz Israel [Land of Israel].341 It was a topic on the mind of many Zionists in
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1949. As they debated aliyah (literally, ascent), Jews forged a new understanding of the
relationship between the recently established state of Israel, and the Jewish diaspora.
In public, the dialogue over aliyah took its form in the highly controversial and
very visible incident between Ben-Gurion and the AJC which subsequently became
known as the Ben-Gurion/Blaustein affair.342 The controversy surrounding this incident
started in the summer of 1949 when the American Jewish Committee (AJC) heard reports
stating that Ben-Gurion had called for massive aliyah by young American Jews. The
Committee, which since its establishment in 1906 had consistently argued for a single
American Jewish loyalty towards the United States, quickly objected. Some anti-Zionists
on the Committee even called for an immediate disassociation from Israel. The uproar
was appeased only after Ben-Gurion cabled that he had been misquoted and assured the
AJC that he had only meant those young people who desired to move to Israel and had
the necessary technical skills to assist in state building.
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The implications of the incident continued to rankle until the summer of 1950
when Ben-Gurion clarified his position. After negotiating for several hours with Jacob
Blaustein, the two came to an agreement. Ben-Gurion issued a public statement which
affirmed, “The Jews of the United States, as a community and as individuals, have only
one political attachment and that is to the United States of America. They own no
political allegiance to Israel.” Ben-Gurion further elaborated that, “We, the people of
Israel, have no desire and no intention to interfere in any way with the internal affairs of
Jewish communities abroad.” Responding to the criticism of American Jews, BenGurion spoke about the neutral term “immigration” rather than the Zionist concept of
aliyah. He remarked, “We should like to see American Jews come and take part in our
effort. We need their technical knowledge, their unrivaled experience, their spirit of
enterprise, their bold vision, their “know-how”. . . . but the decision as to whether they
wish to come—permanently or temporarily—rest with the great discretion of each
American Jew himself.343 Ben-Gurion assured American Jews that any support of Israel
was appreciated, even if it did not mean the permanent commitment of living there. But,
for many Israeli Zionists, the ingathering of Jewish exiles, known in Hebrew as the
concept of Kibbutz Galuyot remained central. The pressure placed on Ben-Gurion to
make such a statement, highlighted American Jew’s deep concern about the charge of
dual loyalty as well as their growing stance that American Jews must remain a separate
and politically independent community.
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But behind the rubric of the Ben-Gurion/Blaustein affair lay an American
Zionism which was vastly more complex than the public disputes of its male leaders
suggested. “You know, I believe, that my Zionism is different from official Zionism,”
Ben Gurion wrote to Rose Halprin. “Mine is not Congress Zionism nor Shekel Zionism.
To me a Zionist is a Jew who has the compulsion—inner or outer, or both—to be in the
Jewish homeland, to build it, to speak its tongue, to educate his children in it, and to tie
his personal fate, with it, no less than the fate of his nation.”344 To Ben-Gurion, Kibbutz
Galuyot was the only logical culmination of the Zionist dream to establish a Jewish state.
In his eyes, the proper place for a Jew was in their own land where they could determine
their own future.345 He was surprised by Halprin’s concern that chalutziut [Zionist
settlement efforts, or pioneering] might weaken the Jewish diaspora. “If chalutziut stands
344
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in conflict with Zionisim, then it is ‘Zionism’ that has been drained of all its content, and
which has developed an internal conflict.” Ben Gurion emphasized, “Chalutziut can only
be personal. . . . It means life in a new land, under new circumstances; to speak a new
tongue and thus to educate one’s children.”346 In Ben-Gurion’s mind a Zionism without
physical commitment to the State of Israel including its language, land and people, was a
Zionism devoid of meaning.
Ben-Gurion’s vision of Zionism challenged Rose Halprin and other American
Jews. First, it demanded that the center of world Jewry be in Israel, not in New York or
any other prominent location in the diaspora. This was despite that fact that during this
time period Jews in Israel represented only 6% of the overall world Jewish population. In
contrast, the American Jewish population grew from approximately 30% of the
worldwide Jewish population in 1939, to 51% in 1948. In the wake of the Holocaust, and
the destruction of European Jewry, America now represented the single largest
population of Jews worldwide. Yet, the call for Kibbutz Galuyot challenged American
Jews to reconsider the significance of postwar population trends. What role should
America, where half of world Jewry now resided, play in the postwar Jewish context?
Should Israel serve as a spiritual and political center, even if only a small number of Jews
lived there? How could American Jews help to build a Jewish homeland without
compromising their standing within the United States?
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Medical activism on behalf of the state of Israel became one way in which
American Jews tried to answer these questions. Medical work in Palestine linked
American Jews to a larger transnational tradition of humanitarian aid. Like organizations
such as the International Red Cross, American Jews worked across political borders to
provide civilian medical aid and relief. While advancing concrete projects in Palestine,
American Jews remained deeply committed to a set of humanitarian ideas which included
providing medical care “without regard to race, religion, or political creed.”347 At the
same time, American Jewish medical work in Palestine and later Israel, was in fact,
deeply Zionist, and political in nature. American Jews used medical work as an active
form of Israeli state building. In the years following World War II, American Jews built
hospitals, medical and dental schools, dispensaries, and tuberculosis sanatorium in Israel.
They established public health programs, sponsored clinical exchanges and became a
permanent part of the Israeli Medical Association. In a country where medical
infrastructure was intimately linked to issues as important as the military, immigrant
absorption and settlement, land acquisition and defense, economic viability, and others—
American Jewish involvement in this arena had substantial ideological and political
implications. American Jewish medical work provided state infrastructure at a time when
there was no Jewish State. Precisely because of its “humanitarian,” “a-political,” image,
medical work allowed American Jews to transcend the complex, politically strife process
of state building in ways unparalleled by other forms of Zionist activism.
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That medicine provided an unprecedented field of activism is also reflected in the
numbers of American Jews engaged with medical work in Israel. Hadassah, the leading
American Jewish health organization in Israel, became the largest American Jewish
organization of any kind in the years after World War II.348 By 1956, over 280,000
American Jewish women alone promoted some kind of medical work in Israel. This was
in addition to those involved in the medical work of the Joint and other organizations
such as the American Physicians Fellowship Committee. The cause of carrying out
medical work in Israel clearly spoke to American Jews. Providing a non-traditional entry
point for American Jewish state building activities, medical work helped to transform
Israel/diaspora relations and broadened the base of those participating in Zionist activism.

Humanitarian Rhetoric, the Mt. Scopus Attack, and the
Zionist Politics of Medical Activism

“Israel has earned the world’s respect and admiration, not only because of her
ability to defend herself, but because she has shown herself capable of building a free
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country with equal rights for all,” remarked Brigadier General Julius Klein of Chicago in
November of 1948. Klein, the National Commander of the Jewish War Veterans, was
speaking at a Magen David Adom [Red Shield of David] fundraising dinner held in New
York at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel.349 “Greatness in war is not demonstrated by force of
arms alone,” Klein asserted. “The soldiers of a true democracy do not fight to take lives,
but to save them.”350 For American Jews, commitment to the humanitarian value of
saving lives was paramount. As one Magen David Adom flyer worded it: medical work
in Israel was “an endeavor consecrated to the service of humanity.”351
The concept of medicine as a particularly humanitarian endeavor, transcending
sectarian interests, resonated with wider American beliefs, particularly among minorities.
The first Jewish and Catholic hospitals established in America, for example, served
patients of multiple faiths and a diversity of backgrounds.352 A common motto of such
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hospitals from the middle of the 19th century onward, was to “serve all without regard to
race or religion.” While hospitals did not always achieve this aim seamlessly, these goals
were highly esteemed and frequently touted.353 Medical work, in particular, was linked
to higher humanitarian ideas of non-sectarianism. Whereas orphanages, old age homes
and other Jewish institutions were almost always sectarian in nature, Jewish hospitals and
medical institutions were committed to serving all who entered their doors. Medicine, it
appeared, was different from other aspects of communal life. When providing medical
care, Jews placed priority on caring for all people. In part, there was an economic
incentive to serve everyone. Jews generally represented only a small part of the
population and opening their medical centers on a non-sectarian basis ensured a large
enough clientele to staff and operate the institutions. However, there were ideological
reasons for medical non-sectarianism as well. As a minority group, Jews held fast to the
credence of non-discrimination. They saw care for the sick of all religions and races as
linked to a humanistic prophetic tradition of care for one’s neighbor.
Brigadier General Klein was therefore invoking a deeply held conviction familiar
to his audience when he asserted it was “part of our American tradition to recognize that
the sick and the wounded, whether in war and peace, must be given aid and treatment
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without regard to sectarian or political considerations.”354 Acting in a long tradition of
domestic American medical institutions, organizations such as Hadassah, were also
deeply committed to serving Jews, Arabs, and Muslims. As historian Mira-Katzburg
Yungman noted, “Hadassah’s medical services were non-sectarian from the very
beginning: its medical and social services were provided to Jews and Arabs alike, on the
basis of ‘the principle of equal treatment for all, regardless of race or faith.’”355 As
Yungman asserted, Hadassah saw its health programs in Palestine as a contribution to
“humanity as a whole” not just the State of Israel.
When writing about the activism of the American Red Cross during World War I,
historian Julia Irwin, remarked that humanitarian activism was driven by “a novel set of
civic obligations, a common commitment of their minds and their money to improving
the health and welfare of the wider world.” Irwin’s activists crossed the politics of state
and served a multitude of different people. They did this all in the service of higher
humanitarian ideals. Yet, as Irwin claims, humanitarian commitments also help political
objectives. As she writes, “Though typically voluntary in character, their assistance
nonetheless held profound political significance. Efforts to improve the lot of civilians
helped foster global political and social order, thereby encouraging stable trade and
reducing potential threats to U.S. security. At the same time, by projecting a positive
image of the United States, relief served as effective propaganda.” Perhaps, most
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importantly, Irwin claims that “privately administered foreign aid represented an
invaluable form of diplomacy.”356
Irwin’s reflections on the political nature of humanitarian activism apply to
American Jewish medical organizations as well. Jaclyn Granick noted how the American
Jewish Joint Distribution Committee went to great lengths to make sure its aid to both
Europe and Palestine during World War I was perceived as “American” and not just
Jewish. In turn, the organization’s endeavors were encouraged by the US government,
eventually even becoming part of its official foreign policy strategy.357 Yet, while the
JDC embraced its American mission, it also had the implicit interests of Jews in mind.
Granick contended that “The JDC was happy to oblige the US government and play the
patriot, even if its reasons for encouraging the tag might have been different than those
the US government intended.”358
Unlike the Red Cross, Americans engaged in medical work in Palestine and later
Israel were not advancing US diplomatic policies and humanitarian aspirations alone.
They were also deeply committed to the sectarian idea of building a Jewish homeland.
While leaders may have referenced the “individual rights” often touted by later human
rights activist, unlike those later activists, they believed such rights could only be
achieved through national self-determination. Thus, they committed themselves to the
establishment and development of a Jewish state, albeit, one which they envisioned in
American humanitarian ideals as the ultimate upholder of minority rights.
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Events surrounding what came to be known in Jewish circles as the Mt. Scopus
Massacre, illustrate the complicated ways humanitarian activism and Zionist politics
interplayed within American Jewish medical work in Palestine/Israel. The Mt. Scopus
Massacre occurred on April 13, 1948, when, as part of ongoing skirmishes between Jews
and Arabs in the final weeks of the British Mandate, a group of Arabs attacked a
Hadassah Hospital convoy of medical professionals and patients making its way through
the Sheikh Jarrah quarter of Jerusalem on its way to Mt. Scopus. The attack lasted seven
hours and resulted in the death of seventy-six Jews including Dr. Haim Yassky, a noted
ophthalmologist and the medical director of Hadassah. In addition to the loss of life, the
event was pivotal in military terms because the convoy was ultimately forced to retreat in
the wake of the attack. Subsequently, Mt. Scopus, with the Hadassah Hospital and
Hebrew University, were cut off from the rest of Jewish Jerusalem. After the Israeli War
of Independence, Mt. Scopus ultimately became a demilitarized zone under United
Nations (UN) supervision. Neither the Hebrew University nor the Hadassah Hospital
maintained its regular function during this period, but the land itself remained in Jewish
hands. After the Israeli military victory during the 1967 Six Day War, both the hospital
and the university resumed their regular services. For many Jews, the Mt. Scopus attack
ultimately became an iconic symbol of Israel’s struggle during the War of Independence
and its victory during the Six Day War.
The Mt. Scopus massacre has received significant attention within historiography
on the establishment of the state of Israel. Yet, Hadassah’s broader activism surrounding
the event has been largely overlooked. Both before and after the Mt. Scopus attack,
Hadassah mobilized a political campaign that eventually reached all the way to the
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President of the United States. The role of medicine and Hadassah’s identity as a medical
organization was a crucial component of American Jewish activism surrounding the Mt.
Scopus attack. American Jews used medical work as part of their efforts to legitimize
Zionist aspirations within the American political sphere. Such endeavors may have even
played a role in Truman’s decision to recognize the state of Israel.
Mt. Scopus held a strategic military vantagepoint because of its height and
geographical location. At 2710 feet above sea level, the mountain overlooked the city of
Jerusalem on one side and the Judean Desert on the other. An outlook at the top held
sweeping vistas of the Old City of Jerusalem approximately half a mile bellow, all the
way to the Dead Sea and Jordanian Mountain Heights beyond, some 80 miles in the
distance. For this reason, Mount Scopus held a prominent place in a long history of
military conquests. Forces from antiquity onward used it as a base for attacks on the city
bellow. In 1948, as today, Mt. Scopus was also important because of its location on the
northeast side of the Old City, where it extended Jewish settlement beyond the territory
of Arab settled East Jerusalem in between.
Hadassah leaders were well aware of Mt. Scopus’ vital military importance when
they established their hospital there in 1934. During the Israeli War of Independence, the
organization launched political campaigns on several fronts to protect the hospital and
Jewish interests. In March of 1948, the Haganah (Jewish paramilitary organization under
the British Mandate that later became the heart of the Israel Defense Forces) was already
concerned about attacks on the road leading to Mt. Scopus. On March 4, Rose Halprin,
the Hadassah National President from 1932-1934 and from 1947-1952, made formal
requests to the U.S. State Department and the British Ambassador in Washington asking
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them to protect the road leading to the medical and educational institutions on Mt. Scopus
from Arab attack. These came after previous complaints to British authorities and to the
American consul in Palestine.359 Citing bullet fire, attacks on ambulances, and the
shooting of a hospital policeman, an article in Hadassah Headlines, the organization’s
journal for members, reported that, “our first reaction was horror, then hard anger. And
after that, grim determination that nothing, not even this uncivilized behavior on the part
of Arab hoodlums would in any measure, cut down on our goal: the safeguarding of
existing standards and institutions and the increasing provision of services, personnel and
supplies to the embattled fighters of Palestine.”360 In this case, speaking to its own
membership, Hadassah made clear that the organization may serve Jews, Christian, and
Arabs equally, but it remained a Jewish organization committed to the establishment of a
Jewish State.
Addressing other audiences, Hadassah leadership, placed far more emphasis on
the organization’s humanitarian activities rather than its Zionist ones. In March, for
example, members of the Hadassah executive board their requests further and petitioned
the U.S. State Department for an export license granting permission for the shipment of
steel sheets and armor plates to Palestine. Leaders argued that such materials were
needed to protect buses, ambulances and equipment as well as to ensure the safe transport
of personnel, patients and supplies up to Mt. Scopus. Executive board members also
claimed that current assistance and protection was inadequate in the light of Arab threats
359
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to occupy and demolish the hospital. At the time, the US held a tight embargo on the
export of such material, for fear they would be used for military purposes. Because of
this, Hadassah leaders did everything within their power to distance the organization
from any political or military objectives, and this involved invoking its status as a
humanitarian organization concerned with health and welfare of all citizens.
“Hadassah as an American organization is well known as the health agency for
Palestine, and that its services benefit the entire population,” wrote Hadassah’s
Washington representative Mrs. Raphael Tournover to E.T. Cummins, the State
Department’s chief of munitions. “It operates in Palestine as the Red Cross operates in
the United States,” she elaborated. “The requirements of Hadassah institutions should be
given the same consideration as is given to institutions of similar character, so that they
may continue their work for the sick and injured.”361 Despite Tournover’s best efforts,
however, the State Department, which was generally considered unsupportive of Zionist
ambitions in Palestine, was not convinced. One month later, and two weeks after the Mt.
Scopus attack itself, Cummins replied that “there can be no adequate guarantee, in spite
of the good faith of the purchasers, that such material would not ultimately be drawn into
warlike activities in view of the present unsettled conditions in Palestine.”362
Hadassah leaders probably anticipated the State Department’s rejection, but even
before the formal letter arrived, they were pursuing intervention at higher levels of
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government. Rose Halprin and others had no intention of letting the April 13 Mt. Scopus
attack pass without protest. Yet, due to the tense political situation in the days
immediately prior to the end of the British Mandate over Palestine, members insisted on
crafting a careful response. If handled correctly, the tragedy on Mount Scopus could be
used as an initiative to gain vital support for the declaration of an independent Jewish
state.
On April 20, 1948 Hadassah’s medical reference board and eighty-six prominent
physicians signed a letter to President Harry Truman decrying the Arab attacks on the
Hadassah convoy as indecent and against international law.363 The next day, the letter
was hand delivered to the President by Hadassah medical board member Louis Dublin,
the vice president of Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. Dublin was the father-inlaw of Leon Keyserling, a major New Dealer under President Roosevelt and an advisor to
President Truman as Vice Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers. The meeting
was apparently arranged by David Niles who like Keyserling, had served under President
Roosevelt and continued on during Truman’s term as Administrative Assistant to the
President. Niles was deeply committed to a range of Jewish causes, particularly the
establishment of a Jewish state, and had previously arranged for Zionists to meet with the
President on several occasions.364
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At 12:30 in the afternoon, Dublin met with Truman for approximately 15 minutes,
the President’s standard time for visiting with guests to the White House.365 Once again
Hadassah’s leadership, invoked the role of their organization within the field of health
and medical care. The medical board attempted to portray the Mt. Scopus attack as an
onslaught against Hadassah as an American women’s medical organization and against
the larger humanitarian ideals of the United States and indeed, all mankind.366 The letter
specifically described Hadassah as: “an institution which crowns the thirty-six years of
medical and scientific service in Palestine of a group of American women. . . [who as]
workers in the fields of medicine, public health and research have for many years
watched with satisfaction the development of the excellent medical services in Palestine
for the benefit of Jews, Moslems and Christians alike.”367 Signed by the overwhelmingly
male membership of Hadassah’s medical board, the letter attempted to invoke
professionalism and scientific achievement. Significantly however, the language of the
letter highlighted Hadassah’s work as a women’s medical organization. This gendered
language implied that Hadassah was committed to impartial, humanitarian ideas, rather
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than political interests or Zionist aspirations. Zionism was associated with Jewish
sectarian interests and was viewed as politically suspect by Truman and much of his State
Department. Therefore, in approaching Truman, Hadassah leaders tried to distance
themselves from the Zionist dimensions of their work. Instead, they emphasized the
organization’s medical endeavors as well as its identity as a woman’s organization. They
compared Hadassah to the Red Cross, implying that the organization was politically
neutral, rather than Zionist.
Hadassah Medical Board members invoked humanitarian rhetoric to further
emphasize their organization as politically impartial. The letter to the President
concluded, “These men and women. . . have been destroyed in the face of a universally
accepted principle embodied in the Geneva Convention and concurred in by all civilized
society. This is that medical personnel, institutions and vehicles shall be immune from
attack.” By citing the Geneva Convention, appealing to democracy and avoiding political
implications, Hadassah treated the assault as an attack on human decency rather than
portraying it as politically motivated or an act of war. The organization concluded by
appealing to the President, “as head of our country, to use your great position and
influence to make impossible any recurrence of such a tragedy. Whatever the political
solution which may come about for Palestine, as Americans, physicians and as members
of a democratic community, we ask your aid to help preserve those values which
civilization has built up through bitter struggle over the centuries.”368
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Hadassah’s letter reached President Truman at a crucial time. During the months
leading up to the end of the British Mandate Zionist leaders tried to secure American
support for a future Jewish state. Yet, whether that support would come was still
uncertain. On November 29, 1947, the United Nations voted, with American support, to
terminate the British Mandate in Palestine and partition country into two independent
Arab and Jewish states. Arab leaders immediately rejected the plan and war broke out
the following day. In the wake of mounting conflict, anti-partition sentiments grew in
some sectors of the United States government, particularly within the State Department.
In response to that threat, Zionists began intensive mass mailings and telegrams urging
President Truman to uphold the United Nations decision to partition Palestine. Rather
than gaining the President’s support, however, the pressure created a backlash and
Truman refused to see any Jewish leaders, even Chaim Weizmann who had traveled from
Israel to visit with him.369 Eventually, during a visit from Eddie Jacobson, Truman’s
close friend and former business partner, Truman agreed to meet with Dr. Weizmann on
March 18, 1948. At that time, Truman assured Weizmann that the United States would
continue its support of Israel.
Historians have touted the visits from Jacobson and Weizmann as pivotal events
leading up to the establishment of the state of Israel, claiming they were critical as the
only meetings between Zionist leaders and Truman in the period immediately preceding
the establishment of the state of Israel. The meeting between Hadassah leadership and
Truman is absent within this historiography. It is important to note, however, that after
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meeting with Jacobson and Weizmann, the United States chief delegate to the United
Nations, Warren Austin, declared that the US no longer supported the partition plan and
recommended a trusteeship over Palestine instead. Both American Jews and a substantial
portion of the American public protested the sudden policy change. American citizens
wrote letters to the White House opposing the policy reversal by a ratio of twenty-two to
one and Eleanor Roosevelt resigned as a member of the American delegation to the
United Nations. Truman was greatly distressed over the situation. He did not necessarily
oppose the trusteeship initiative but understood the unpopularity of Austin’s actions
among the general public. He also resented that US policy now contradicted his promises
to Weizmann.
In the meantime, the Mt. Scopus Massacre occurred on April 13, and on April 21
Dublin met with the President. Dublin recalled with astonishment that “strangely enough
he [Truman] didn’t know that such an event had taken place and he was horrified. His
one comment was: “‘What does it gain them to do that sort of thing?’” Dublin further
related that after the President’s initial response, “I thereupon gave him the letter which
presented our request and in view of that incident we wanted his good-will and good
offices, in whichever way he could use them, to prevent a recurrence irrespective of any
political implication—I was representing a medical board that served Jew, Arab and
Christian alike in that area and had suffered this enormous loss.”370 Taking a
conservative stance, Dublin’s statement mirrored Hadassah’s previous strategy seeking
an export license from the State Department. Dublin tried to distance the organization as
370
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much as possible from any association with political ambitions or Zionist aims. Dublin
recalled, Truman “immediately unburdened himself of his troubles and there were plenty.
He told me what he had gone through these months. He wanted my sympathy as I
wanted his. He told me that there was lack of agreement on the part of Jewish groups;
that they have engaged in very questionable practices themselves.”371 While Dublin
suggested otherwise, the President did not fail to draw connections between Hadassah
and the issue of a Jewish state in Palestine.
Unaware of his exact influence on Truman, Dublin pushed for permission to
publish Hadassah’s letter to the President. He reasoned that “it would strengthen your
hands, as it would strengthen ours, if we could appeal to the people of American through
the press.” Truman apparently became flustered at this request. Dublin related that “after
what seemed to me like many minutes, he said he was fearful that the publication of the
letter, as given him, would embarrass him at this particular point, that it would be one
more inflammatory incident; that there would be recriminations from the other side, and
the end result would be to hold up what he thought was on the verge of being
accomplished.” Dublin accepted the President’s sincerity and left the meeting with the
understanding that Truman would confer with his press secretary “as to what he could or
couldn’t issue,” and inform Hadassah accordingly.
Dublin remarked the next day that he “had hoped there would be something in the
paper this morning, but there wasn’t.”372 In fact, actual clearance to print the letter was
371
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the discussion during subsequent meetings of the Medical Reference Board. There were
several issues involved even beyond waiting for the President’s decision. First, Hadassah
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granted five days later.373 However, what neither Hadassah, nor any of the other
American Zionists knew at the time, was that just two days after Dublin’s visit to the
White House, President Truman sent word to Chaim Weizmann that he had decided
America would not push the trusteeship in the General Assembly and that if the Jewish
state were declared, the United States would recognize it immediately.374 It is impossible
to know exactly what role the Mt. Scopus Massacre or the activism of Hadassah’s
leadership surrounding the attack had on Truman’s decision to recognize the state of
Israel. Perhaps Truman had already decided to recognize Israel before the attack. It is
also possible that Hadassah’s activism surrounding the Mt. Scopus Massacre was indeed
a factor in Truman’s decision-making process. However, at a bare minimum, historical
accounts of America’s role in the establishment of the state of Israel should include the
efforts of Hadassah. This is particularly true given that Dublin, and not Weitzmann, was

felt the press had responded with apathy towards the attack, and wanted to rally public
support in its favor. However, they debated whether the letter would have the most
impact as an advertisement, a press release, or a statement from the President. In
addition, after a phone conversation with the State Department, Hadassah feared
publication of the letter would prompt the Department to issue a response challenging
Hadassah’s refusal of a previous offer of protection from the International Red Cross.
Hadassah wanted to avoid such a response because they believed that it would not
acknowledge the widely held belief that the Red Cross could not provide sufficient
protection. Finally, as it debated the various implications of publishing the letter,
Hadassah was consistently pressured by newspaper reporters who knew Dublin had met
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the last Zionist leader to meet with Truman before his de-facto recognition of Israel.
Where previous historiography acknowledges only two meetings between Truman and
Zionist leaders prior to the establishment of Israel, we now know that there was in fact
one additional meeting.
Historians have debated why Truman ultimately decided to offer de-facto
recognition of the state of Israel. Some have emphasized Truman’s personal relationship
and respect for Chaim Weitzmann, while others noted Truman’s emotional reaction to the
Holocaust, or his desire to cater to the Jewish vote. Each of these factors undoubtedly
played a role. Yet, placing Hadassah’s activism within the chronology of the
establishment of the state of Israel, also underlines the possibility of humanitarian work
as an agent of political change. In this case, a perceived breach of humanitarian norms
paved the way for greater Zionist access to the President, at a time when Truman resisted
more traditional forms of Jewish political engagement.
Such a chronology of events shows that medicine, particularly its image as an
apolitical and humanitarian endeavor, did have an important, albeit complicated, role in
American political life. Ultimately, the medical related activism of Hadassah’s leaders,
with its focus on humanitarian work, secured access to the highest level of the United
States government, its President. For activism in that venue and on that level, the
emphasis on medicine as an apolitical activity was pivotal. However, as Hadassah
leadership expressed to its members, the humanitarian dimensions of the organization’s
medical work were just one side of the story. While Hadassah’s institutions served Jews,
Christians, and Arabs, the activism of its leaders was far from a-political. On the
contrary, their humanitarian work served to propel political, Zionist oriented activism, not
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to bypass such activism. In this case, the true significance of medicine as a venue for
political engagement was not the altruistic nature of the field, but rather its malleability as
a humanitarian symbol and political tool.

Medicine as an Instrument for American Jewish State building in Israel

Medicine became a means for some American Jews directly to participate in the
Israeli state building process while asserting broader cultural notions about America’s
role in spreading democratic ideals abroad. Medical work galvanized so many American
Jews because it provided a seemingly humanitarian means to build the state of Israel in
the American democratic tradition. Spreading American medical expertise abroad made
it possible for American Jews to display patriotism while simultaneously participating in
a sectarian Zionist political agenda. Within this project, medicine provided a means to
bridge contradictory and competing notions of universal, non-sectarian ideals with
partisan Zionist ones. Through medical work, American Jews imagined a Zionist state
that was both particular and universal at the same time. American Jews engaged with
such work used medicine to promote Israel’s identity as a democratic nation, constructive
with American’s foreign policy objectives and compatible with the liberal tradition so
prevalent in the postwar years.
Zionists had long connected settlement of the land with scientific and
technological advancement. As historian Derek Penslar claimed, even beginning as early
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as the late eighteenth century, “constructive philanthropy, aimed at the physical
improvement of the Holy Land and the moral elevation of its residents, replaced prayer
and pilgrimage as the bond linking emancipated Diaspora Jews and Palestine’s Jewish
community (the Yishuv).”375 Specific considerations impacting land settlements in
Palestine included social and political ideology, a desire for increased productivity and
economic independence, as well as concerns for maintaining safety.376 Penslar argued
that Zionists were “quick to acknowledge the special role to be played by experts in the
construction of a Jewish Palestine.” He wrote that “Engineers, agronomists, and medical
doctors were respected for the obvious benefits that their work could bring to the
Yishuv,” yet the historical literature on this topic, focuses on the contribution of
technocrats, professional planners and architects. However, just as these professionals
sought to “modernize” Palestine, so too did medical professionals.
The records of the American Magen David Adom organization (M.D.A.) illustrate
just how incongruous rhetoric surrounding medical work in Israel could be. An official
bid for recognition by the International Red Cross Society emphasized the extent that
M.D.A. fulfilled all the requirements for admission as a national player including the fact
that “M.D.A. is a non-political, non-profit-making, benevolent society. . . open to all
Jewish, Arab and foreign residents. . . a non-sectarian body, whose field of operation
extends to the entire area of Israel. . . and all their inhabitants.”377 Yet, like all National
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Red Cross Societies, M.D.A. also served as an auxiliary to the military, in this case, the
Israeli Defense Force, during times of war. M.D.A. served constituents regardless of
religion or national status, but it was still an instrument of the Jewish state. Describing
the 1946 settlement of a new Jewish community in Birya, in the north of Israel, for
example, a Magen David Adom flyer asserted that, “Where the pioneers go, the Shield of
David follows, whether it means settling a new spot in the Huleh swampland; in the sands
of the Negeb; on mountain tops such as Menarah and Misgav Am; or in the mountains of
Judea near Jerusalem.” The medical work of American Jews was viewed as an integral
part of the essential infrastructure necessary to sustain Jewish pioneering efforts. But,
more than that, it was also described as an important symbol of support, a way for
Americans to show they backed the pioneers and their cause. “Magen David Adom gives
much assurance to the pioneers,” the organization claimed. “And somehow the desert
wastelands seemed closer to civilization because of this cavalcade of white ambulances
pushing forward, as always with the vanguard of new settlement.” Invoking
“civilization” and the spread of presumably modern values to “desert wastelands,”
American Jews used medicine to justify Zionist values in terms recognizable by and
acceptable to Americans.
American Jews involved with medical work in Palestine were adamant about the
implications of their activities within the larger project of settling the land. Hadassah, for
example built its institutions with strategic settlement objectives in mind rather than
focusing purely on medical needs alone. Leaders knew that land settled by Jews was
likely to remain in Jewish hands in the event of the establishment of a Jewish state.
Therefore, the decision to place the Hadassah hospital on Mt. Scopus was primarily a
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political and ideological decision, rather than a medically expedient one. Some of
Hadassah’s advisors, such as E.M. Bluestone, director of the Montefiore Hospital in New
York City and the Director of the Hadassah Medical Organization in Palestine from
1926-28, opposed locating the hospital on Mt. Scopus. He brought up the argument in
the wake of the Mt. Scopus Attack. I “helped to fight the battles of the Lord alongside of
you in the Holy Land,” Bluestone wrote to Judah L. Magnes, the American Reform
Rabbi who served as Chancellor of the Hebrew University from 1935-1948 and who had
long been involved with Hadassah work.378 Nevertheless, Bluestone, as a hospital
administrator felt that hospitals should be built in the center of the city and not on the
periphery, as to afford patients the most immediate and direct access to medical care
possible. However, speaking as “a practical medical man,” Bluestone was in the minority
opinion. He acknowledged that his view ultimately lost out to those with a “military
reason” and those who saw the hospital’s “monumental, or ornamental” importance as an
institution located on top of Mt. Scopus alongside the Hebrew University.379
While dissenters such as Bluestone may have chosen different institution building
priorities, Hadassah was proud to take an active role in what the organization’s leaders
saw as a deliberate strategy for building a Jewish state. In a report to the Hadassah
National Board about her recent trip to Israel, Hadassah board member and later
president, Lola Kramarsky remarked that “All of Israel feels that Jerusalem cannot be
378
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forgotten. They argue that Hadassah stay on in Jerusalem. They argue that as it was
once important for Hadassah to build on Mt. Scopus overlooking the whole country, now
it is even more important for them to remain there.” During a time when the future of
Jerusalem was being decided through warfare, Hadassah’s position as a vital force in
securing the city for the state of Israel was not overlooked. “Hadassah on Mt. Scopus is
part of the map of Israel and must remain,” declared Kramarsky, as she reflected on the
rootedness of Hadassah in Israel and its importance in shaping the country’s landscape.380
American Jewish organizations dedicated to medical work in Palestine often
portrayed their activities in militaristic terms. Much like American Red Cross workers in
Europe during World War I, American Jewish medical activists in Palestine did not see
their work “as a lesser substitute for military service,” but rather as a means to advance
“avowed wartime goals.”381 As Morton Robbins, president of the American Jewish
Physicians Fellowship Committee, worded it: “I consider myself a soldier, ready at all
times to help Israel.”382 Writing in English about the role of Jewish doctors in the War of
Independence, one author reminded American audiences that “the Jewish doctor never
was absent in any of the battles of Israel in its land of revival.”383 For their part, the
leaders of American Jewish medical organizations emphasized this connection between
medicine and military victory. A Magen David Adom pamphlet, for example, claimed
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that wounded and convalescent soldiers “derived much comfort from the star” and that
“when peace came, the Magen David Adom could feel that it had done its share.”384 In a
similar vein, Hadassah board members actively encouraged its staff to travel up to Mt.
Scopus in the days leading up to the Mt. Scopus attack, because it wanted to help the
Haganah keep control of the road. “No other road had so far been given up by the
Yishuv,” board members declared at a special meeting, and “Hadassah should not be the
first to do so.”385 Using the term “medical defense,” to describe its work, Hadassah
leaders, like those of other American Jewish medical organizations, saw their endeavors
as part and parcel of the war effort.386 In the words Israel Medical Association president,
Moshe Sherman, American Jews engaged in medical work in Israel were “solider[s] in
the army of the Israel physicians.”
It is important to note that during this time period, Jews in Palestine did not have
official, state sponsored medical infrastructure or military services. The Haganah was a
paramilitary organization and did not have the kinds of medical infrastructure necessary
to support soldiers fully in its own right. Furthermore, Jewish medical services in
Palestine were run by voluntary agencies rather than an official government body.387 In
many ways, American Jewish medical organizations therefore acted in leu of an actual
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state. As one Magen David Adom pamphlet worded it, American Jewish medical
organizations “must endeavor to fill the boots of the municipal and government
assistance given in most other countries.”388 Members were reminded, “it was necessary
long in advance of the establishment of a Jewish State, to prepare all those public
institutions of a national character which are considered to be integral aspects of any
modern state.”389 American Jewish medical activities in Palestine helped to serve this
function.
Historian Derek Penslar argued, “No state ever won a war without money or
arms,” and the success of the Jewish cause depended on its ability to marshal funds and
acquire weaponry.”390 Penslar aptly described the role of the Jewish diaspora and in
particular, the United States, in helping Israel to obtain the money and weapons necessary
to wage its War of Independence. However, American Jews did more than just provide
military funding and supplies, they also proved a significant source of medical expertise
and care for soldiers as well as those trying to claim Jewish land through pioneering and
other efforts. Their work in this regard, therefore, needs to be considered as part of a
larger American Jewish effort to support Jewish military objectives in Palestine.
As the War of Independence broke out, David Ben-Gurion appealed to Hadassah
for critical funding of Jewish medical services in Palestine. He urged Hadassah to take
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responsibility for the entire cost of such care because in his words, Hadassah was “the
only [body] that could undertake this task.”391 Hadassah supplied an initial grant of
$100,000 towards the cause.392 In the days preceding the end of the British Mandate on
May 15, 1948, Ben-Gurion appealed to Hadassah a second time to request funding for the
army’s health and medical services. Hadassah, responded with an additional grant of
between $50,000 and $100,000 as well as a shipment of 7,500kg of medicine and medical
equipment. In addition, the organization agreed to allocate $100,000 to equip a former
military hospital in Tel Aviv that had be taken over by the Yishuv. The hospital became
known as the Tel Hashomer Hospital and was used as the primary hospital for Jewish
military medical care during the war.393 Despite Ben-Gurion’s requests, Hadassah was
not able to meet the burden of funding all medical care during the Israeli War of
Independence. However, the monetary contribution of Hadassah members was
substantial.394
Hadassah’s work during the War of Independence saved lives. As of March
1948, Hadassah had provided medical care for 95% of all Jewish war casualties in
Jerusalem and over 25% of total Jewish war casualties.395 During the 1947/48 fiscal year
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alone, the organization treated 4,000 soldiers and civilians injured during the war.396
Hadassah provided medical care at its own institutions, particularly in Jerusalem.
Outside of Jerusalem, in places like Sefad Hadassah personnel worked alongside
Haganah doctors “serving the Army wounded and sick.”397 The work of Hadassah
doctors towards the war effort did not go unnoticed. The Commander of Company A,
63rd Regiment, for example, wrote a letter praising the work of a Hadassah doctor caring
for the military wounded to Dr. Alken, the District Medical Officer of Jerusalem. Dr.
Alkan responded that the “heroism” of Hadassah physicians “is supplementing that of our
soldiers.”398

Conclusion

American Jewish medical work in Palestine and the State of Israel was
noteworthy because it provided a non-traditional entry point for state building activities.
Through medical work Hadassah, the American Friends of the Magen David Adom, and
others were engaged with matters as important as the military, immigrant absorption and
settlement, land acquisition and defense and others. Medicine as a field also broadened
the base of those participating in Zionist activism. The traditional public health and
social welfare spheres in which Hadassah operated, for example, provided an entry point
396
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for women’s involvement with much more political forms of Zionist activism. On the
other hand, for the overwhelmingly male constituents of the American Physicians
Fellowship Committee, medicine turned Zionist work into a professional activity rather
than a purely political pursuit. In both cases, medicine opened the arena of Zionist
activism to individuals who might not have participated otherwise.
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CONCLUSION:
THROUGH THE LENS OF MEDICINE

Medicine provides a unique lens through which to examine the changing
realignments of American Jews in the postwar decade. Through medical work, American
Jews advanced the notion that they were model citizens, deeply rooted in the principles of
American democracy. American Jews wielded this idealized medical identity to gain
increased professional acceptance and to deflect underlying cold war era charges of unAmerican behavior and dual loyalty toward the State of Israel. For some, medical work
also provided entry to increased political activism abroad. In this respect, American
Jewish medical work in the postwar era influenced a broad range of public policy issues,
including the legal status and rights of displaced persons, the establishment of the State of
Israel, and the fight against discrimination within the United States. While medical
activism was more successful in some instances than in others, it ultimately paved the
way for expanded American Jewish political participation in the postwar era.
Medicine was influential, in part because of the number of people it reached.
Medical activities captivated the attention of hundreds of thousands of American Jews in
the era after World War II. Hadassah, the Women’s Zionist Organization of America,
became both the largest American Jewish Zionist organization and largest American
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Jewish women’s organization of any kind in the years after World War II.399 In addition
to Hadassah, there were twenty-two other American Jewish organizations directly
involved with medical work. Medical organizations comprised approximately 8.5% of
all American Jewish organizations in the decade after World War II. While this
percentage represented half the number of Zionist organizations (which equaled 16.6% of
the total) it was nevertheless significant. Medical organizations surpassed, for example,
Jewish Orthodox organizations (6.3% of the total), as well as organizations related to
Jewish education (also 6.3% of the total) and immigrant resettlement (1.5% of the total).
Even among professionals, affiliation with a Jewish medical organization was high
compared to other occupational fields. While eight professional Jewish medical
organizations existed, there were only three related to law, two social work organizations,
and one for business. All in all, over 400,000 lay people and health professionals, or
almost 10% of the American Jewish population, formally belonged to American Jewish
medical organizations in 1945.400
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Yet, the significance of medicine for American Jews extended far beyond the
number of people formally affiliated with medical organizations. Medicine also
represented an important symbol within American Jewish life. During the postwar years,
American Jews became increasingly attentive to Jewish connections to medicine as
evidenced by the numerous scholarly and fictional pieces written during this period.
Through such works, some American Jews argued against anti-Semitic ideologies and
discriminatory practices within the profession. By portraying Jewish medicine in idyllic
terms, these writers inserted Jews within the western medical cannon while pushing for
greater inclusion within American society. In such a way, medicine became one means
with which to reimagine American Jewish identity and belonging in the postwar era.
Medicine also served as a tool for engaging with the many challenges of the
postwar decade. In the wake of the Holocaust, when America became home to the
largest concentration of Jews worldwide, medicine enabled American Jews to care for
their brethren overseas in Europe and Palestine/Israel. In both places, American Jewish
medical work extended far beyond a simple imperative to heal the sick. Instead,
medicine became an instrument to navigate complicated political milieus with the
objective of advancing specific public policy objectives. Through medical work, for
example, the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee pushed for Jewish
emigration from Europe as well as the establishment of a Jewish State. At the same time,
Hadassah used medical work to navigate postwar charges of dual loyalty while
simultaneously participating in Israeli state building activities.
In the process of engaging with Jewish medical activities, American Jewish
medical professionals also re-forged networks that had been destroyed during World War
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II. Whereas, Europe had featured prominently within transnational medical exchanges
prior to World War II, after the devastations of the Holocaust professional networks
shifted towards America and Israel. In this respect, medicine provides insight into a more
general shift in collaboration between American Jews and the State of Israel. American
Jews deliberately forged ties to Israel by setting up residency exchanges, visiting
lectureships, and philanthropic opportunities in support of the Israeli medical profession.
They also promoted the publication and dissemination of Hebrew language medical
materials within the United States as well as a general exchange between Jewish medical
professionals via the pages of professional journals published in both Hebrew and
English. For those American Jews most involved with organizations such as Phi Beta
Kappa, the American Physicians Fellowship Committee, and Alpha Omega, medicine
provided a tool with which to build the State of Israel and to integrate it within the family
of nations. For those similarly engaged in Jewish communal life, medical networks also
became a bedrock of their professional experiences, shaping the contours of their careers
and giving shape to their community engagement.
At the heart of this dissertation lies a discussion about the political and ideological
impact of medicine during one of the most tumultuous decades in Jewish history.
Postwar American Jewish medical work both reflected an altered geo-political reality,
and deliberately set out to transform it. Medicine, in the hands of the American Jews
described in this dissertation, became a decisively political act. In the process of healing
the sick, American Jews recast long held ties to Europe in favor of strengthening
connections to the nascent State of Israel. In the process they helped influence a broad
range of contemporaneous issues, from the status of displaced persons in Europe, to the
227

development of the State of Israel, to the place of Jews within the United States. By
understanding the role of medicine as a political and intellectual agent, we broaden the
ways in which we examine those forces shaping Jewish life in the post-World War II
years.
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